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HOLLAM) CITY NEWS
VOLUME 34-NUMBER 27

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, JULY

of

Holland

Vote Set Aug. 7

Physicians Dies
In Hospital at

At Allegan Hospital

FENNVUXE (Special) - Frank
Higgins, 83, died
at
Allegan county hospital,where he
had been a patient for 2% years.
Surviving are two sons, Hollo,
Sr., and Norman, both of Fenn-

Tuesday

For Package Deal

89

In

Ottawa County

ville,

Dr. Leenhouts’ Career

Package Would Include

It Largely the Story

Court House Buildings,

Of City’s Development

Jail

Dr. Abraham Leenhouts, 89,
prominent Holland physician, died
at 4:15 p.m. Tuesday in Holland
Hospital after a two-year illness.
His death occurred on the 38th
anniversaryof the death • of his
son, Willard G. Leenhouts,Holland’s first World War I casualty,
a marine killed at Belleau, France.
It is for the latter that the Willard G. Leenhouts post No. 6,
American Legion, was named.
Dr. Leenhouts was bom July 28,
1866, in Zeeland, son of William
and Martje Leenhous, and the
grandson of Jannes Vande Luyster,

and Detention Home

GRAND HAVEN

-

nine grandchildrenand

—

PRICE TEN

CENTS

Holland Vas Hot

Large Crowds Celebrate

Many

And Dry During

Fourth at Legion Park

Enjoy Their Boats

Local Folks

Several thousand persons from

Month

of

June

Mn.

17

great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at
2 p.m. fYiday at Fennville Methodist Church, the Rev. Willis B.
Hunting officiating. Burial will be
at Fennville Cemetery. The body

A

Holland Since 1972

EIGHT PAGES

5, 1956

FeimvilleMan Diet

Dean

The Newt Has Btaa

Constructive Booster tor

Nellie Roelofi, 84,

Of Jamestown Dies

Average Temperature

Was 70.2 Degrees or
5.8 Above Normal

ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs.

Nellie

Holland area celebrated Fourth of

July at the American Legion’s
annual community celebration at
Legion Memorial Park Wednesday

OnLake Macatawa

Roelofs,84, widow of the late John evening. Despite the cool, cloudy
S. Roelofs of Jamestown,died early weather with hints of rain, large

Friday

at

Zeeland Commun- crowds of adults and children lined
ity Hospital following a short illthe country club hillside and many
ness. She had been in the hospital
hundreds moitf'witneased at least
for about two weeks.
Surviving are three brothers, parts of the celebrationfrom their
Cornelius and Joe Nederveld, both parked automobiles.
of Jamestown, Edward Nederveld
A large, attentive audience lisof Zeeland and several nieces and
tened to an early evening address
nephews.
by U. S. Representative Gerald R.
Ford, Jr., of Grand Rapids. In his
patriotic remarks entitled "July

Smr&l Take Part
In Sommer Races
At the Yacht Club

Many local people keep their
taken to Chappell Funeral After a cold spring, the weathboats
ranging from small sailboats
er
man
really
broke
through
for
The Aug. 7 primary election will Home.
to cruisers and speedboats at
the month of June and gave Holbe enlivened considerably in OtJesieks during the winter and as
land an average temperature of
tawa county through a specialvote
soon as the ice Is off Lake Maca70.2 degrees or 5.8 degrees above
tawa they get them ready to put
of one mill for four years on a
normal.
into the water. Most Holland peoA warm June was in keeping
package deal which would provide
ple that own boats have cottages
with temperaturesfor the month
a new court house annex and jail
or year-around homes equipped
In other years. It was over six dein Grand Haven, county facilities
with docks or moorings.
grees warmer than normal In 1952,
in Holland and a new detention
1776
1956,
Independence
and
David Boyd has a 22-foot speed1953 and 1954 and 2.7 degrees warPeace,” Ford elaboratedon our boat that for many summers folhome for the county.
mer in 1955, according to weather
country's freedom and to an inter- lowed the small boat race* at Macstatistics compiled by Charles A.
Co.
The Board of Supervisors took
esting diversion,discussed a num- atawa Bay Yacht Club. Chuck
Steketee
of Hope College.
this action at its meeting Tuesday
ber of signers of the U.S. Const!-' Bradford, actually from Chicago,
But while June was warm, It Traffic Violators
aftemooon. According to current Building boats is one of the most
Dr. Abraham Leenhonta
tution who are "lost” in our his- but a summer resident of Macawas also one of the driest mpnths
founder of Zeeland.
tory. Many are never even men- tawa, is using his 17-foot Chirsdren; three sisters,Mrs. Jennie plans, the court house annex would fascinating businesses to be in as on record for any month. PrecipiHe attended Hope College Pre- Cobum, Mrs. Elizabeth De Hope
tioned in present historybooks, he Craft to practice for the National
cost 3140,000;a jail, 3400,000;fa- Orville Munkwitz of Beason Boat tation amounted to .44 inch or 2.42
paratory school and was graduated
Water Ski championships to be
said.
and Miss Jane Leenhoutsof Hud- cilities at Holland, 390,000,and a Co., can tell anyone who takes the inches below normal. Precipitation
from the University of Michigan
The holiday crowds began to ga- held this year to La Porte, Ind.
sonville, and a brother, Robert of detentionhome, 375,000, for a
had
fallen
on
only
five
days.
time to take a trip through the
and its medical school in 1891. He
The justice court of C.C. Wood ther at the Legion park as the Chuck is a iki instructorat LakeHolland. Mrs. Leenhouts, the for- grand total of 3705,000.
All in all, it was a month of
specialized in ear, eye, nose and
shore this summer.
boat building establishment.
mer. Elizabeth de Kruif of Grand
extremes.The makimum was 95, was a busy place the past week American Legion Band began the
The building and site fund curthroat at the University of ChicaDr. Nelson Clark of Waukazoo
At
the
moment,
there
are
four
celebration
with
a
concert
under
Rapids, died two years ago.
the
minimum
36
and
there
was
rently has 361,167,and based on
with dozens of persons appearing
go and practiced there until he
has a new 30-foot cutter that was
International
210
sloops
being
conthe
baton
of
Arthur
C.
Hills.
The
Funeral services will be held at the county equalized valuation,the
thunder on six occasions, all in for arraignmentfollowinga crackmoved his family to Holland in 1900.
band continued its music after recently delivered to him from
structed at Beacon, with two alHe then went into geneal practice 2 p.m. Friday from Hope Church extra mill over four years would ready sailing. The 210s are 30 feet the last half of the month.
down on traffic violatorsby state Ford's address.
Ohio.
with Dr. Marion de Velder and bring in 3680,000. The equalized
Maximum was 95, compared police in the Jenison and Hudsonuntil World War I when, because
Dick Den Uyl and his wife, Kay,
A
dramatic
climax
to
the
event
long,
made
of
plywood
and
weighDr. James Wayer officiating. Serv- valuation at present is 3170,000,000.
with 90 in 1955, 93 in 1954, 101 in
of health, he returned to his speville areas and by sheriff’s officers
ing 1,200 pounds. Designed by the 1953 and 94 in 1952. Minimum was
was the spectacular d i s p 1 a y of spend as much time as possibleto
ices at Pilgrim Home Cemetery
Facilities
in
Holland
would
be
cialty following a refesher course
their 17-foot speedboat Their inon the state park road. Fines were
fireworks, witnessedby many to
will be in charge of the Willard near City Hall, fronting on 12th prominent naval architect, C. 36, compared with 48 in 1955, 39
at the Polytechnic Institute at Cofant daughter, MarjorieKay, will
paid
by
the
following:
the park and for many blocks
G. Leenhouts post of the American St. The building would house the Raymond Hunt, the 210s first made in 1954, 45 in 1953 and 46 in 1952.
lumbia University in New York
not doubt grow up to be a water
Percy Ray Gemmen, of 134 West
Legion. Friends may call at the welfare department, Bureau of So- their appearance in the East in
Average maximum was 81.4, 31st St., speeding 65 in 35-mile around.
City.
enthusiast.
Dykstra
Funeral
Hme
tonight cial Aid and provide space for 1946. The;- are roomy and a good compared with 78.7 in 1955, 81.9 in
In those early years, Dr. LeenProfessor Clarence De Graaf and
zone, $29.30; John Sebasta, Scotts
from 7 to 9 p.m.
the health department, facilities family boat as well as tops for 1954, 83 in 1953 and 81.5 in 1952.
houts felt the need for a hospital
his family .relax by cruisingon the
Dr., defective muffler, $9.30, and
It is the wish of the family 'hat for issuing operator’s licenses by racing. Filled with a styrofoam
Average minimum was 59, com- speeding 50 in 25-mile zone, $24.30;
in Holland and in 1917 he spoke to
lake to their speedboat. De Graaf
a group of 60 members of the instead of flowers that tokens or the sheriff’sdepartment,plus of- substance, they are "unsinkable.” pared with 55.4 in 1955, 59.1 in Norman D. LeForte, Leominster,
Is at Hope CoUege.
Chamber of Commerce which re- respect or sympathy be sent to fices for Avery D. Baker, Mrs. B. W. Baker of Spring Lake took 1954, 58.7 in 1953 and 60.1 in Mass., stop sign, US-31 and James,
Family fun is the main reason
the remembrance fund of Holland Ruth Van Duren and for the prose- his 210 home for his son. who will 1952.
sulted in Holland’s first hospital
the Bernard Donnellys have their
$5; Beverly Jane Zepeda, of 178
Hospital which meant a great deal cuting attorney. For many years, sail it in Spring Lake races. Dr.
Departure from normal was plus
which is now Netherlands Museum.
28-foot"Stout Fella” cutter. The
East Seventh St. no operator’s
to Dr. Leenhouts who was dean of these county services have been E. W. nrentice of Muskegon pur5.8, compared with plus 2.7 in 19After his son’s death in 1918, he
entire family enjoys sailing on
license, North River Ave., $9.30.
local physicians.
provided
through
city
facilities
at
chased one for his four children, 55, plus 6.1 in 1954, plus 6.5 in 1953
was commissioneda captain in the
both Lake Macatawa and Lake
Gerrit
Kllngenberg,
route
2, red
Hope College will receive a Michigan and the children have
no rental to the county.
a girl of 14, a son of 12 and twins, and plus 6.4 in 1952.
medical corps and was stationed
The court house annex in Grand who will race the boat at Muske- Precipitationwas .44 Inch, com light, US-31 and M-21, $9.30; Sarah check for $115,000this week from become excellentsailors.
at Fort Ogelthorpe, Ga. When he
Van Den Berg, route 4, speeding
Haven would be built on the north- gon.
returned from this service in 1919,
pared with 2.10 inches in 1955, 6.73
Andrew DuMez keeps his 20-foot
45 in 35-mile zone, Ottawa Beach the Ford Foundation, as the first
west
corner
of
Washington
St.
and
4
Local
he helped organize the America^
Beacon is constructing a Light- Inches in 1964, 4.81 inches in 1953
Rd., $9.30; Carl R. Shaw, Lansing, payment under its program to help Continental at a dock at his South
would
house
the
health
departLegion post and was its first comning class boat for Herb Marsilje’s
2.61 inches in 1952.
Shore Dr. home. Hart Eggers has
ment, offices of the probate judge family, Louise and the twin boys. Departure from normal was -2.42 right of way to approachingtraf- raise faculty salaries.
mander.
a 20-foot cruiser. George Heertoga
fic, 112th Ave. and M-21, $14.30;
and the education department. This The boat will be all set for the
A total of 630 privately-support-has an 18-foot speedboat for cruisHe ended his active medical
inches, compared with -.86 inch in
hi
Robert
I.
Foote.
Grand
Rapids, ed colleges and universitiesto the
would
release
space
in
the
crowdpractice a few years ago and then
opening races at Macatawa Bay 1955. plus 3.87 Inches In 1954.
ing. Verne Routing boasts a 20speeding 48 In 40-mlle zone, M-21 United States will receive checks
ed court house for rearrangementYacht Club.
served as first resident physician
foot Lyman runabout
plus 1.95 Inches In 1953 and -.25
in HudsonviUe,$9.30.
Four Macatawa yachts, "Whis- of other offices.
totaling $130,000,000. The payments
of the Hope College health clinic.
Herman Windolph takes many
Herman Cams of La Salle is Inch in 1952. Precipitationfell on
Marilyn
Barkel
Sligh,
East
Grand
The
board
also
allocated
32,000
represent half the sum of two ap- guests aboard his 42-foot Mathews
During his professional career, per IV,’’ "Roratonga,”"Corvette,”
waiting for the deck of his 39-foot five days, compared with seven
he was a member of the American and "Revenge,” will leave Mil- for professional services in pro- yawl, "Trade Winds” to be re- days in 1955, 13 days in 1954, nine Rapids, expired operator’s license, propriations totaling $260,000,000. cruiser. Bill Jacobs of Holland has
Medical Association, state and waukee Friday evening for t he moting the campaign and engaged finished before he takes the boat days in 1953 and 13 days in 1952. M-21 In Holland township, $9.30; For most of the institutionsthe a 20-fopt Chris-Craft cruiser and
Jerry Gilbert,of 821 West 24th St, payments are approximatelyhalf
the Lindeman agency in Holland
county medical associations and
Andy Millard and Peter Mleras
to Benton Harbor for the summer. Largest amount of rain in a 24start of the historicQueen’s Cup for this week. Chairman Roy Lowpassing on yellow line, Ottawa of the total grants they will rethe Emeritus Club of the Univerown 16-foot express cruiser and 20Well-known
tc^Great
Lakes
sail- hour period was .24 inch, compare
sity of Michigan.For the last 40 race from Milwaukee to Muskegon. ing also appointed a four - man ors is the "Raritonga”owned by ed with .55 inch in 1955, 3.55 inches Beach Rd., $14.30; Leonard Cor- ceive. It is expected that final pay- foot speedboat respectively.
onado, of 58 West First St., speed
The Queen’s Cup, 103 years old, committee to head a citizens comyears, he had been secretary and
W. D. Nanson of St Louis, J^o., in 1954, 2.78 inches In 1953 and .89 Ing 45 In 35-mile zone, South Shore ments will be distributedby July Sidney Johnson and his wife, Kay,
1, 1957.
treasurer of his University class of has been the trophy for the race mittee to assimilate and distribute
who have recentlymoved into their
Inch In 1952.
who
races
his
39-foot
Alden
coastliterature. Appointedwere George
Dr., $9.30; Robert Van Dyken, DeIncluded in the endowment pro- new home on South Shore Dr., have
which three still survive including since 1938.
wise
yawl
uder
the
MBYC
banner.
troit, red light, US-31 and M-21 gram, larger of the two programs, a 22-foot seaskiff they keep at
Dr. Novi of Ann Arbor, dean-emer- Winners of the race have usual- Swart of Grand Haven, chairman,
The ’"Raritonga”’was built at
$9.30.*' • ’.
are all four - year, regionally-ac-Jesieks. William La Barge has a
itus of the Universitymedical ly been Milwaukee boats, but Lawrence A. Wade of Holland,
Beacon (then Campbell Boat Co.)
Allan
J. Hatt, Grand Rapids credited, privately -supportedcol- 20-foot sailboat John Muller keeps
school.
Charles Phelps’ "Corvette” was Henry Vermeer of Jamestown and
Citizens
three years ago.
stop sign, Ottawa Beach Rd.,.$7.<0
leges and universitieswhich grant his 22-foot sportsman at his cottage
Dr. Leenhouts was a humanitar- the cruising class winner in 1951. William Kennedy of Alleridale.
The 40-foot utility boats that BeaIn
other
business,
the
board
votFrank Bladergroen, Jr., Roseville degrees in the liberal arts and sci- on Macatawa as does Verne Norian and his life was filled with in- ’Corvette” is entered again this
ed 21 to 4 to hire the J. M. Clem- con built for the Navy are all in
Mich., speeding 48 in 40-mile zone ences and bachelors’ degrees in a quist, who has a 25-foot express
terests for others — his country, year in class C.
inshaw
Co. to reappriase real es- commission, with some on the
M-21 at HudsonviUe,$9.30; Her- number of allied professional cruiser.
community and church. His life in
"Whisper IV,’’ owned and skipcarrier Forrestal. The Navy conman Joseph Wlndolph, local hotel fields. Under the second program, A South Bend, Ind., man Roy
Holland the last 56 years is largely pered by Hollis M. Baker is mak- tate in the entire county at a cost
the story of Holland’s community ing its third start in the race. of 5121,400.The work will start tract was completed in March, GRAND HAVEN - City Council address, speeding 50 in 35-mile 126 of these institutions receive ac- Worden, keeps his Lyman Islander
about Oct. 1 and will be completed 1956.
has scheduled a public hearing for zone, Lakewood Blvd., In Holland complishmentgrants as well.
growth.
and International110 moored at his
Last Friday, "Whisper IV” finishFrank W. Alderman of Chicago, Aug. 1 on the matter of a proposed township,$14.30; Gerald J. EgCalvin College,which receives cottage at Macatawa Park. The
His 25 years of service on Hol- ed third in class B in the Chicago not later than Dec. 31, 1957. When
the
subject
was
discussed
Monday,
Hi.,
is
emsing
at
Charlevoix
on
shopping center on US-31, follow- bers, of 333 Felch, stop sign, M-21 $145,000 first installmentof endow Worden family has been sailing for
land’s Board of Educationcover- to Saugatuck race.
it was brought out that there was his 32-footcutter “Graloy.” Aider- ing a spiritedmeeting Monday in
ment grant, also will receive $80,- a long time. E.A. Smid of St Louis
ed the period of the buildingof the
and 120th Ave., $7.30.
This will be the first race of the
present high school and junior high season for owner - skipper W. D. not enough money availableto pay man is a mink rancher with a which 20 irate citizens from the
Carl Victor Johnson, Jr., Niles 000 as the first installment of the Mo., and longtime Macatawa reimmediately, and Tuesday the speeast end of the city voiced their passing on yellow line, US-31 at accomplishmentgrant.
school.
sorter has an 18-foot Century runaNanson of the "Roratonga."Char- cial appraisal committee submit- ranch at Muskegon.
A new Cenhiry resorter is to be protests to the development.
Serving the city as health offi- les Bissel’s "Revenge” has comWest Olive, $14.30; John Keizer, When the grants under the en- bout for family pleasure and accer between 1905 and 1915, he peted in several races this year. ted a rider to the original con- commissioned by Carl Tannewitz Arthur Reenders, contractor who Jr., Grand Rapids, red light, US-31 dowment program are fully paid, commodation of guests. Another
tract dated June 5, 1956, that no
aroused the communityto existThe boats expect to arrive in payments would be made until of Grand Rapids, who has a sum- built many homes in the section, and M-21, $9.30; William Apple- each institution will have received cottager at Macatawa, C. Richard
mer home on Lake Macatawa. was spokesmen for the delegation dom, Jr., 1617 Jerome, speeding a sum approximately equal to Its Walker of Grand Rapids, keeps the
ing causes of disease and even Muskegon Saturday morning, wind
January,1957.
Tannewitz,who also has a star which was outspokenin its criti- 54 in 45-mile zone, Georgetown undergraduate Instructionalcosts family Nipper and outboard at the
death due to lack of sanitationand permitting, which means that all
brought about health regulations the navigating will have to be done Casting dissenting votes in the boat "Eclipse” at Beacon, is in cism of a shopping center in that township, $9.30; Thelma H. Schol- for the 1954-55 academic year. This cottage.
appraisal question were Henry
sum is to be added to the insti
that decreased infant mortality and
The Kenneth O'Meara family has
at night, adding to the difficulty of Slaughter of Tallmadge, Chris Europj and is expected home in location which is bounded by US-31, ten, of 501 Plasman, speeding 45
tution' s endowment fund and is ex- a 20-foot launch for the pleasure of
deaths from typhoid materiallyand
July.
De
Spelder
St.,
Marion
St.
and
in 35-mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd.
the race.
Fendt of Port Sheldon. Albert Walpected to produce an annual in- the family. A 24-footChris-Craft
prevented much spread of comMurdoch T. Burton of Glendale, Park St.
in Park township, $9.30.
All four local boats are kept at cott of Wright and Robert L. Murcome of about four per cent.
municable disease.
cruiser is the boat enjoyed by the
Ohio,
who
spends
the
summer
at
John
Casemier,
who
recently
Nancy
Antrim,
route
4,
speeding
die Jesiek Bros, shipyards.
ray of Polkton.
Other Michigan schools receiving Kenneth Peirces. They keep the
After a hospital was organized
Castle Park, ordered a Lightning built a new home on Waverly St- 45 In 35-mile zone, Ottawa Beach
Slaughter informed the board for his son and grandchildren.
here, it was at Dr. Leenhout’s sugreceivedloud applause when he Rd., $9.30; Robert J. Wright, Chi the grants: Emmanuel Missionary boat at a slip at Jesieks. HarokJ
that he had been advised by Dr.
gestion that the Woman’s LiterArthur Read, Holland School chided Council. Jasemier, who cago, speeding 48 in 40-mile zone College, Berrien Springs, $70,000; Van Tongeren keeps a 20 - foot
Ralph Ten Have that Michigan has
Hillsdale College, Hillsdale, $75,- speedboat at a slip and the Chet
ary Club formed a civic health
architect, plans to present a 23-foot operates three supermarkets in $10; Theo Rozendal,Cicero, 111.
coming 53,000,000 In federal aid for
000; Kalamazoo College, Kalama- Van Tongerens have a 22-foot
committee and Mrs. Leenhouts was
Chris Craft the "Lady Ann" to his Grand Haven, Ferrysburg and speeding 58 in 40-mile zone, M-21
hospitals and health service and
zoo, $80,000; Marygrove College, sportsman "The Spook.” '
the chairman.'Diis committee eswife on their July 2 anniversary. Spring Lake, was refused a zone at HudsonviUe,$15; Dr. A. Louis
that Ottawa county could qualify
Detroit, 4160,000, $90,000 (accomtablished a free medical and denL.J. Verdier of Grand Rapids has
Munkwitz welcomes visitors to change in order to expand his op- Rosi, Chicago, no operator’s lifor
a
portion
of
the
amount,
the
plishmentgrant); Mercy College, a 20-foot outboard express cruiser
Skiing
tal clinic in the hospital annex
the boat works that the late Ken- erations in commercial-residential cense on person, M-21 at Hudsonexact amount to be known later
Detroit,$55,000;NazarethCollege, in a slip while family summers at
and later operated the well-baby
neth Campbell establishedhere. area in the 1100 block on Washing- ville, $5. and speeding 48 in 40-mile
this month.
Nazareth, $70,000; Siena Heights a cottageon Macatawa. The 22-foot
clinic.
This is Indianapolis week at
Campbell
was
a
marine
architect
ton
St. Among other things, Case- zone, $10.
Generally, the board did not reCollege, Adrian, $50,000 and the sportsmanbeing used by the Paul
In 1919 the University of Michi- Lakeshore Cabins. Mr. and Mrs.
and his boat designs are used all mier said there Is no representa- Oscar H. Altshuler,Youngstown University of Detroit, Detroit,
Daley family of Aurora, HI.,
gan appointed Dr. Leenhoutslec- David J. Fox and Mrs. Raymond act favorably to applying for fed- over the world.
tion for people on toe east side of Ohio, speeding 48 in 40-mile zone, $575,000.
eral
aid.
Mayor
Robert
Visscher
belongs to Mrs. Daley’s father,
turer on its extension bureau for C. Fox arrived Wednesday for a
the tracks. "What have you done M-21 at HudsonviUe, $10; John
John Knell, also of Aurora. The
Western Michigan giving health week’s stay. The Fox family are said use of federal aid eliminates
to help toe east end of Grand George Blank, MichiganCity, Ind.
Knell family has a summer home
education addresses under the friends of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas all but union contractors on any
Man
Gets
Probation
Haven
.
.
.
I>et
the
people
of
the
speeding
52
in
40-mile
zone,
M-21
on South Shore Dr.
Gorgas Plan emphasizingpreven- Fitzgerald, also of Indianapolis,job and John Stephensonof Zeeeast end decide what they want at HudsonviUe. $10; Albert Lee
On Morals Charge
tive medicine, periodic health ex- who have a summer home on Lake land said if Ottawa county got
Webster,Greensburg,Ind., speedthere.”
560,000 it would cost 3120,000. Howaminations, press and radio health
Macatawa on South Shore Dr.
Verne
Cutler, planningcommis- ing 52 In 40-mile zone, M-21
ard
Fant
of
Grand
Haven
said
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
publicity,support adequate hospiMr. and Mrs. R.W. Hendricksonthat inasmuch as no commitments
sion chairman,explained that toe HudsonviUe,$10; Jay A. Boes, no Robert Robbert, 47, of 516 Central 11 Drivers
tal and nursing organizations,and
of Indianapoliswho have been stay- were made, further investigation
commission has given long consi- address listed, speeding 54 in 45- Ave., Holland, who was found
to work with PTA’s on health proing at the cabins for the past week would be made and the matter
deration to a shopping center site. mile zone, M-21 in Georgetown guilty April 13 of a charge of
grams for schools.
Apparently
the
weather
neither
called their friends, Mr. and Mrs. was referredto the ways and
He explained that Park St. will be- towrfship, $9.30, and expired chauf- gross indecencyin Circuit Court,
For 20 years, Dr. Leenhouts was
dampened nor cooled folks’ desire
R.L. Meyer, who have a Higgins means committee.
come a major street for east-west feur's license,$9.30.
appeared Friday for dispositionFor
a consistorymember of Hope inboard they keep on the river.
to go to the beach for the Fourth
The
board
adjourned
subject
to
Roy
Lamb,
route
1,
Fennville,
traffic
in
the
city's
major
street
and was placed on probation two
Church and at one time was preGRAND HAVEN (Special)
of July holiday, as the Holland
They brought the boat on a trailer call of the chair.
plan, and for that reason, toe lo- speeding 48 in 40-mile zone, M-21 years and ordered to pay $200 Eleven persons appeared before
sident of the Federation of Men’s
State
Park
reported
that
19,026
peoand plan to do some water skiing
cation seemed to be a logicalone in HudsonviUe,$9.30; Robert J. costs. He must leave liquor alone, Lars Syverson, field examiner of
Bible Classes. He also taught Sunple kept the beach crowded most
for the next four days.
for serving a lafrge portion of the Schmuker, Grand Rapids, speed- secure employmentand keep a the Driver Services Division, in
day School many years.
Two
Men
Escape
Injury
of the day.
ing 48 in 40-mile zone, M-21 at midnight curfew.
He was a charter member and Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Kish and
Grand Haven Thursday afternoon
Lake Michigan was too cold for area.
son, Vincent,Jr., and daughter, In Collision on US-31
At tot time of toe hearing Aug. HudsonviUe,$9.30; Henry Haver- In pronouncing disposition, Judge for re-examinations.
first president of the Social Proall but the bravest, but picnicking
Cynthia, of Lincoln Park are enl,a representativeof Plumb’s Su- dink, 111 West 28th St., stop sign, Raymond L. Smith told Robbert he
gress Club which was organized
Adalbert J. Zelent, 17, route 6,
joying the swimming and boating. Two Holland men escaped injury was popular.
permarkets, Inc., will explain Lakewood and railroadtracks, Hol- was fortunatethat he had so many Holland, who is in militaryservice,
in 1910 and remained active until
Park officers announcedthat
land township, $7.30; Egbert E. friends and relatives who took a did not appear, nor did Joe Karel,
his illness. In 1911, he was pre- Just arrived are Mr. and Mrs. early Saturday when their cars
plans for the shopping center.
trailer and camp space will be
Bareman, of 188 Elm Lane, stop keen interest to his welfare. "The 74, of 265 East Hth St, HoUand.
sident of the Exchange Club. He George Haag, Sr., and George collidedon UE-31 five miles south
open today after having been comsign, Beeline and US-31, Holland only way you can show appreciaand Mrs. Leenhoutsalso were life Haag, Jr., of Lorain, Ohio. They of Holland.
Laverne Baumann, 17, route 2,
brought with them their 15-foot Allegan County, deputy Henry pletely filled during the holiday. Demands Examination
tion to those who have your weltownship, $7.30.
members of the Century Club.
Holland, Arlyn Alderink, 19, route
There
were
403
camps
in
operation
Lyman
to
use
during
their
stay.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Bouwman said a car driven by
Thomas E. Abbott, U.S. Air fare and interestsat heart is to 1, Allendale and John Peter Kool,
He won national recognition in
Planned for the weekend is the Wesley Fiske, 446 West 22nd St., yesterday, but many are moving Louie K. Carroll, 45, Muskegon, Force, speeding 52 in 45-mile zone, observe the terms of your probaBoy Scout work and was awarded
demanded examination in Muni- M-21 in Georgetown township, $10; tiejk.It you fail, you will be sent 18, Grand Haven, were given six
the Silver Beaver in 1936 after official .openingof the Sligh Ski struck the rear of a vehicle opera- out today, officers said.
The
water
was
still
cold
today—
cipal Court this morning on a Joseph C. Lyons, Jr., Ingleside, to prison to view of your record.” months’ probation. "
being a registered Scout for 35 School, with champion instructor, ted by Henry Schaap, route 5.
Harry Ypma, 73, route 3, Zee54
degrees
—
and
officers
said
it charge of larceny by conversion
Laurie
AnnHohl
and
assistant
years. He was proud of the fact
The impact rolled the Schaap
Bl., speeding 55 in 45-mile zone,
land, had his license restrictedto
will
take
a
south
wind
to
warm
it
involving
$680
allegedly
taken
from
that his grandson was Ottawa Chuck Bradford.
car over onto its side. Bouwman
M-21 in Georgetown township, $7;
daylight hours only.
employes at the Henry Casemier Russell Lloyd Sakkers, route 4, Man Fined $50
A couple of avid water skiers, said Schaap’s ’55 model car re- up again.
county’s first Eagle Scout
Donald Davis, 16, of 232 West
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Super
Market
in
Grand
Haven
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Murl
Miller,
who
Dr. Leenhouts was a prime
ceived damage- estimated at $1,200
stop sign, Port Sheldon and USRoger
Tubbergen,
24, of 261 West Main St, Zeeland, Gerald Wayne
July
3.
Bond
of
$500
was
furnished
mover in bringing about a Com- are spendingtwo weeks on Lake while the Fiske ’51 model car re- Hearing Set
31, $7.30; Harold J. Bos. of 165
15th St, Holland, who pleaded McPherson, 21, route 1, Grand
but no date was set for hearing.
munity Chest for Holland and was Maoatawa, ski twice a day at ceived damage estimated at $500.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)-A Carroll, sales manager for a freez- Howard Ave.; speeding45 in 35- guilty to a charge of grand lar- Haven, John Randall Vande LuyLakeshore.
Their
son,
Murl,
Jr.,
Jts first president in 1930. He headmile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd., $9No tickets were issued pending hearing has been scheduled r.t
ceny to Circuit Court June 11, ster, 20, of 144 Dartmouth, Holer plan, was apprehendedWednesa law student at University of In- further investigation.
ed the Red Cross drive id 1937.
1:30 p.m. July 9 to Ottawa Qr- day by Police Chief Richard E. .30.
appeared for sentence Friday and land, and John Hoffman, 19 of 87
He was one of the promotors diana, joined them on Tuesday.
Charles H. Malchow, Lincoln, was assessed $50 fine or 30 days to East 25th St, Holland, were given
cult Court on an order of abate- Klempel while he was having his
Both Mr. and Mrs. Miller have
when the Netherlands
S.D., speeding 65 in 40-mile zone, jail. The alleged offense involved 30 days’ suspension.
ment covering propertyknown as car serviced to Muskegon.
committee was organized in 1937, water sided in Florida and Jamai- Probation Given
M-21 at HudsonviUe, $20; Tom 600 pounds of iron plates valued at
Benjamin VanDen Brink, 87, of
Zwemer
Hall
of
Western
TheologGRAND HAVEN (Special)
and in 1952 he was made a knight ca as well as on Macatawa two
Regains, of 183 West 16th St, speed $100 from the Home Furnace Co. 131 East Main St, Zeeland, and
ical Seminary of Holland. The case
of the House, of Orange - Nassau years ago. The Millers are both Donald M. Famquist, 19, of Mustog 55 in 35-mile zone, Ottawa of Holland. Only last June 14 he Wayne Andrew Rohn, 17, route 2,
New Recreation Head
kegon Heights, who pleaded guilty involves an additionalfire escape
by the Queen of the Netherlands. attorneys.
Beach Rd., $19.30; Malcolm Curtis, had completed two years of proba- Nunlca, had their license revoked.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
June 11 to negligent homicide, for the dormitory.
Dr. Leenhoutsmade a fascinatHector (Chris) Christiansen,29, of Grand Rapids, speeding 50 to 35- tion on a similar offense.
No action was taken on Joe
ing appraisal and record of his Pfc. Harvey L. Lubbers, son of was placed on probation for two
New York Citj^ is the new Grand mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd.,
Overway, 72, of 280 West 16th St,
pioneer boyhood beginnings, his Mr. and Mrs. James L. Lubbers, years Friday to Ottawa Cir- Chid Injured
Haven city recreation director. He $14.30; Keith Chambers,of 839 Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Allen, Holland.
education, romance and married route 1, Hamilton,recently com- cuit Court He is required to pay
Franklin Bouman, 2'4-year-old takes over the reins today from Bertsch Dr., speeding 55 in 35-raile Vivian and Gary, of 128 Dunton
life, his career as a physician and pleted a refresher course in medi- $200 cost and has surrendered his son of Mr. and Mrs. Bastian BouRay Schaubel who has combined zone, South Shore Dr., $19?30.
Ave., left by car Wednesday for
community worker in a book pub- cal aid practices in Germany, ac- driver’s license for a year. Farn- man of 37 East 14th St, was treat the job with that of dean of boys
Glendora, Calif., where they will Transfer Holland Man
lished in 1948 entitled’’From the cording to the Army Home Town quist was the driver of a car ed to Holland Hospital Wednesday
Coast Guardsmen Allen Henand assistant principal at Grand
'Die Junior Yacht Club will stage spend their vacation with their
Crest of the Hill.”
News Center. Lubbers an aidman which was involved in a fatal for friction bums of the face and Haven High School for the past 10 a dance Friday beginning at 9 p.m. son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and dricks, EN 2, today was transferSurviving are a son, A. Donald to Medical Detachment of the 2nd accident to Spring Lake township chest after he was hit by a neighyears. Christiansenhas spent at the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club. Mrs. Ken Martin and Stevie. Gary red from the Holland station f
'of Jacksonville,Fla.; two daugh- Armored Division’s 12th Infantry April 6 when Arthur Carl Tufts, bor’s car which was backing out many summers to Michigan camps
Paul Harms, rear commodore of Allen lias just returned from Ice- South Haven. ---- “
ter*. Mrs. Mayo Hadden, tSr., nnd Battalion, entered the Army in Jr, 16, Muskegon, was killed at of a drive. Driver was Roger Beckand received his college degree the club, is in charge of arrange- land and now will be stationedat
Eve
January, 1955. His wife, Harlene, 11 :30 p.m. on the West Spriik Lake man, of 41 East 14th St The child and masters to physical education
Lefty Qpoper’s
Norton Air Force Base an San
is with him to Germany.
Rd. north of the M-104
was released after treatment
Bernardino.
(Special)
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Road Commission

Fennville

Ottawa Supervisors Study Detention Home Data

Exchange Takes

Mrs. Elwin Johnson and daughter Lee Sharon, have gone to San
Francisco,Calif., to visit their
son and brother, Dean Johnson
and family. Dean is in the U.S.

5, I9S«

Padnos Edges

Tallmadge

-

township who
that Allegan county would be in- 28 from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., the cost of
(Special) ‘
question of whether Ottawa terested in using the facilities of to be borne by the county but re- through the years hu kept a tight
C
county shall operate its own de- such a home, thereby- providing imbursement to be made In cue grip on the purse strings of the
the vote carried.The resolutionaltention home was discussed thor- another source of revenue.
so called for electing a nine-mem- county. "Where are we going to
Padnos Iron and Metal moved
oughly
by
the
Board
of
SuperviBaker
gave
several
cases
in
The Exchange Club took over
ber charter study commission, get the money?” he called out. Into second place In
Legion
undisputed first place in C league sors Monday afternoon and then point, saying that the county has
Navy.
each candidate to present a peti- He rambled on about county fiLegion baseball play Friday night referred to the buildings and an average of four or five children
league baseball action Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Gooding,
grounds committee arid the ways In detentionhomes a day, although tion with signatures by 20 quali- nances for a time and suggested with a 2-1 win over Elzinga-Volwith a 24-3 \yin over Rotary.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Thc daughter Marylee, son Billy, and The win was the second straight and means committee to report figures range from one or two to fied voters.
the matter be delayed for a year. kers at RiverviewPark.
sometimes over 12. The recom- But after the wrangle which It was virtually the same thing he
Ottawa County Road Commission Miss Florence Ha an have return- for the Exchange and left them back.
The winners scored the winning
ed from a week’s auto trip in the the lone unbeaten team. Rotary
Appearingon behalf of a county mendation for such a detention seemed to take well over a half
run in the fourth when Altena
Thursday received a request from
had
said
last
year
when
reapUpper Peninsula, going as far now has a 1-1 record.
detention home were Allen Robin- home for the county lists facilities hour, the supervisorssplit their
doubled home Klaver, who had
Zeeland City Council to widen West north as Copper Harbor. Enroute
The winners scored two runs in son, Coopersvilleschool superin- for 12 children, preferably a ranch- vote right down the middle—14 to praisal came up.
singled.
Main Ave. from the city limits to home they visited Mrs. Helen the first, six in the third, two in tendent, and Mrs. Dennis Allen of style building which looks like a 14. Because the vote did not carry
Martin Boon of Grand Haven The first Padnos run was scored
M-2L This involves some 200 feet Kitchen, formerly of Fennville,and the fourth, eight in the fifth and Spring Lake, president and secre- home with girls in one wing and as such, Board Chairman Roy questioned Slaughter about the ex- in tile third Inning, Goodyke struck
tary of a special committee study- boys in another. Estimated cost Lowing declared the issue lost. Of tra $100,000 which had been put out, but on a dropped third strike
and the commissioninstructedEn- her daughter, Mrs. Hazel Cheadle six in the sixth.
of Lockport 111. The latter two The Rotary made one run in the ing the need for such facilities, was listed at 560,000, plus another the 30 members on the board, only Into the budget for "extras” and got to first. He took second on an
gineer Henrik Stafseth to proceed are moving soon to Richmond,
Slaughtersaid Increased wages error by the catcher and scored
and by Avery D. Baker, probate $15,000 for furnishings.Ottawa two were absent
fourth and two in the sixth.
with construction as soon as the Va., to make their home.
county has been paying an esti- John Stap of Grand Haven ques- and a host of other things had on a single by Bos. '
D. Van Wieren was the winning court agent. •
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell pitcher and the loser was Van Brief outlineslisting needs, costs mated $10,000 a year to Kent coun- tioned the board’s action.In view hit that fund. There was some bick- Elzlnga-Volkers scored its lone
county program permits.
of the fact that it was only a min- ering about who was resorting to
The commission rejected two and daughter Janet were in De- Beek.
run In the seventh. Van Haitsma
and other classifications were dis- ty for the services.
isterial action, would the board be double-talk.
troit recently to attend the 25th
Supervisors
also
engaged
in
was safe on a fielder’s choice and
C League standings through June tributed. Mrs. Allen pointed to the
bids entered by West Shore Concriticized for allowing itself to bewedding anniversary of his broth- 29:
Henry Ver Meer, who with Swart scored on a double by Gary Gibnecessity for some action in vjew lengthy discussion on allowing an
struction Co. for improvingLake- er and sister-in-law, Mr. and M rs.
L of Grand Rapids’ decision to move electionfor Ferrysburg village come Involved In a strictly local and William Koop of Holland com bons.
affair. Howard Fant said the board prised the special committee, sugwood Blvd. from Beeline Rd. to old Glenn Chappell.
The winning pitcher was DykExchange
2
0 its detention program to smaller which would vote on becoming a
most certainly could be open to gested that the Cleminshaw people ema who gave up two hits and
US-31, and improving Byron Center
Mrs. Willis B. Hunting, M r s. Rotary
1
1 quarters,thereby limitingits serv- fifth-class city. Although the councriticism.He said the group peti- conduct a school each year fqr De Jonge, who allowed three safeRd. in the vicinity of Black creek Arthur Sanford and Mrs. Carl Optimist
1
1 ices to Kent county. The Grand ty board’s action in the matter
tioning for the electioncould either supervisors to work on personal
east of Zeeland. Both bids were Walter were in Albion four days Lions
ties, was charged with the loss.
1
1 Rapids rates of $4 per day have was only a technicalityon okaying
reconsider and perhaps redraw its property valuations.Such a school
about 35 percent over engineer's last week as delegates from the Kiwanis
the
resolution
calling
for
such
an
A League standings through June
1
1 been doubled.
boundaries or could insist on its would be a good refresher course
Women's Society of Christian Ser- Jaycees
estimates.
0
2
29Generally, a detention home is election, Spring Lake Supervisor
legal rights and through higher-upa for the long-timers and excellent
The commission also opened re- vice.
used for a hold-over place for chil- GerrittBottema introduced several
insist that the board okay the elec- training for new supervisors, he
advertised bids on improvingold
Recent births to local couples
persons
opposed
to
the
move.
Holland Hitch
dren who come out of bad home
US-31 in Ferrysburgand Fruitport include a daughter, Terri-Annat
tion.
said. Koop agreed. He said real Padnos
situatioas, for runaways, for thc-e William Hyland and Bill Draper,
Rd. north of Bowen bridge after the Allegan Health Center to Mr.
Another question which evoked estate appraisals are much more Eizinga-Volkers
whose offenses are such that they summer residentson the no h
bids had been rejected at the last and Mrs. Roger Carlson; a daughneed supervision, and for those shore, represented that group of considerable discussionwas the permanent than personal property, H.E. Morse
meeting' because they were 20 per- ter to Mr. and Mrs. John Case at
and a Geminshaw appraisalon
juveniles in "need of observation. resorters in protesting the incor- recommendationof a special com
cent over estimates.The new bids, the Soqth Haven hospital,named
Operationof its own detention poration, emphasizing -that few if mittee headed by George Swart of real estate would serve for several
entered by three firms on both Rachell Louise; a son, Ronald
years whereas personal property Divorce Granted
home would save Ottawa county any were registered voters in Grand Haven to authorize the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
projects,were said to be more in Eric bom at Holland Hospital to
must be appraised each year.
M.
Cleminshaw
Co.
to
conduct
Spring
Lake
township
and
would
some 54.000 in time and mileage a
line with original estimatesand Mr. and Mrs. Merlyn Schultz.
By that time it was after 4 p.m. divorce decree was granted in
county-wide appraisal to ,be com
year, it was estimated. Besides have no voice in the decision.
currently are being studied by
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bryant
and supervisors tabled the issue Ottawa Circuit Court Friday
The proponents were represent- pleted Dec. 31, 1957, at a cost
that, the state pays half of the
engineers. Both c o n c r e te and of Adrian, formerlyof Fennville, Kenneth B. Huebbe and wf.
which would become the first bus- to Margaret B. Hoffman of Grand
$121,400.
The
Cleminshaw
bid
was
ed
by
William
Balgooyen,
Muskecast of operation and such a home
blacktop were advertised in the announce the engagement of their Eldon Crawford and wf. Lot
iness at today's session at Haven from Clarence J. Hoffman.
receives wide considerationin food 1 gon attorney, whose resolution the lowest of three bids.
There are no minor children.
daughter,
Ann to David Sunny Shores Sub. Twp. Grand benefits.It wAs also pointed out ’called for a special election Aug. Up sprang fiery Henry Slaughter 1:30 pjn.
, new bids.
The commission adopted resolu- Schanz of Allegan. The wedding
Haven.
tions in connection with the Mus- will take place at Fennville
Louis Kramer and wf. to Jack
kegon-GrandHaven expresswayin Methodist church Aug. 18 at 3

To Widen Street

GRAND

Lead m

HAVEN

The

Play

Hzinga-Volkers
A

At Zeeland Limits

W

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

Lu

which the commission agrees to
allow the State Highway Department to close certain roads. Se_cond St. in Ferrysburg will be
closed as will Burchell Rd. north
‘of the Ferrysburg. school, but a
.new service road will be built at
;

p.m.

D. Garvey and wf. Lot 32 West
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Keag and Highlands No. 2, Twp. Spring Lake
two children went to Wisconsin
Richard Teunis et al to Anna Ordrecently to spend their vacation
way
Lot 4 Otto’s Sub. City of Grand
but were called home by the death
of Mrs. Keag’s niece three-yea'r- Haven.
old Christine Marie Fonger of HolJohn Noe Jr., , and wf. to Glenc

The “Good Old Summertime

Directory

M

the latter place for persons living land.
D. Peterson and wf. Pt. Blk Galen
east of the expressway. Hickory Mr. and Mrs. Charles King are
and Wilson Sts. also will be closed. spending a couple of weeks at Eastman’s Add. Twp. Polkton.
Third St. and Wagner Rd. will Plainwell while the pharmacist Heine Maring and wf. to Henry
have access onto the expressway. there is on vacation.
E North and wf Pt SE14 Sec 15,
' There will be a grade separation
Mrs. Louis A. Johnson returned Twp Georgetown
without access at Taft Rd.
recently from Chicago where Peter H Van Noord and wf to
A request from the Board of she had undergone therapy treat- William HoUeman Pt. NW!4 15-5-13
Public Works of Holland was re- ments at Presbyterian Hospital for Twp. Jamestown.
ceived declaringthat the board 10 days.
Elmer J. Rowder and wf to Harmay sell the old interurban right- Roger Carlson submittedto an old L. Homkes and wf Lot 38 Wildof-way terminating in Park town- emergency appendectomy June 24 wood Sub. City of Holland.
ship. Since Park township is inter- forenoon at Allegan Health CenBert Baker and wf. to Henry
ested in developingthis right-of- ter. He is improvingsteadily.
John Nieuwenhuisand wf. Lot 51
way as a new road, the county Cart Walter returned home Fri- Baker-Huizen Sub. No. 1 Twp.
commission will set up a meeting day from Allegan Health Center Georgetown
for Park township and the city of Where he had undergonetests and
Alvin Bos and wf to Ronald Keith
Holland to determine the best pos- observationfor three days.
Hertz and wf. Lot 45 Huizenga Sub.
sible uses of the property. In any
Mrs. Thelma Dickinson and No. 1 Twp Holland
event, the Board of Public Works Richard Barron, secretary and
FOR QUALITY
Ottavio Rongetti et al to Lester
•will retain rights for using the treasurer, respectivelyof the
G MacDollum and wf. Pt. SE&
property for its own lines.•
school board of education, are the
SE^4 1-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge
Allen Westenbroek of Zeeland only ones who have petitionedfor
William Brusse to John Franzwas low bidder to haul 5,000 yards election. This is the first year that
burg Lot 91 Lugers Add. Twp. Holof gravel for Crosswell Ave. in this procedure has been used in
land.
and
Port Sheldon township. His bid of this district. Election will be held
Gordon DeJonge and wf to John
$9,000 resulted in a contract.
July 9 followed by the annual
Doombos and wf. Pt. Lots 53, 54
school meeting that evening.
Huizenga Sub. No 1 Twp. Holland
Mr. and Mrt. Louis A. Johnson
Arthur Reenders and wf. to Euwent to Port Huron Friday to atgene F. Middag and wf. Pt. Lots
tend a week’s session of the Michi33» 34 Reenders Add. No. 2 City
gan State Sheriff’s association.
of Grand Haven..
Mr. and Mrs. John Kiss Jr., are
'So cosy to stop — So easy to shop*
parents of a son, John Charles, Marvin L. Johnson and wf. to
513 W. 17th
Joseph Ettema and wf. Lot 6 Bubom June 18 at the Hospital at
The Holland Township Board re- Mobile, Ala. Kiss is stationed at walda’s Add. City of Zeeland.
George Clover and wf. to Grand
ports that 12 applicationsfor zon- Brookley Air Force Base. Today
ing permits were filed in the town- the grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Trunk V’estern Railroad Co., Pt.
THREE
ship during the last half of June.
John G. Kiss and Mrs. Louie NWtt SW*4 16-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
WAYS
Dick
DeWind
and
wf. to Harold
They include:
Muck, plan to drive there to spend
Krol and wf. Lot 6 Pine Heights
bouses, some including two weeks.
LOW PRICES
garages and breezeways— North William Sexton, school princi- Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
John Masko and wf. to Raymond
EVERY DAY
Holland Reformed Church, New pal, submitted to major surgery
J. Masko Sr., and wf. Lot 28
Holland St, $20,000; B. Dykema, June 23 at Douglas Hospital.
J & O GREEN STAMPS
523 Douglas Ave., $9,000; B. Mrs. Bertha Hutchins has gone Fredella Sub. 7\vp. Grand Haven.
Lewis
H.
Dornbos
and
wf.
to
Chapel, Sylvan Acres, $12,000, and to South Lyons to assist in the
DOUBLE STAMPS
R. Maat, Legion Park Subd. care of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Richard L. Swiftney and wf. to
EVERY WEDNESDAY
$12,000.
SMi Wtt NWK NEK NWtt 28Darlene Hutchins who is seriously
New garages
M. Groenhof ill.
8-16 City of Grand Haven.
10343 Paw Paw Dr., $400, and R.
Outlet
Several new houses are being Tiete Bosgraaf and wf. to Bert
Wittegen, Huizenga Subd., $500.
NE*4
built on their former basement Bosgraaf and wf. Pt.
River Ave. at Sixth
Residential or garage remodelhomes. They include that of Clif- NE14 31-6-13 Twp. Georgetowm.
ings
E. Zuidema, 609 Gordon ford Steanburg, Hutchins Lake Anthony Korstanje and wf. to
St., $2,000; H. Wolbert, 658 West
Rd., Glenn Smith on M-89 west, Carridan P. Berry and wf. Pt. Lots
21st St., $300, and E. Koenigsberg
and Arnold Hester which they re- 95, 96 McBride’sAdd. City of Hol340 East Seventh St., $700.
cently purchased from June Hig- land.
Moving houses— J. Fetsko, DieDisselkoen and Vanden Basch to
south of the village.
and
mema Homestead Add., $5,000, gins,
Mrs. Jessie James Morton of Leonard A. Smith and wf. Lot 34
and J. Depuydt, Diekema HomeBenton Harbor Is visitingin the and pt. 35 Hillcrest Sub. Twp. Holstead Add., $6,000.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel land
Moving warehouse
W. Buis, Becher and visiting friends of her Peter Schaap and wf. to ConConvenient location
Chicago Dr., $300.
sumers Power Company Pt. SW14
former home.
5lcnty of Parking Space
Dairy processing plant— A. HosBeth and Nancy Hunting visit- 23-5-15Twp. Holland.
sink, 26 North 120th Ave., $5,000.
ed friends at Mattawan recently Donald J. Emelander and wf. to
while their parents, the Rev. and Ernie J. Miedema and wf. Pt.
Open House Marks
Mrs. Willis Hunting were at Cry- SWK NWV* 22-6-13 Twp. GeorgeNorth River Ave.
towm.
stal Springs and Albion.
and Lakewood Blvd.
Golden Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Zagel and Karl Kremers and wf. to Gerald
MEMBER SPARTAN STORES
two
sons of Lima, phio, were re- Randolph Petrey and wf. Pt. Lots
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer
cent overnight guests of Mr. and 30, 31 Edgeworth Sub. Twp. >orgecelebrated their golden wedding
town.
Mrs. Lynn Chappell.
anniversary Wednesday evening by
Dr.
and
Mrs.
William
Nelson
John P. Wiersma and wf. to John
entertainingtheir relatives and
and two sons of Arcadia, Calif., Klunder and wf. Lot 23 Wiersma
friends in the social room of Fourth
Reformed Church. More than 200 came to the home of her parents Plat, Twp. Georgetowm.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Johnson. They
Lunches — Fountain Service
guests attended.
Meats, Groceries, Vegetables
Mrs. Dick Vander Meer played came by plane Tuesday to Dexter Grand Haven Adopts
1116 Ottawa Beach Rd., Holland
background piano music through- to visit Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Johnson.
Record-Sized Budget
Phone
We Deliver
out the evening. Guests were served from a beautifully decorated
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The
table with Mrs. J. Van Zoeren and Ferrysburg Resident,
city of Grand Haven’s $484,950
Mrs. Garem Elgersma pouring.
budget for 1956-57was adopted by
Mrs. James Kleis and Mrs. G. 111 18 Years, Passes
City
Council in special session
Van. Lente assisted in the kitchen
Wednesday. Taxes will not in653 MICHIGAN AVE.
and Mrs. Harvey Kronemeyer, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Block South of Hospital)
Mrs. Morris Kronemeyer, Mrs. Vi- Mrs. Simon De Vries, 68, of 319 crease for the record allocation.
The budget calls for a raising
ola Van Farowe and Mrs. Tena Maple St., Ferrysburg, died SatONLY THE BEST
Kronemeyer helped with serving. urday afternoon in Municipal Hos- $287,500by taxation as it is antiIN FRESH MEATS
The rooms were decorated in yel- pital after an 18-year illness. A cipated that $197,500 will be relow and gold, featuring baskets of life-long resident of the area, she ceived in sale tax diversion and
PRODUCE
was a member o f the Ferrysburg other state and local revenues.
flowers.
The program was in charge of ChristianReformed Church and The budget becomes effective BarbecuedChicken, Spare Ribs,
the honored couple’s son, Morris. an associatemember of the Ladies July 1 and Is $46,950 higher than
Ham and Pork Roast
the 1955-56 budget. The tax rate
A poem, “Your Glorious Wedding Aid.
Day” was presented by Mrs. Mor- Surviving are the husband;four will remain the same as 1955 at Open Every Day 8 a.m. te 6 p.m.
Thurs. and Fri. Until 9 p.m.
ris Kronemeyer and a duet was daughters, Myrtle at home, Mrs. $19.86 per thousand dollars of
sung by Mr. and Mrs. Harvey G. Vander Haagen of Dearborn, assessed valuation, as set by the
Kronemeyeraccompanied by their Mrs. J. Lejuene of Toledo, Mrs. council May 7.

Vacation Days

WHERE TO GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE TO SHOP - WHAT TO DO
Food

Sporting

Gifts

GIFTS

GROCERIES

Goods

AUTO GLASS SERVICE

SUPERIOR

HOUSEWARES,

River

206

Auto Service Miscellaneous

Phene 9533

HARDWARE

MEATS

Tennis Supplies

TEERMAN’S

$*.

19 W. 8th

PHONE 9585

Township Issued

12 Zoning Permits

SAVE

BOOK STORE
48 EAST 8TH STREET

AUTO TOP and

SCOTT ATWATER

Upholstery Service
MICHIGANS HADING «W|U«S SINCE

ICXS
12

W. EIGHTH

ST.

1t17

Dry Cleaning

Phone

6-6221

161

Central

Outboard Motor*
Authorized

JEWELERS

SALES and SERVICE

MAPLEWOOD

OPTICIANS

—

Restaurants

E.

32nd

St.

16th end

River

Phone 9121

QUALITY MEATS

GROCERIES

—

NABER'S

MEYER’S BAR-B-Q
& SUPER MARKET

5300 .

IGA Food Basket

-

AND

daughter Judy. An original poem
written and read for the occasion by Ray Knooihuizen.Remarks and prayer were offered by
the Rev. Henry Molleman.
Mrs. Kronemeyerspoke briefly
and group singing closed the evening. The Kronemeyers were presented many gifts.

was

P. Robbert of Mt. Clemens,and a
son* Peter of Detroit; two sisters,

DELICIOUS
PASTRIES
Try Our

Arthur A. Volkema, 52,
-

Mary Ann at the
Hammond Organ nitely.

AIR CONDITIONED

DUTCH MILL

ft

St.

CO.

Phone 2043

Peoples State Bank

Air Conditioned

54

inst 8th

A Convenientond Friendly

Pharmacy

Bunte’s

St.

place to do your bonking.

Phone 4714
Deposits insured to $10,000

Summer

We

Salads

Drive-Ins

specialize in

Drugs and Cosmetics

Family Style Dinners

SMORGASBORD
SUNDAY — 5 to 8

at

YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY

BAG DRIVE

IN
DELICIOUSLYGOOD

P.M.

We

In Gracious
Surroundings

Dutch Boy and Shoe Factory

S West 8th

Corner 8th A

Street

FLORISTS

Stomps

I

\

Pack up the Family
and drive over to

CAMERA

RUSS'
EAST LIMITS HOLUND
All Steak Hamburgs

•

SUPPLIES

Wade Drug Co.
1

3th A

M*pl«

Phene 9564

|

mt

in in raimi
Bulk or Bottled
NIES LP GAS CO.
rnont o-ubjj

Phene 4707

PRESCRIPTIONS— DRUGS
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Florists

SHADY LAWN

S&H
River

give

©Wlgas

•

Model Drug Store

RICHARDSON ROOT BEER
On Cleveland Ave. between

i

j

VAN WIEREN’S

;

LIVE BAIT
FISH ond TACKLE

HARDWARE
OPEN 5 A.M. to 9 P.M
OTTAWA BEACH ROAD

Molteds

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Miscellaneous

Member —

Florists Telegraph
DeliveryAssociation
281 K. 16th St.
Phone 26S2

Ice

Cream

MILLS ICE CREAM

HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

Local Newspaper

Go With You

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Cones, Packages Hand Packed
and Carry Out

.

at

Tourist— Traveler

hometown newt when you are
motioning. We'll

reserve

them

Headquarters

Information on
Wholesale

-

When

you

return, the newsboy will, deliver

TEMPERATURE

and Manufacturing

CIVIC

CENTER

Pine et Ith
Free Perkinf— 383 Automobiles

them at the regular home delivtry

PHONK 2379

rat* of 30c a week. Or you can

Water

-65

Air

- 78

ServiceWhat

228 Phte

Ave.

We

'

Sell ,

Phene 7902

VACUUM CLEANER
HEADQUARTERS
Good

selection of National Brands

new and

used vacuum cleaners.
Service on oil mekee.
366 L
Phone 2700
Across from Russ' Drive In

8th

Retail

at your

at our office for you.

W#

Information

as well os
to mis* out on th*

Chrysler Alrtemp
Air Conditioning

COMMERCE

1
Vacation Time

Phone 2740

LAKE MICHIGAN

KEN RUSSELL
Refrigeration

Let Your

—

1

VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN

Phone 2S42

Eaet 8th St.

204 L 8th

| Drugs - Cosmetics

FRENCH PASTRY
SHOPPE
58

Phene 4811

HOLUND AWNING

Drugs

Fancy Cakes for Parties

St.

CompleteLine of
Canvas, Metal and
Fiberglass Awnings
O Boat Covers

PHONE 2S11

Family Style Dinners

Photo Supply
HERFST

KODAKS

Downtown Service

HOME MADE

You don't have

St.

50 Watt 8th

BREAD and ROLLS

ENJOY

Types of Electric Wiring

Essenburg Electric Co.

ROAD SERVICE

206 College

Katherine Cooper of. Ferrysburg
and Mrs. Fred De Boer of Muske- Succumbs Sunday
gon; a brother, Peter Cooper of
Ferrysburg, and six grandchil- Arthur A. Volkema, 52, of 1314
STUDIO & PHOTO SUPPLY Beechwodd, N. E., Grand Rapids,
dren.
died unexpectedly Sunday morning 7 West 8th
Hollend
at St Mary’s -Hospital. He was
Portraits and Cameras
Olivet Names Grid Coach
born ki Holland In 1903 and lived
DEVELOPINGontf PRINTING
OLIVET (Special) - Henry in Grand Rapids during his later
•We Give S&H dredn Stomps
Judgment Granted
Lowell Paul of Paducah, Ky., has life. He was the son of the late
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A been named head football coach Mr. and Mrs. William Volkema.
default judgment on $325 plus $28 and head of the physical education
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
was granted in the Ottawa department at Olivet College, Phyllis Robinson of Raymond,
Photo Finishing
Court Friday to Ray- President Raymond N. Blakney of Wash., two grandchildren, two sis»r of Grand Rapids Olivet announced today. Paul, 33, ters, Mrs. Wilbur Estef of MemQuality
Post Service
John Honeniuk of Holland. has had nine years of experience phis, Tenn., Mrs. John (Margery)
DU SAAR PHOTO
ante the balance as a teacher and coach in high Hillis of Grand Rapids, two broth' ond GIFT SHOP
of a motor vehicle schools f \ H a r i e 1 e, Ala., and ers, William V. Aid Morris W.
Across from Worm Friend Tovern
Paduc*\
Volkema. both of .^rand Rapids.

AH

WE NEVER CLOSE

Bakery

Jobbers

—

BottledGas Service
Service On All Appliances

m

N&

East 8th Street

G.E. Electrical Appliance*

Atlas Tires and Battries

Phene 2408

New

—

60

STANDARD SERVICE
Greasing— Washing — Polishing

3 HOUR SERVICE
No Extra Charge
148

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

MEENG’S

DRY CLEANERS

HOLLAND

— Books

BRINK’S

Racket Stringing

VEGETABLES

WEST SIDE
FOOD MARKET

Films

AUTO TOPS
INTERIOR TRIM
BOAT UPHOLSTERY

have the Sentinel mailed to your

FOR SPACE IN

vacation address for 50c a week.

THIS DIRECTORY

Phona 3191

THE BOYS’ SHOP
CompleteClothing Needs
For Boys — 2 to 20 Years
Pheee

4560

,19

E.

Mi
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Miss Houtman

Engaged
.

Wed

to Francis

Fendt

2*-

Ml

Chief Andrew Klomparens
Barbara Walvoord
Miss Lois Elaine Knight

Local Girl

Wins

Mr. and Mrs. Irvin 0.

Klomparensls

Elliott of

Fennville are announcing • the en-

gagement of their daughter, Lois

Essay Contest
A

Full-Time Fire

Elaine Knight, to Jack A. Decker,

14-year old Holland girl has

been awarded first place in the
state high school essay contest
sponsored by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars women’s auxiliary.
Barbara Walvoord, daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. Christian Walvoord, took first place with her
essay, "America,Beacon of Hope"

son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Decker of Fennville.
Plans are being made for a fall

wedding.

Chief of Holland

,

4-H

z&mM:

MEMBERS LEARN ABOUT CONSERVA-

TION — Several 4-H members who attended
Camp at Pottawattomielast week listen intently
to Harold Spink, (right) assistant4-H club agent,

as he describes various leaves during a hike of
the conservation group. Shown at left of Spink
(standing) is Laverne Bronkema, member of the
Wavferly 4-H group, who has been serving as

at the Auxiliary’sstate convention
last Friday at Bay City. She received the first place medal and a $100

City Council has authorized the
appointment of a full-time fire

camp counsellor.The final session of 4-H camp
for this summer opens Thursday and closes
Saturday after the supper hour. The other sessions were held June 18 through 21 and June 25
through 28. In background is shown Pottawattomie lake, an excellentswimming spot for the 4-H

chief in the budget of 1956-57. An-

drew Klomparens

is

now a

full-

time fire chief as of July 1.

Klomparens,of

campers.
(SentinelPhoto)

135 East 14th St,

feels that the duty of toe fire department

Mr. and Mrs. Francis J. F«ndt

is

not only to fight flames

but to prevent the possibiUty of

savings bond. Her essay now is
entered in the national competi-

(Holland Illustrativephoto)
shoulder- fire. He believes in the slogan
tion.
place by which always proved sound, ”‘preBarbara was the youngest entry
an embroideredbandeau and she
Houtman of 656 Michigan Ave.,
ventlon is better than cure.”
In the state contest,which includcarried a cascade bouquet of
became the bride of Francis J. white carnations and pink roses. The chief expressed his satised essays of more than 50 high
school students from throughout
Fendt Saturdaymorning, June 23, Her attendant chose a pink cotton faction as he said, "We are a fifth
the state. She had previously placin St. Francis de Sales Church. street-lengthdress with square class insurance city though our
The groom is the son of Mr. and neckline and short sleeves. She department is still full-time and
ed first in the Holland contest
which gave her a $10 cash prize.
Mrs.
Fendt of 4778 wore a small white hat and carried part-time.” Every fireman has an
Barbara read her essay at the Bay
Butternut Dr.
a colonial bouquet of pink roses alarm system in his house which
calls him in case of emergency.
The Rev. Edward Thome offici- and white carnations.
City convention and was given her
v
ated
the double ring wedding After a reception at American Andy, as he likes his friends to
award in the annual awards cereservice in the presence of the im- Legion Country Club, the newly- call him. says "for years Holland
mony. She was accompanied to
mediate families of the bride and weds left for Traverse City, where had no big fires. All fires, which
Bay City by her parents and by
groom. Bouquets of white peonies they spent their honeymoon. For broke out were on a very limited
Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett, AmericanMiss Loretta Nickels
and gladiolidecorated the altar. going away, the new Mrs. Fendt scale. ITie inspection system
ism chairman of the local auxiAnnouncement of the engageThe high mass was sung by the wore a light blue princess style which the departmenthad devised
liary. Barbara is a student at Holment of Miss Loretta Nickels to
church choir.
helps people to brtoi an end to
land Junior High School.
dress with white accessories.
Edward B. Kellogg, Jr., has been
Attending the couple were Miss
After June 26, the couple will fires that may. start out of careThis is the second time a Holland
made^by her parents, Mr. and
Carol Dobbertin and Joseph make their home in East Lansing, lesness.”
contestant won first place in the
Mrs. Veter Nickels of St. Joseph
Fendt, Jr., brother of the groom. where the groom is a senior at
"Though we have only 13 fullstate competition. In 1945, Gladys
Mr. Kellogg is the son of Mrs. E.
For her wedding, the bride chose Michigan State University. Both time men and 22 part-time, we
Blaukamp of Zeeland, a Christian B. Kellogg of 569 HillcrestDr
a pale pink waltz-length gown of the bride and groom are gradu- assign two of them for Inspection
High School student,took the state
Holland. Mr. Kellogg is serving in
dotted swiss over taffeta, with ates of Holland High School. Mrs. every day.” he said. "Basements,
honors. She placed fifth in national the armed forces, stationedat Fort
eyelet embroiderytrim. The long- Fendt studied for two years at electrical systems are checked and
competition.
Carson, Colo.
torso, sleevelessbodice featured a MSU, where she is now employed. advice is given, when necessary,
Plans are being made for a sum•"ise we hate to leave anything
mer wedding.
ince.”
n parens says. "I would like
Admitted to Holland Hospital
.ave an ordinance requiring
Thursday were Mrs. Lena Vugtethat every building or store in
veen, route 1; Mrs. Jeanette Schurtown have a square hole eight by
man, route 6; Betty Aalderink,
eight inches with a pull-ringlead336 North Dviision;Joe Brown,
ing to the basement which would
85 Spruce Ave.; Mrs. John LawA colorful Boat Parade of 21
enable us in case of emergency to
son, 91 Coolidge Ave.
boats heralded the start of the
reach the blase in the absement
DischargedThursday were VicGrand Rapids Power Squadron's
with our lines. Smoke and furious
ki Vrieling,46 East 29th St.; Mrs.
annual spring rendezvous Saturfire may prevent firemen from
Robert Wolbrink and baby, 291
day afternoonat the new Bay
entering the basement despitetheir
West 12th St.; Mrs. Edward BorHaven Yacht Club. The parade
masks, but such holes could help
geson, 145 132nd Ave.; Lois Jean
started from the Bay Haven docks
a great deal.”
Kamphouse, 53 East 16th St.
BUDDIES MEET FOR REUNION — Activities Ithaca, N.Y.. A. P. Hoitont of Minneapolis,Minn., and proceeded through the channel
The man who spent 15 years in
Hospital births include a son,
at Castle Park during the weekend included the
and Sam J. Hanson of Alahambra,Calif. Guests
and into Lake Michigan.
his position as ' a part-time fire
Lloyd Jerome, bom Thursday to
3Sth annual reunion of the First Company. Third
were welcomed by Simon Den Uyl and Mrs. Den
The teams of Lee Kleis and Jake chief since toe fall of 1941 recalls
Dinner was served later to more
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Davis, 240%
OfficersTraining Schpol of Fort Custer. Gathered
Uyl. Approximately80 men and their wives atthan 100 on the deck of the yacht Meurer and Bob Houtman and Ted some bad fires which Holland had
West Washington,Zeeland; a
for an interesting reminiscence are (left to right)
tended the weekend reunion. The group originally Club and dancing followed to the Yamaoka ended in a tie for first
daughter,Lipda Marie, bom tosuffered and which caused serious
Dave Goode of Minneapolis, Minn., (seated forenumbered 200. Activitieshighlighted a banquet
day to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Beckmusic of Bill Zeerip's orchestra. place In the Best-Ball tournament damages and losses. Among these
ground) Carl Bennett of San Jose, Calif.. Clad
Saturday night. Theme for the event was "Jamheld June 22 through July 2 at the are: Holland Rusk Co., De Free
man, 47% West 19th St.
Ninth DistrictCommander RobWood of Scarsdale,N.Y., Stan Brownen of
boree
(Penna-Sas Photo)
American Legion Country Club Chemical Co., North American
ert L. Davis and Mrs. Davis were
course.
Boat; Precision Parts and Dodge
guests aboard the "Pat,” skipperCouple Celebrates
Kleis-Meurerand Houtmaned by Lt. Commander Paul F. Yamaoka both carded 66’s in the Garage.
50th Anniversary
"Always call 2345 as soon as
Brunger. Also aboard the Brunger
first round and 72’s in the second
possible or use the boxes around
Miss Bernice Delores Olund
boat were Commander Shirley Zinn
round for identical 138 totals.
FENNVILE (Special)— Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Olund., Sr., The annual Zeeland Public
the corners in case of fire emerand Mrs. Zinn, Treasurer R. L.
First flight winners were Uoyd
Mrs. John H. White of Chicago, of 5 North River Ave., announce school meeting will be held on
gency. The life and property you
Wilkinson and Mrs. Wilkinson.
Haefner and Howard Phillipswith
formerlyof Fennville,came to the engagement of their daughter, Monday, July 9. The polls are open
Aboard the Mari Capri out of 68-76 for a total of 144. Second save may be your own,” KlomSuggestive of Independence Day,
their native town to celebratetheir Bernice Delores, to John L. Tub1 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the High
tiny American Flags, balloons of St. Clair Shores were Mr. and Mrs. place was taken by Fred Sasamoto parens said.
golden wedding anniversary June bergan. Mr. Tubbergan is the son
patriotic colors and large fire- Herman Windolph. The Willard De and Tom Smith with 75-72 for a
School gymnasium. The purpose of
GRAND
(Special)
24. On Saturday evening they were of Louis Tubbergan,267 East 11th
crackers were used to decorate the Jonges of Zeeland had as their 147 total.
the meeting is to elect two memhosts to 25 relatives and close St.
The Ottawa county treasurer's ballroom for the fifth annual sum- guests Miss Yvonne De Jonge, L.
Second flight competitionwas
friends at dinner at Tara at Dougbers to the Board of Education for office has receiveda check for
mer swing given by the St. Fran- A. Hakskin, Donna Vander Laan won by Dr. Harold De Vries and
las.
a term of 3 years. Members whose $41,394.44, which represents the cis de Sales Catholic Women's and Willard De Jonge, Jr. Mr. and Jim White who carded 77-83 for
Sunday they held open house at
terms expire are Randall Dekker seventh distributionfor the school Club Saturday evening at Wauka- Mrs. G. B. Pheifler were aboard a 160 total. Second place in the
the HospitalityHouse from 2 to 7
flight went to Ted Kouw and Ken
(succeeding Henry Geerlings) and year ending June 30, of State Aid zoo Inn. Bouquets of Madonna lilies their boat, the Bri-Den-Too.
p.m. More than 100 called to exfor schools. Among the districts added to the attractive decorations Bill and Liz Miller were guests Hewitt for their 80-81 and 161 total.
Vernon
Poest.
Also
to
vote
on
a
tend greetings including the offiPairings will be made Saturday
to share in this amount are the in charge of Mrs. Judson Davis of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Payne
ciating minister at their wedding,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
proposed tax limitationincrease of
aboard the Shar-O-Lyn and the for the city tournament, Fourth of
and her committee.
following :
the Rev. E. P. Boynton, and his
Fifteen young men from Ottawa
0.5 mill for operation purposes onEngledane
was
up
from
Saugatuck
Sid
Baldwin
and
his
orchestra
July
activities
at
the
Legion
course
Holland city, $8,&48.56;Zeeland
wife, of Kalamazoo.
ly in Zeeland and Holland town- city, $2,493.44;Grand Haven city, played for the 150 couples who at- with Mr. and Mrs. James Scripps will include a flag tournament, county will report Wednesday,July
Over 45,000 visitorsat the HolMr. and Mrs. White were marships to equalize with the Zeeland $6,348.80.
tended the event. Miss Goldia and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sargeant open to everyone, i.o entry fee 11, at 1 p.m. for induction into
ried June 27, 1906, at the home of land State Park during the past city portion of the school district.
the armed forces.
Georgetown Township, District Bagladi and Miss Billie Nclis as aboard. The Mel Larsons had as will be charged for registrationin
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. weekend have brought the season's
From Holland are Dale L. BekAt the morning worship service No. 3, $321.80;No. 5. $367.60;No. sisted at the door.
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Hub Wednesday’scontest.
William Walter Hutchins, Lake total to over a half million, park in Second Reformed Church, Dr.
ker. 170 East Eighth St.; Wallace
Mrs.
John
Bagladi,
Jr.,
award
Stouten,
Miss
Judy
Larson
and
7 frl., $1,332.08; No. 11, $637.44;
H. Bratt, of 34 East 20th St.;
Road. Their entire married life has authoritiesreported today.
Bastian Kruithof,guest preacher of
ed prizes and refreshments were Bill Livingston aboard the Holiday.
Throughoutthe week, 76.366 Beverly Reformed Church, Grand No. 50. Ottawa County 4th Class, served. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard P.
been spent in Chicago where Mr.
Ronald M. West, of 292 Hayes Rd.,
Bay
Haven
Commodore
Adrian
$371.20.
and Benjamin N. Bouwman, of 67
White has been employed as watch persons visited the park, highr Rapids, had for his sermon, "ConDonnelly, Jr., were general chair- Komejons and Mrs. Komejans enHolland Township, District No.
West 20th St.
maker for more than 54 years at lighted by 17 878 on Saturday and form or Transform". Mrs. Paul
men
of the event.
tertained
Rear
Commodore
and
1, $148.48; No. 2. $337.92; No. 3,
the same location. The couple have 17,150 on Sunday. There were 10,- Van Dort sang two solos, "My ReFrom Zeeland are Gordon J.
Ms.
Carlton
Bennett
of
Zeeland.
503 visitors reported on Friday.
no children.
deemer and Mjl Lord”— Buck and $396.80;No. 4. $401.92; No. 5, frl,
and Julius J. Martinie, route 1;
Our World, belonging to the Don
$197.12;
No.
6
frl,
$530.32;
No.
7,
The week’s activity increased "Like as a Father"— Scott. In the
at
Pierson J. Roon, route 1; Kenneth
Harts, was on hand for the event,
the season total to 507,704.
evening, his sermon topic was, $529.92; No. 9 frl, $1,287.68;No.
J.
Zeinstra,route 1; A. Dale
along with toe Sea Fox with Tom
State Officers Guests
The park issued 424 camping "Not by Bread Alone" and Mrs. 10 frl, $99.84; No. 11 frl, $130.56;
Donald
A. Culver. 24. of 166 East Schreur,route 2, and Melvin J.
Fox
at
the
helm
and
Frank
De
No. 13, $220.16.
At Accountants Meeting permits last week, bringingthe Van Dort sang, "The Ninety and Jamestown Township, District
Bois handling toe lines. The Palsy Seventh St., died unexpectedly at Steenwyk, of 35 South Park St.
total to 990 for the season. There Nine", Campion.
Others are Donald W. Nelson,
Jo had the Ray Van Corps and 10:30 p.m. Monday at Holland
Dr. Jacob Prins of Holland, No. 1 frl, $69.12; No. 2, $289.28; No.
The Western Chapter of the In- were 394 camps in the park this
Hospital.He had become ill while Grand Haven; Francis J. Kelin
toe
Bob
Kamps
aboard.
Vice
ComdependentAccountantsAssociation morning.
minister of evangelism for the Re- 3. $135.68;No. 4. $30.72; No. 5;
A. Brown,
Conklin;
— - Vincent
...... ......
— mander and Mrs. Bob Deal also working at W. E. Dunn Manufac- and
of Michigan held its regular monthformed Church in America, will $122.88; No. 6, $53.76; No. 7 frl,
The recent county-widesafety joined the parade with their boat, turing Co. and was taken to the' ^ordon Brouwer and John Van____ (a. «
•
mm
rlnn I^olU T
a
ly meeting Thursday evening at
be guest preacher at Second Re- $66.56; No. 8, $66.56.
check on cars was successfulwith
hospitalby ambulance Monday der Kolk, Jr., Hudsonville.
Olive Township, District No. Y Holland accounting for. nearly half Nahon III.
Cumerford’srestaurant. President City Clerk Adviiei
formed Church, next Sunday.
noon.
Cause
of
death
was
a
cereThomas Fox was general chairP. Ray Gemmen presided at the Early Registrations
Misses Helen Van Eenenaam frl, $61.48; No. 2, $84.48; No. 14, of the 5,000 vehicles inspected.
man of the rendezvous. Ray Van bral hemorrhage.
Miss Judy Houtman
$64.00; No. 5 frl, $120.32; No. I
after-dinnermeeting.
and Nelva Elenbaas of
John Van Dyke, general chairGorp was in charge of reserva- Bom in Holland Nov. 18, 1931,
Guests at the meeting were
Hurry, hurry, hurry!
Rapids were Sunday visitorswith $84.48.
men of the drive, said that except tions, Bill Bennett and Bill De Culver was a veteran of toe Kor Honored at Shower
Michael Rizik, state president;LesPark Township, District No. 1 for some small communities the
Register your names for the relativesand friends in Zeeland.
ean War; having served in Korea
ter Lang, state treasurer, both of coming Aug. 7 primaries.
Miss Dorothy Van Dyke, City frl, $120.32;No. 2, $381.44;No. 3, response by the motoring public Jong, decorations and program. for two years.
Miss Judy Houtman, whose marS.
G.
'"nn
is
commander
of
the
Flint, and Arthur Bramson, state
riage to Ted Moore of South Haven
Next Monday, July 9, registra- Nurse in Grand Rapids, was a vi- $281.60; No. 4 frl, $811.49; No. 8 was good.
Surviving
are
the
mother,
Mrs
squadron.
secretary. Appropriately inscribed tion will be closed. Avoid the sitor at the home of .Mrs. Isaac frl, $492.18.
More than 1,200 motorists drove
Grace Culver, with whom he made will take place July 27, was honorwooden shoes were presentedto crowd at the City Hall on that Van Dyke, Sunday.
Port Sheldon Township,District their cars through the safety lane
his home; four brothers,Ted ed at a shower Thursday evening
the state president.
day and registerthis week at your Mrs. Kate Brink of Spring Lake No. 1, $102.40;No. 2 frl, $104.96; in Holland last weekend.The pre- Hairy De Weerd, 65,
(Snyder) Culver of route 1, Zee- given at the home of Mrs. Bill
spent several days the past week No. 3 frl, $174.08.
* Riemer Van Til, local life inCzerkies, 585 West 22nd St Hostearliest convenience.
vious Friday and Saturday 1,051
land, Lawrence, Louis and Clare
surance counselor,was speaker for
esses were Mrs. Czerkies, Mrs.
Robinson Township,DistrictNo. drivers had their cars safety Diet in Grand Rapids
The City Clerk’s office, however, with her sister, Mrs. Effie Vanden
Culver, all of Holland; his grand
the evening. His subject was "Pre- will be opened on July 9 up to 8 Bosch and other relatives and 1, $64.00; No. 2, $71.68;No. 3 frl,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Dale Vanden Bosch and Mrs. Harchecked.
Harry De Weerd, 65, died Monry Houtman.
serving Business InterestsThrough p.m., as your last chance for re- friends in Zeeland.
1125.44; No. 4, $94.72; No. 5. $99.84;
Ketchel of Allegan.
Van
Dyke
said that because of day at Blodgett Hospital
Life Insurance.”
The choir of Second Reformed No. 6, $92.16; No. 7, $51.20.
Games were played and prizes
gistration.
foe great demand it is expected the
Surviving are hisjpirife,Clara of
Several new members were iChurch
are
having
their summer
awarded
to Mrs. Peter Houtman
Zeeland
Township,
District
No.
Any change of address should
safety lanes would be set up again
mong the 38 attending.
Rockford; two daughters, Mrs. Fonner Holland
vacation and guest soloists will be 2, $225.28; No. 3, $133.12; No. 4
and Mrs. Gerben Walters. A twobe reported, personallyor by mail
throughout toe county in the near
Jane Kleyenbergof Rockford and
course lunch was served.
frl, $145.92; No. 5 frl, $38.40; No. future.
but not by phone, to the City secured for July and August
Mrs. Donna Helder of Grand Rap- Jailed on Fraud Count
Invited guests were toe Mes8
frl,
$66.56.
Clerk.
Grand Haven Resident
He said toe response of assis- ids; six grandchildren; two sisters.
dames B. Vanden Berg, J. Stephan,
70 Marriage Licenses
tance from Holland police, Ottawa Mrs. Wilhelmina Holleman of HolJerry Branzskl, 24, of Chicago, a B. Aman, W. Walters, G. Walters,
Dies in Nursing
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-TheMuskegon Catholic Picks County deputies, State lolicc and land and Mrs. Henrietta Arendsen former Holland resident,was sen- A. Walters, J. McQueen, L. VicTaken to Ionia
county clerk’s office reports that
other officersin many communi- of Byron Center; three brothers, tenced to serve 10 days in the tor, B. Stevenson,P. Houtman,
GRAND
(Special)
i GRAND HAVEN . (Special)
during
June of .this year a total Horn as New Cage Coach
ties was excellent.
Louis Nordhouse,81, of 410 Wal- Two Holland men, John Daining,
John of Hastings, Albert and Rylie county jail plus fine and costs of S. Houtman, N. Houtman, N.
Service clubs members and boy of Holland.-'
$14.70 when he pleaded guilty
Moore, 1L Goss, R. Houtman, W.
lace St., died Friday night in Hill- 59, and John A. Wadsworth, 28, of 70 marriage licenses were isMUSKEGON (Special)
A1
Municipal Court Thursday to - Achterhof, A. Achtprhof, B. Beukscouts also helped in Holland and
crest Nursing Home where he had who were determinedJune 18 by sued. This is in comparison with
Horn,
a
former
Western
Michigan
surrounding areas.
charge of delivering with intent to ema. L. Ver Schure, E. Reading,
been a patient for a year and a drciiit Judge Raymond L. Smith 96 for 1955 and 84 for 1954.
Coilege basketball star, was namCars Collide on US-31
defraud Van’s Produce A Grocery. D. Lengkeek and the Misses Thenhalf. He was bora in Grand Haven to be criminal sexual psychopathic
ed head basketball coach at MusTwo cars weft damaged Mon- a check for toe payment of $5 upon essa and Geraldine Achterhof, Hesand was a plumber and steam persons, were taken to the state Jailed and Fined
kegon Catholic Central High School Two Cars
day when they sideswiped on US- Peoples State Bank of Holland last ter Houtman and Cheryl
*
fitter with James O'Connell before mental hospital at Ionia Monday.
Willard Arens of route 3, Hud- today, Mike Corgan, athletic diTwo motorists escaped injury 31 approximatelytwo and a half March 24.
going into businesswith Gust Daining, who suffered a heart at- sonville, pleaded guilty to driving rector said.
but their cars received damage miles south of Holland.Allegan
Branzskl, who did not have suffiTWelenian. His wife, the former tack following the court findings, while under the influence of inHorn, a Paw Paw native pre- estimated at $300 Sunday afternoon County deputy Henry Bouwman clent funds in, or credit with the
Sarah Manting, died May 10, 1940. has been recuperating in Munici- toxicatingliquor Monday in Muni- sently is living in Baraboo, Wis.
when they collided at toe intef*
He was a member of the Elks pal Hospital where he was taken cipal Court. He was sentenced to He has just completeda tour of section of Eighth St and US-31 by- said Mrs. Peter Jacobusse, route bank for the payment of such
AMBULAN
6, was making a left hand turn check in full upon its presentation,
lodge.
followinghis attack. Judge Smith’s serve three days in jail plus fine duty in the armed services.
pass. Ottawa county deputies when her car and one driven by was also sentencedto make the
Surviving are a son, George verdict was based on testimony and costs of $109.70. He was arrestCorgan announcedthat Horn wiU identifiedtoe drivers as William Mrs. Noble
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' restitution
......for
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*
Chicago,
col
Louis of New Orleans*. La., and
by three Grand Rapids psychia- ed by local police after ^ wild assist in football and get a spring Ried, 20, Chicago, 111., and Delbert
1UM.
said damage o would entail additional
brother, John of Ne^York.
trists.
sports assignmentlater.
Smith. 53, Malden, Mo.
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3 Crashes Occur

Refreshmentswere served by the
Miss Linda De Bruyn who plays
the flute, and Miss Carol Dekker, following women of the Fennville
who plays the bass clarinet,both GOP club; Mrs. Gordon Babbitt, In
Sunday, July 8
Sunday, July 8
Jesus
is
tbe
Sod
of
God
students
of Zeeland High, are en- Mrs. Katy Leggett, Mrs. Leo
by Raymond E. Weiss
Approximately700 employes and
Hebrews 1:1-3; 2:1-4; 6:1-3
rolled for the fifth annual summer Tucker, Mrs. Clarence Miller, Mrs.
Samuel, God's Messenger,
their familiesattended the 33rd
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
By C. P. Dame
music camp at Western College In Russell Westfield, Mrs. Marvin
and Later Samuels
annual Heinz picnic held at Zee- Former Holland
Three
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copyright
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Kalamazoo
to
be
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from
July
I Sam. 3:15-21, 12:1-25.
land City Park, Saturday. Special
Hutchinson; Mrs. John Tucker;
Haven
city during the weekend.
1 to 15. The camp is open to high
To the leader: This is the sec- produced by the Division of Chris- guests were retired employes. A Diet in Grand Rapids
Mrs. U.S. Crane, Mrs. Robert
school musicians throughoutthe Crane and Mrs. Chester Wightman. All three cases were processed by
ond in a series of biographicaltop tian Education,National Council picnic dinner was served by Van
Mrs. Casmire Dlugos of Grand
' *
ics in which the life of a Bible of the Churches of Christ in the Raaltes’ of Zeeland. Throughout
The Mr. and Mrs. Club of <tbe dty police.
Rapids, the former Alma Van Null
The Gilbert D. Karsten Post 33, Ganges Methodist church met
personage is contrasted with other U. S. A. and used by permission.) the rest of the day various games
of
Holland,
died
Monday
at
Thfee cars piled up in a crash
We do not know who wrote The and contests were held for all.
American . L e g i o n, has elected Tuesday evening June 26 at the
men of God. There are two ways
St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand Rat>Prizes were awarded to John
Bert Blauwkamp as their new church for a 6:30 potluck supper. at 10:28 p.m. Sunday at Third and
to develop the latter part of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The epistle
ids. She was 36 years old.
commander to succeed Fred Bos- Those in charge were Mr. and Mrs. Washington. Connie Lou Walker, 16
topic. You may either find men was written to Hebrew Christians Steenwyk for being the first perThe Berne el the
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cause Christ the Son is greater Richard De Haan and Paul to the ministryand installed as Ky.
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semcnt.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Plummer home. George Richard Johnson, 26,
1. He called the people from than the prophets. Christ is the
Mrs.
Janet Ossawaarde of Cooppastor
of
Eastmont
Reformed
Donna Postma, Bonnie De Witt,
Muskegon, a passenger in the HarTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
idolatry (7:1-6)— God was not tol- only - begottenSon whom God
Church at services Thursday at ersville and the Rev. and Mrs. and family of Eaton Rapids are rison car, was treated for cuts a
One year. $3.00; six months, $2.00; erant of false gods. Men could not appointed heir of all things.He is Carol Shuck, Verna Boyle— "Canspending
some
time
at
the
Eddy
dy in the Straw.” Brian Hill, Jun- 8 p.m. in Calvary Reformed Henry Bovenkerk and children, cottage on the Lakeshore.
three months. $1.00 single copy, 10c
the forehead and right arm. HarriRuth and Paul of Glen Rock, N.
Subscriptions payable In advance and add other gods to their worship also the Creator for “through him ior Geertman, John Steenwyk,Jr.
Church in Grand Rapids.
son was charged with leaving the
Misses
Lena
and
Katherine
will be promptly discontinued If not and expect God’s blessing.Many he made the worlds”.
—"Down the Hatch." Shirley King His father, the Rev. George Wee- J., spent several days at the home Fisher of South Lyons spent the scene of a personal injury accirenewed.
Christ is also the Revealer of
of
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Harold
Holleof
these
false
gods
were
worship
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
and Helen Holtgeerts, Sally Ann ber, former resident of Holland,
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Samuel told the people to put th?se of his glory and the very image of “Hold Your Breath.”Mike Eady, ed Church in Philadelphia,will give
Mrs. Edward Den Herder left
Christine Westra of Grand Rapids 64, Grand Haven, and John R.
gods away. It is not very popular his substance.” Jesus Christ is also Jerry Brandt, Harvey Vanden the charge to the pastor and the Tuesday by plane for New York
visited a few days last week In McCallister, 29, Peoria, Hi., colHEAPS OF LIVING
today to preach that there is only the Sustainer for we read, "Up- Bosch— "Pastry Facial.” Rosie Rev. George Douma of Calvary and will sail on a European tour
the home of their cousin,Mrs. Alva lided at 7:47 p.m. Saturday at
Writing from Bonn. Germany, one way to be right with God, but holding all things by the word of Colon, Karen Nyhof, Ann De Leeuw Reformed Church will give the for the summer.
First and Clinton Sts. Douglas BarHoover
and family.
his
power."
We
know
Jesus
best
as
Guy Vander Jagt, formerly of Hol- that is the message God’s servMr. and Mrs. Robert Kershaw
—“In The Bag." Tom Kraa^and charge to the congregation. Dr.
ibeau, nine - year - old grandson
land told Sentinel readers about ants must bring today as in Sam- Redeemer. The words, “When he Michael Castaneda,Bolivar Colon Henry Bast, will prea,ch the ser- and a daughter of Indianapolis, Donald Hillman, student at Ferhad made purification of sins" and Calvin Breuker, Louis Morales mon and the benediction will be Ind., are spending this week at ris Institutein Big Rapids, is of Johnson, was treated in MuniA German truck driver who para- uel’s day (Jn. 14:6).
spendingthe summer here with cipal Hospital for cuts on the forephrased America’s Edgar Guest.
2. Samuel protestsIsrael’s desire speak of his redemptive mission. and Jerry Steenwyk— "Takes Two given by the newly installedpas- the home of her parents, Mr. erd
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert head. No tickets were issued.
tor.
According to Vander Jagt the truck for a king (8:5-22, 10:17-19, 12:1-25) Jesus is also our Ruler. After com- to Race.”
Mrs. Jack Boonstra.
man said, “It t akes a heap o’ Israel had been ruled by God pleting his redemptive mission Rose Burns, Gervacia Ybarra, The Eastmont church, a new ex- The Rev. and Mrs. John Guich- Hillman.
Mrs. Alice Meyers and son of
livin’ in a land to make it free.” through judges, prophets,and lead- Jesus "sat down on the right hand Margie Ruiz, Betty Troost, Karen tei^ion project of the Reformed elaar celebrated their 25th wedHolland visited Sunday in the hoirte
As backgroundfor the statement ers that God appointed. The other of the Majesty on high."
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of
ding anniversary with “Open of her mother, Mrs. L.C. Davis.
Lamb, Led a De Leeuw, Marilyn
n. To neglect this great revela- Goodyke,. Emma Morales, Ruth Grand Rapids, was organized last House” at the parsonage of North
the former Holland man quoted the nations had kings. God wanted
Mrs. Charles Atwater has been
truck driver further: “We Germ- Israel to be ruled the way He ap tion is perilous. The Bible 'contains Sears— "Purse Relay." Walter Van Thanksgiving. A parsonageis now St ChristianReformed Church,
visiting in Detroit in the home of
by Peter Boggs
under
construction
and
the
conans need a strong leder to tell us pointed for them, remembering He many warnings. The lesson warns Ry, Bruce Ming, Dan Gilbert
East Main St., on Saturday, June her son and family, Mrs. and Mrs.
The Fourth of July
what to do.” And he added that was their ruler, but they wanted us against drifting. There are "Break the Balloon." Mr. and Mrs. gregation plans to build a church 30, from 2 to 5 in the afternoon Clarence Atwater.
Most localities now have restricthere is “in many German people to be like the other nations and many driftersin the world today Charles Rule, Mr. and Mrs. Harold in the near future.
and 7 to 10 in the evening.
Mrs. and Mrs. Ray Komow and tions on fireworks, but neverthea disturbing readiness to submit have a king. Samuel protested. and some are in the church. Care- Brinks, Mr. and Mrs. Cresswell Services at present are being The Rev. and Mrs. Guichelaar famjly have returned from a vacaless there will be a lot of noiseheld at Martin School on US»16 were married, June 30, 1931, in the
passivelyto all authority.”In gen- Here, too, Samuel was courageous. lessness, indifference,worldliness King— “Fowl Play."
tion trip around Lake Michigan makers around this Fourth of July
Mr.
Weeber
is
married
to
the
The softballgame was won by
eral Germans would have to do a Samuel did not preach to please cause drifting. It is tragic to drift
Twelfth Street Christian Re- which they enjoyed last week.
—and a lot of unhappy dogs.
lot of living before even West the crowd, but only to please God. away from faith in Christ. Disobe- the men captainedby Vernon former Shirley Kimball, daughter formed Church, Grand Rapids. A
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wightman
Germany could turn into a real 3. Samuel rebukes the king for dience in the Old Testamenttimes Karsten defeating the women cap- of Mr. and Mrs. CliffordKimball brother - in - law, the Rev. D. spent last weekend in Owfcndale in This national holiday is one day
that is both mystifying and frightdemocracy.
his sins. (13:8-14, 15:13-23)- Here was punished. To disobey in view tained by Norma Van Harn. The of Holland. She is a nurse at Hol- Hoitenga, at present of Cutlerville the home of their son-in-law and
ening to our canine friends.
Such an analysis by an objec- again Samuel shows himself to be of the greater revelation is most men won 13-0 even though they land Hospital.
Christian Reformed Church, offici- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Just imagine the bewilderment
had
to
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and
throw
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tive American observer on the spot truly God’s messenger. He does serious.To neglect so great a salated at the ceremony.
Strand.
of a puppy awakening on his first
deserves the attention of all Amer- not speak to please even the king, vation is bound to result in disas- from their normal way and also
Rev.
Guichelaar
has
served
Miss Shirley Baker and Miss Fourth of July morning.From all
Peter Plaint Host
icans. Because of the fact that but calls him a sinner and an- ter. The salvationis great because hop the base paths. Merchandise
churches in Birnamwood,Wis.; Joyce Wright spent last week at
sides come loud explosive noises
prizes
were
won
by
Walter
Van
Germans had not done a “heap nounces God's judgment on his it was received directly from
At Birthday Party
Brooten, Minn.; Corsica, S. D. and the 4-H Camp Kidwell at Eagle
that ho has never heard before.
o’ livin’ ’’ in democratic practice, sin.
Christ and attested by signs and Ry, Rose Walton, John Van Dyke,
Denver, Colo., and the past six Lake.
No wonder many dogs disappear
Helena
Redder,
Allen
Redder,
Peter
Pluim
entertained
a
group
hundreds of thousandsof young Do you think of others like Sam- wonders, and with miracles, and
years at North Street Christian
on this holiday morning, to be
Americans had* to give up their uel? Here are four, as suggestions. the gifts of the lioly Spirit. We do Alice Windemuller, Wilbur Cobb, of his relatives Saturday eveninj Reformed Church in Zeeland.
found a day or so later hiding unlives in the present century. So You may think of others equally not have to oppose the gospel or Ruth Sears, Roger Boeve, Jose in honor of his birthday.The party
They have five children —
der the front porch or out back
Americans have a real stake in as good.
ridiculeit; all we need to do is a) Rivera, Gervacia Ybarra, George was held at the home of Mr. and Helen, a graduate of Blodgett
of the bam. Usually, this is a nathe reality of democracy even in
1. John Wesley who preached neglect it and then we will be Boerigter, Phyllis Lemmen, Mary Mrs. Arthur Groenhof on Azalia Mo. orial Hospital, Grand Rapids,
tional day of lost dogs,
Vande
Poel,
Andrew
Dampen,
Ave.
Germany. It can happen again.
God’s truth day in and day out lost. We know what neglect will
now Mrs. Herbert Krediet of Fort
another dog of the opposite sex.
The guests included: Mr. and
But we can’t do the “living” for and dared to apply it to the evils do in daily life and we are familiar Millie Koert, Cornelius De Free,
Wayne, Ind; Marjorie, a bookIt is rather strange the mystifythe Germans, and we can’t im- of his day, as slavery,buying with its tragic consequences. How Maria Sagrero, Joe Hofstee, Effie Mrs. N. De Witt, Mr. and Mrs. keeper at Zeeland State Bank, now
The annual Mission Fest spon- ing and frightening power fireBerghorst,
John
Bouwman,
Reka
J. Huizenga, Mr. and Mrs. Helen
pose it upon them. But we can do smuggled goods, bargainingfor tragic will be the consequences of
Bontekoe, EncarnacionRios, Van Loo and sons, Dick Klein, Mr. Mrs. Warren De Vries;- Herman, sored by the Mission Syndicate cracker noises have over dogs.
the “living”for ourselves, and sales instead of setting fair neglecting the soul!
a pre-engineering student at Cal- of Holland and Zeeland Gassis Pal, one of my old pointers,is not
Mabel
Kraai, Charles Janke.
and Mrs. Arthur Groenhof and chilwhat the German truck driver prices.
in. The Lord wants Christians
The
.picnic committee was com- dren, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bult- vin College; Phillip, a junior at will be held at the Zeeland Park the least bit gun-shy, yet he hates
has a belling on us. For us the
2. Martin Niemoeller who spoke to be mature. Many are not for
Holland Christian High School; on Wednesday, July 25, It was an- the sound of an exploding fireparaphrase should be: “‘It takes against the Nazi regime of Hitler. they are still babes in Christ and posed of Robert Fortney, Hazel huis and children, Mr. and Mrs.
and Ruth, a 6th grade student at nounced today.
Snellenberger,James Dannenburg,
cracker. On most Fourths, Pal has
Cornie Van Loo, Mr. and Mrs
a heap o’ livin to KEEP a coun3. Billy Graham who s pe a k s what is more serious they are conThere will be an afternoon pro- spent the day upstairs under my
Lawrence Sale, Norma Van Harn, Robert Smith and children, Mr. Zeeland Christian School.
try free." We are free — relative- boldly against sin in people’slives tent to remain babes. Many church
The Gospel Tent Crusade which gram starting at 2:30 and an eveJuan Anzaldua, Kenneth Baker,
ly at least — and our forefathers today.
members are only familiar with Warren Snellenberger,Earl Rodger Z y 1 e m a n of Grand Rap- is being conducteda mile west of ning program at *7:15 with a choral bed.
Don’t allow your dog to run at
did a heap o’ livin’ to make their
ids, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winter
4. Martin Luther King, Negro the simplest, elementarytruths of
Zeeland by EvangelistWes Au- concert by the All-Church Ladies large on this holiday.Some youngWright, Kathy T u 1 a r. G. E. also of Grand Rapids.
country free. It is doubtful that Negro minister of Montgomery, the gospel.There are a large numger, will continue daily qxcept Chorus.
ster might think it fun to throw
we of today are doing enough Ala., who has led a very peaceful, ber of church members who are Stephens, and R. E. Freers,
Dinner was served and the group
Saturday,through July 8. There The afternoon program will fea- a firecrackernear the dog; worse
“living” tb keep our country free, but persistentfight for a God-giv- no better, no more experienced, no
presented Mr. Pluim with a gift.
will be a special rally on the night ture special music, a brief chil- still, the dog might retrieve the
to preserve the freedom that was en principle—equal rights irregard- more intelligent members now Overisel Couple Marks
of July 4 stressing that America dren’s program and the Rev. Har- object and have it expiode in his
handed down to us.
less of race.
than they were ten years ago. It Their 56th Anniversary
is one nation, "under God”. At vey Staal as speaker. In the eve- mouth.
Appointment Included
Mississippi’*William Faulkner,
Questions for discussion: What seems as if they have no goal. The
the 3 o’clock afternoon service on ning, E>r. Tena Holkeboer will be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Nienhuis
of
Nobel prize winner, recentlypoint- characterizesa messengerof God? writer of Hebrews urges all beOn Agenda of Council
Sunday, the evangelist spoke on featured as speaker. Other misWhy Dogs Do Certain Things
ed out to his fellow southerners How do the people studied show lieversto "go on unto perfection.” route 5, Overisel, marked their
"Three Sudden Things" and his sionaries will be presented and
56th
wedding
anniversary
last
The
appointment
to
the
Library
Because they wondered why dogs
who shout loudly for state's rights
that they are God’s messengers?The word "perfection"is used
Board is included in the agenda evening topic was “Who Will We special music is planned.
twitched in their sleep and why
“State's rights which the Mississip-If a man claims to be a messenger eleven times in the New Testa- Monday.
See in Heaven.” On Monday night,
TTie canteen will be in charge of they sometimes moaned and
pi voices are talking about do not of God how can one tell if he is ment. It never means sinlessness Mr. Nienhuis, who is 76 years old, of the City Council meeting this
July 2, the Rev. John Lanting, a one of the local churches.
moped about the house, two promexist anymore. We — Mississippi or if he is not? Is it hard to speak but rather maturity. It is said that has lived on the same place all his evening at 7:30.
pastor in Zeeland, will talk
In the event of rain, the Mis- inent Washington doctors decided
— sold our state’srights back to against sin? Is it hard to tell of today there are many immature life. Mrs. Nienhuis, the former Besides routine matters, council former
the federal government when we God’s way of righteousness? Are people. It is also true that there Hattie Bruinink, is 72 years old. will consider: the applicationfrom on "Palestine,in the Light of Bible sion Fest will be held in First Re- to make some extensive tests to
formed Church.
find out the reason for such acaccepted the first cotton price- all of us expected to be messen- are many immature Christians. Her mother, Mrs. Alice Grissen the Clark Oil Co. to erect a gas Prophecy.’’
died eight months ago at the age station at 28th St. and Michigan Herbert De Kleine has returned
tions. Here is part of their report:
support subsidy twenty years ago." gers of God? Right now?
How commendable it would be if of 90 years.
Ave. and the applicationfrom from Geveland,Ohio where he atDogs are subject to many of the
And the South is not alone in this
Physician to Speak
all Christianswould strive for
Mr. and Mrs. Nienhuis had 10 Speed-E Car Wash to install two tended a special course in arc
same
psychologicalmaladies as
businessof selling freedom for
spiritualgrowth and grow up!
children, seven of whom are liv- gas pumps at River and Pine Aves. welding held at the plant of the At Mens Breakfast
humans. If they twitch in their
various forms of security. We are Mrs. Keith Van Harte
1. We believe in God and we
ing. They are George of Beaver- Bids will be presented for dump Lincoln Electric Co., De Kleine is
sleep or mope about the house,
doing it all over the land. Unwillbelieve that God spoke — He is dam, Henry of Grand Rapids, trucks for Street and Cemetery DeEntertainsat Shower
vocational agriculture teacher at
Speaker at the Men’s Breakfast chances are they have a complex.
ing to do a “heap o’ livin’ ” to
not a silent God.
Albert, Ben, Harry and Mrs. Earl partments and for tulip bulbs in Zeeland High School.
Saturday at 6:30 a.m. at the Youth The report states that dogs will
pay our own way to keep our free2. Some people believe Jesus
Mrs. Keith Van Harte entertainThe school is conducted as a spe- for Christ Gybhouse will be Dr. commit suiridfcby drowning or
dom we have been handing it to ed Saturday afternoon at her was a good man. The Bible teach- (Marie) Nienhuisof Holland and the lanes and parks.
Mrs. Kenneth (Jeanette) Hoeve of
cial summer course to teach how Harold Seelye, M. D., of Stanton starvation if they are jealous, rethe Great White Father in Washhome. The Trees, at a stork show- es Jesus is the Son of God.
Oakland. There are 15 grandsons.
Mrs. Benjamin Bosma, 473 West to weld and also to show the teach- Harold Seelye, M. D., of Stanton, morsefulor disappointed in love.
ington in return for handouts from
3. We do not know God fully un- four granddaughters, four great 21st St., is a patient at Blodgett
er for Mrs. Kenneth Otto of Royal
ers the best methods of giving i - Mich.
A dog will be inclined to be
a system of bureaus so compli- Oak. The dessert luncheon featur- til we know Jesus Christ.
grandsonsand four great grand- Hospital where she underwent sur- structionin welding.
Dr. Seelye has spent almost 20 moody if snubbed. Some will even
catoi that no one can even under4. It is tragic when people need a pink and white color scheme.
gery Monday.
years in the Stanton community commit canine murder,, but only
stand where they are leading us.
The guest list included Mrs. John glect so great a salvation.
in general practice and surgery. for fooa or for the attentionsof
The grim fact is that we are Visser, Mrs. Kenneth Helder, Mrs.
5. There is no excuse for spiriBefore his conversion, he was an
far less free than we were even
Peter Van Domelen, Jr., Mrs. Cur- tual immaturity. There are many
alcholic.He overcame this pro- Leave Dogs Alone On Hot Days
a generation ago. But to avoid do- tis Gray, Mrs. William Bloemen- opportunitiesoffered us for growGOP women from every section lem and has regained the confiOn a hot day little annoyances
ing it themselvesmillions of daal, Mrs. Edward Helbing of ing spiritually.
— Arnold Mulder of the county overflowed the hom$ dence of the community.
often upset you. The same is true
Americans want to hand over to
of Mrs. Blakeslee Crane Monday
Chicago and Miss Mary Alice HohAll men are invited to the Satur- of your dog. In warm weather a
Washington our educational sys- mann.
evening June 26 to hear Mrs. day morning breakfasts.No reserWe are not a book reading people. from the article.
dog normally of even disposition
tem, our medical practice, and all
Mrs. Van Domelen and the guest
That observat»n,made more than
Looking at the fact from another John B. Martin, Jr. of Grand vations are needed.
may become a little unruly and
sorts of other things.
Rapids
speak
before
the
Allegan
of honor were awarded duplicate
once in this column, is validated angle that we are not a book-readsnap
at anyone who attempts to
The West Germans are at least prizes for the afternoon.
by a carefully documented article ing people, Dupee makes the start County GOP Women’s Gub. Mra.
tease him. It is wise to instruct
doing some "living” to make their
Admitted to Holland Hospital in the Saturday Review from the ling assertion, based presumably Martin, a favorite speaker among Miss Van Ry Feted
children not to torment a dog on
country free. How much "living”
Monday were Mrs. Jack Barnes, pen of no less a writer than Gor- on careful statisticsto which he GOP Women of Michigan will long At Bridal Shower
a hot day. In fact, during the
are we Americans doing to keep Furnace Company Wins
New
Richmond: David Em- don Dupee, president of the Great has access as presidentof the be rememberedfor her integrity
heat it is-indeed wide to heed the
our country free? We think this
and
complete
unselfishness
in
makmick, 24 West 14th St.; Steven Books Foundation.
G.-eat Books Foundation, that 25
Mrs. Lester Van Ry and Mrs. old saying, “Let sleeping dogs
along with safe driving and our Seventh Merit Award
Breuker, 122 East 15th St.
Only 13 out of every 100 citizen^ percent of all American college ing the trip from her Grand Rapids Benjamin Plasman were hostesses
lie.”
American 4th of July are good to
P. T. Cheff, president of the HolDischarged Monday were Mrs. of our 166,000,000 population borrov/ graduates have not read a single home to Fennville in lieu of the at a miscellaneous shower Monday
remember. Not only tomorrow as land Furnace Co., today announcfact
there
had
been
a
death
In
her
Roger Beekman, 47 West 19th St.; books from the public library. book the past year. Of the high
night at the Van Ry home, 832 LEANING OUT CAR WINDOW
we observe the 4th.
ed that the firm has received the William Steketee,72 West 15th St.; Moreover,there are far fewer pub^ school graduates almost three-fifths family, x
Harvard Dr. Guest of honor was
The American Newspaper Pub- Merit Award from "Financial
A reader, just back from her
Mrs. Robert Hutchinson, presiMrs. Myron De Jonge, route 1; Lc librariesin America in pro- have net opened a book since last
Miss Marjorie Van Ry, niece of vacation, writes in wanting to
lishers Association again in 1956 World” covering the company's
dent
of
the
Fennville
GOP
club
Carolyn Brown, 21 East 12th St.; portion to population than in most- year this time.
the hostesses.
know why dogs enjoy leaning out
supports this growing tradition, 1955 annual report.
David Emmick, 24 West 14th St. foreign countries.Dupee estimates The Dupee reading statistics are Introduced Mrs. Martin who spoke Games were played and prizes of the window of a moving car. I
see back page.
on “Women’s Role in Politics,”
It was the seventh consecutive Hospitalbirths include a s on, that if the United States had the
largely quantitative; qualitative
were awarded to Mrs. Harold De don’t know why. It may be, as
emphasizing the need for more woyear the company won the award Carl Lee, born Monday to Mr. and same proportion of libraries per
figures would obviously be so subFouw, Mrs. Garence De Fouw, she suggests, the combinationof
Hew Christian Reformed given by the investment and busi- Mrs. Gordon Slenk, route 6; a son, capita as Sweden there would be jective that they would not mean men to participate in party work Mrs.
William Graska and Miss scents and cotors,or, like human
and to join party clubs. The right
ness publication.The citations are
Albert, born Monday to Mr. and in this country not 7,500 public a great deal. What one statistician
Eleanor
De Fouw.
Chstrch Has First Picnic
beings, he may just enjoy catchof the individualto join and work
based on excellence and completeMrs. Henry Ten Brink, 385 Elm; libraries but 77,000.
might consider “serious” reading
Gifts were presentedto the ing the breeze.
The first church picnic of Calvin ness of the report in gaining the
in a particularparty is being recBut perhaps Americans buy more might not be so regarded by anbride-electwith the Lavonne Van
However, allowing a dog to loan
ChristianReformed Church was greatest readership and under- a daughter born Monday to Mr,
ognized by more and more people
held Wednesday at Holland Fish standing among stockholders,the and Mrs. Garence Boeve, 392 West books than the citizens of less other. Some libraries, for instance, and being acceptedjust as much Ry and Beth Ann Plasman acting out the window fbf a moving car
prosperousnations and hence do habitually distinguish between
is dangerous. Not that he will fall
«nd Game Club picnic grounds investment community and the 18th St
as the right of an individual to as gift bearers.
not have to patronize public li- serious” reading and fiction, as
between Holland and Zeeland. Ap- public.
join a certain lodge or church ’A two-courselunch was served out, but rather it may cause eye
braries to the same degree that suming that the latter is not serproximately140 gatheredfor the The director of “Financial Hill Top Farm Whips
group. Mrs. Martin emphasized tbe from an attractivelydecorated buf- trouble if kept up for any length
the nationals of other lands do. ious. But well read persons under- need of registrationsof newcom- fet table, having as the center- of time. The start of bronchial ailoccftrionwhich featured a basket World" said the competition for
Again the guess is wrong. Dupee stand that the reading of such
•upper, sports and program.
the award involved approximately Bowman’s in B League
ers to a community, 21 year olds, piece a miniaturebride under an ments can often be traced to this
resorts to the unusual method of novel as "War and Peace" or “The
leaning- out-the-car-window- habit
Devotions were conducted by Jay 5,000 corporationreports based upinvalids and elderly people by July arch of green with white roses.
GroenewouM, seminary student, on strict requirements covering Hill Top Farm won its second comparing book-shelfroom in Magic Mountain” or “Moby Dick’ 9 for them to be eligible to vote Invited guests present were Mrs. No great harm will come from
straight game in B baseball Lea- American homes with such equip- calls for far more serious mental
and C. Bus house gave the closing completeness of the editorialand
In the primary election coming up Marinus De Fouw, Mrs. Harold De letting your dog stick his head out
gue Legion play Thursday with a ment in European houses.
concentration than does the read- soon. She stated that in Kent Coun- Fouw, Mrs. Henry Van Ry, Miss for a few brief moments, but don’t
statistical content, physical format
26-3 walloping of Bowman’* Fbed
It is of course obvious that the ing of the average work of philo- ty last year 3,000, 21 year olds Judy Van Ry, Miss Marion Kam- let him do it for any prolonged
Award winners included Jac- and typography.
at the 19th St diamond.
typical residence unit in an aver- sophical or psychological discuss- registered for liquor cards while meraad, Mrs. ClarenceDe Few, period.
queline Ba reman, Carl Groenewoid,
The winners tallied nine run* in age European country dates much
»
only 600 registeredto vote and she Miss Eleanor De Fouw, Mrs.
John Bushouse, Billy Muller, Jean Marriage Licenses
the first inning, two in the third, farther back than the vast majority
But Dupee does at least glance asked where the fault lay.
Harold Barkel, Mrs. Paul Barkel,
Vanden Brink, Donald Vander
Robert Schramm. 24, and added seven in the fourth and four of American homes. European at the quality of American book Mrs. Leslie Odium of Ganges Mrs. Jack Barkel, Mrs. Robert Brought Into Court
Wayne Vanden Brink, John
FrancineDe Valois, 23, both of each in the fifth and sixth.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
home libraries may not contain the reading.The Grefct Books Program County, president of the club, pre- Newhouse, Mrs. James Van Ry,
Schaaf, Jr., Mrs. Bob Cleveland, Ohio.
Bowman’s
made
three
runs
in latest publications,but books are of which he Is president,is Amer- sided at the business sessionwhich Mrs. Evelyn Schonfield,Mrs. Del Frank A. Johnson, 37, route 1,
l> Harold Bos, John Ortthe sixth frame, The Feed nine at least Ur be found in the homes ica’s largest reading and discuss followed.The following committee Huyser, Mrs. Henry Tysen, Mrs. Spring Lake was brought before
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Naber.
of 'most of the reasonablypros- ion venture. The fact that 25,000 chairmen were appointed, Mrs. William Graska, Mrs. A1 De Haan, Ottawa Grcuit Court Friday
ogram included group Dr. James Thomas Klomparens,now has a 1-2 record.
Jr., son of Mrs. James T. KlomWehrmeyer was the winning perous citizens.
adults take part in it has been Robert Hutchinson, Fennville,pro- Miss Lavonne Van Ry, Miss Beth on a writ of attachment for non
led by Mrs. Bushouse and
parsw °< as state St, and the pitcher and Oostendorp was the No so in America. Again accord- cited as a remarkableevidence
gram chairman; Mrs. Geg Bell- Ann Plasman, Mrs. Albert Buter, payment of alimony and was given
•lides of work among the
late Mr. Klomparens, completed
ing to Dupee, 20 years ago 15 America’s addiction to book read fuss, Garifces,membership chair- Mrs. E. Barkel, Mrs. Peter Wlei^ until July 9 to pay arrears which
shown by Everett Van- his internshipat St. Mary's Hospi- loser.
percent of new American homes Ing. But Dupee immediately pricks man; Mrs. Irvin Helmey, Wayland sum and Mrs. Bernard Kam- amount to 3165 plus costs. Johntal, Grand Rapids, on July L Dr.
Ward L. Vcrhage, 55 Park St. had built-in ahelves. Of the houses this balloon by adding: “Mickey publicity, chairman, Mrs. Leo meraad.
son's wife, Mareella, was granted
Klomparens, who was graduated Zeeland, has accepted a position erected in the past 10 years only Spillane has sold over 25, 000, COO Gould, Platnwell, registration
a decree from Johnson Sept 10,
bora July 2 at Holfrom Ifriversity of Michigan medi- as park ranger at the Grand Hav- 12 percent have them. “Forty-two copies.”
chairman. Mrs. Esther Hettinger, Dr. and /Mrs. Mart Sharda of 1951, at which time he was ordered
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarcal sdobl In June, 1955, will reNo, we are not • book-reading AUegfcn, spoke briefly. It^was an- Grand Rapids
• the birth to pay |7.#0 a w
West 18th St, maL'?H St Mary’s to work with en State Park, ^cording to Conor
of a '
Ann, on port ot each ot the
Dr* A. J. Hoffs, anesthesiologist.
3i
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samples directly from your fanti.
In order to be eligible for the
county conservation payments,
samples must be taken through the
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Revenge, Whisper

local A.S.C. office.

Take Places in

by Richard Machlele,

Whether you have a new or old
County Agricultural Agent
We have a request from Willard field sprayer, you have to calibrate
Wichers, director of the Nether- the machine in order to be sure

Yacht Race

you’re applying the recommended
lands Information Services at Holamounts of chemical.
land, asking for a placement of
You want to be sure about a new
SAUGATUCK (Special) - Brisk,
two foreign visitors for a two-week
sprayer, and the nozzles on older
southwesterly winds drove 24 comperiod with some ofourOttawa
petitors in the 36th annual
County farm families.We are in- sprayers wear. So it's a good Idea
Ben** Robber Stamp Shop
to calibratea sprayer every year.
Chlcago-Saugatuck
Yacht race to
terested in finding familieswho
new records here Saturday.
Here’s a simple way to do the
would play host to these people.
In fact, the times were so fast
They are particularlyinterestedIn job:
that judge* In Saugatuckwere atill
Measure the length of the sprayobservingthe farming operations
sleeping when the first two boats
er boom In feet Divide 4,356 by
especiallythose that deal with soil
crossed the line at 5:20 a.m. Satthe length of the boom, which gives
Mrs. Dena Heyboer was taken to
conservation. They, will be here
urday.
you the number of feet you will
St. Mary’s Hospital for an operafor a two-week period beginning
Let’s
-The Revenge, owned by C h u c k
travel to cover one-tenth acre.
tion.
Aug. 3 through IS.
Blssell of Macatawa Bay Yacht
Take this example:
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Houten
We would like to hear from any
Club, was nosed out for first in the
If the boom length is 30 feet,
and Judith received their member- Ben's Rubber Stamp Shop locatof our farm families who are inClass A competitionby Freebooter.
dividing 4,356 by 30 would give
ship papers from the First Chris- ed at 370 Roost St, a new busiterested in having these people
Freebooter, owned by Max and
145. So, you measure off 145 feet—
tian Reformed Church of Jenison. ness in Holland is equipped to
It is the general impression, but are ready for rooting, the young from the Netherlands. Please let
Bob Rohn of Chicago Yacht Club,
the one-tenth acre. Fill the supply
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Geurink
a wrong one, that ooldframegar- shoots should break with a sharp us know immediatelyso that decovered
the
90
miles
In
an
elapsed
give one-day delivery on all rubannounced
the birth of a daughter.
snap or bein^ bent at right angles tailed arrangementscan be made. tank full of water and spray the
Miss Myra Kay Von Dyke
time of nine hours, 18 minutes and
dening ends with June and the setdistance
you
have
measured
at
a
— about three weeks after flowerMr. and Mrs. Harold Van Dyke
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Aukeman bers tamp needs. They have i comting out of all early plants. A ing. Many roses root best just afspeed and pressurethat you’re of 97 West 21st St announce the 35 seconds, to beat out the 10 and NelUie Bertha have returned plete service in made-toorder
coldframe has so many uses ter the petals have fallen. Cold- Since last week’s news article sure you can maintain In the field. engagement of their daughter, meter Revenge by one minute and home from their trip to California.robber stamps in aO sizes, for any
throughoutthe summer that you frames are among the most use- we have had many requests re- Refill the tank, measuringthe Myra Kay, to Larry Woldring, son 25 seconds.
Mrs. Vernon Enslng and Judy, personal or business use — indud
The old record was set on July
can keep it working overtime so ful propagating structures for this garding the c o n t r o 1 of army amount needed. It’s best to use
of Mr. and Mrs. John Woldring, 16, 1927 by the Edith H, piloted by who were seriously Injured in an Ing your advertisingcuts of a hunworms.
We
find
them
in
practicalto speak. Seeds for rock garden work. It is good to have supplequart jar in order to be most ac- 15453 James SU Holland. Mr. Wolddred to choose from toe comBert Williamson with a time of auto accidenta few weeks ago,
ly all fields in all parts of the
plants can be sown in here just
mentary coveringssuch as slat- county. The corn fields Infested curate. Say you need two gallons. ring is stationed at Fort Stewart, 10 hburs, 19 minutes.
have left the hospital and are now pany's supply.
as soon as your early cuttings are ted lath shades, cheesecloth, or
Multiply the two gallons by 10. So, Ga.
Winds ranging from 10 to 20 staying at the home of her par- The company also carries a full
removed, and if you have a rock course burlap to protect recently with the worms are being damaged 20 is the number of gallons your
miles an hour, with gusts up to ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Lyne- line of low cost stock message
severely. Let’s repeat the treat- spray is applying per acre. Now,
garden that has finishedblooming, planted cuttings.
rubber stamps for office or ship35 miles an hour resulted In all ma.
be for every 20 gallons your supply
you can propagate cuttings from English ivy and red salvia can ment. First choice
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arie
Schrier of ping room use, plus stamp pads,
24
boats
crossing
the
finish
line
the young shoots that sprouted be propagated in a coldframe from Heptchlor at the rate of */» pound tank holds, add the quantity of
Spring Lake were visitors at the Inks for nylon, glass, metal meat
before 8 a.m.
actual to the acre. In other words chemical recommended for one
since the flowing.
root cuttings— the salvia will also
home of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin etc. There also are printingplates
Although
establishing
a
new
Cuttings can also be made at make a good house plant if potted. 2 pounds 50 percent wettable pow- acre.
Scholtcn and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit for the printing trade on the newelapsed
time
record,
Freebooter
this time .from boxwood, winged Seed of zinnias and calendulas der or one gallon of the emulsion
ly Installed hydraulic rubber stamp
did not win the race which is dc- Idema.
euonymus, beautybush, Mockor- planted now in the coldframewill will control them. This material
term'ned on a handicap basis. Her
Jemina
Enslng
is attending CaL press.
must be sprayed directly on the
ange, rhododendron,snow azalea,
Besides making high quality rubrival, the smaller D class yawl vin College during the summer
assure you of flowers from late
hybrid te& roses, bridalwreath, August until frost One of the great crop. However, 10 days must be
ber stamps at low prices and a
Fleetwood, owned by Nick Geib of months.
July
Japanese snowball, and weigela. musts for summer coldframing is allowed between treatment and
Chicago won the Ponjola trophy
Harm Enslng of South Olive and money back guarantee, Ben re7 — Third Annual American Red
To test whether or not azaleas to reduce the intensityof sunlight harvest
with a corrected time of 8:41:47. his daughter, Mrs. Richard Huy- pairs and rebands daters, paid
Methoxochlorcan also be used Danish Field Day, Halbert Dairy
Freebooter corrected time was 9: ser of Jenison were visitors at stamps, grocery price marking,
which enters — or one will have at the rate of 3 pounds to the acre.
Farm, Battle Creek.
53:08.
to call this project hotframing! It should be used in the emulsion
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard etc.
8. — Michigan Shorthorn BreedA phone call now will bring our
RAW BIRD GIVES YOU MORE Tact muslin, cheese cloth or lath form.
Whisper, skippered by Hollis Van Ess recently.
ers’ Association Annual Field Day
Baker, Jr. of Macatawa Bay Yacht
strips one inch apart to a frame
Mrs.
John
Vant Houten has re- representative with samples, and
We would like to impress that
Club, finished third in the class turned home from’ SL Mary’s Hos- prices on how you can put the tima
without glass or give t the cold- the ordinary weed sprayers do not and Picnic, Bilmar Farms, one
B event with an elapsed time of pital where she underwent surgery. and money living convenience of
MORI
frame glass or glass substitute a give adequate c ontrol on heavy mile south of Grand Blanc
mtETTIR
U.S. 10.
10:17:20 and a corrected time of
The Rev. John Breuker and the rubber atampi to work for you.
THROW
COVIRA0I coat of lime wash and raise it foliage crops because there is not
9:06:14. ,
above box with wood blocks for enough pressure to drive the spray
9-20 — Rural Leadership School.
Rev. J. Bolting of New Era ex- Ben’s stamps are sold by George
Results in order of finish with changed pulpits on Sunday.
Streur,Klaasen and Holland Printfreer circulationof air.
where it is needed. However, with Brody Hall, M.S.U.
elapsed and corrected times : Class
Perhaps a word on how to make the com being the height it is at
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin SchoHen ing Co. in Holland and Abe's Print10-12
Lower' Peninsula 4-H
A-Freebooter, 9:18:35; 9:53:08; and Mr. and Mrs. Jame Scholten ing Co. and Commercial Record in
cuttings is expected., Cuttings can
the present time, a weed sprayer Club Week, M.S.U.
Revenge, 9:20:00, 9:59:32; Falcon and family attended the Scholten Zeeland.
be
either made from the stem or
tln9 25
should do a good job.
11 — Soil FertilityField Day,
H, 10:13:00, 10:13:29.Class B
the root In stem cutti/igsone
family reunion Saturday at Lake
loin Bi/d
John Campbell Farm, Kalamazoo
Corona, 10:09:35, 8:45:10; Esbro City.
uses a razar blade and makes a
=1
Miss Sandra Kay Harbin
Now is the time to spray for the county.
Sp/inkUr
V, 9:54.00,8:52:19; Whisper, 10:
cut just beneath the point where a
At the last consistory meeting,
terminal shoot moth. All the larvae
Announcement has been made of 17:20, 9:06:14.
11-13
Cherry Festival, Traleaf emerges,leaving several eyes
Rain Bird give* you more corerhave not emerged but it is advis- verse City.
the engagement of Miss Sandra Class C-Kismit, 10:56:40 ; 9:00: confession of faith was made by
or
points
of
growth
below
the
cut
age per dollar. Sprinkles evenlyable V> start sprayingand repeat
Kay Harbin to Matthew H. Peelen 32; Flight, 11:05:08, 9:00:32; Barb, Ben Van der Kolk, Steven Roelso that the older plant can sprout
12 — Eighth Annual State Sheep
ofs and Robert Roelofi.
full circle or part circle. Faultless
the application in about 10 days.
agaim This treatment rather than Spray with 50 percent wettable Field Day Tour. Clinton-Manches- by the bride-elect’sparents, Mr. 11:11:05,9:21:38.
Ninety-two per cent of the comoperation
. long wearing
. very
and Mrs. vrank Harbin of Holland ' Class D — Fleetwood, 10:44:50,
harming established perennials is DDT using 3 pounds to 100 gallons ter Area, Lenawee and Washtenaw
mercial forest land in Vermont if
economicalLiterature on request
The future groom is the son of 8:41:47; Rangoon, 11:09:43, 8:45:
good for them as it makes them
privately owned. There are 40,000
of water. For small amounts,use counties.
Dr. and Mrs. Matthew Peelen of 18; Kewaydln, 11:23:57, 8:54:47.
thick and branching. Now remove
holdings of less than 5,000 acres;
3 level tablespoons to a gallon of
15-20 — First Session, Michigan Kalamazoo.
Class E-Norther, 12:18:10, 9:23:
the lower leaves and any incipient
only 17 ownerships exceed 5,000
water. Best advice is to watch Future HomemakersLeadership
Miss Harbin is a graduate of 28; Idler, 12:17:42, 9:37:58.
flowers at the top; insert the bare
acres.
your
emergence
as
spray
is
most
Training
Camp.
Lake
Michigan,
Records
were
announced
at
n
Holland
High
School
and
is
em
MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
stems an inch or so in a coldeffectivewhen the adults are fly- nortl of Muskegon.
ployed at the Peoples State Bank Saturday afternoonluncheon for
frame of moist sand. Be surd"
Coal underllei more than 15,P.O. BOX 212
ing.
17-20
Homemakers' Confer- Mr. Peelen, a graduate of State the crews sponsoredby the Saucoldframe is shaded. Plants that
gatuck Lions Club on the lawn of 000 square miles of Kansas’ 82,ence, Auditorium,M.S.U.
High School in Kalamazoo, is
PHONE 6-6536
ON M-21 take kindly to this treatmentare
Farmers who want to make sure
the Mt. Baldhead Hotel In Sauga- 276-square-miles area.
20 — Michigan Beekeepers’ As- sophomore at Hope College and
rockcress, hardy candytuft, phlox,
there is no insect damage after sociation Summer Meeting, Fair- a member of Omlcron Kappa Ep- tuck.
or pinks.
Bill Jesiek and George Good of
they store their newly harvested grounds. Ionia.
silon fraternity..
The root cutting method is a wheat can apply a protectant to
Holland were members of the
Join your frlondo at Tho
22-27 — Second Session, Michigood way to extend your stock of
Whisper crew. Dick Walker, Bob
the grain before or at the time it gan Future Homemakers’ Leaderir. rromium
ouur,
lor KoMor.
Promlum boor,
bleedinghearts, phlox, sea lavenCurrier, Nate Bryant and Jack
goes into the bin.
nationallyadvortlood wins*,
ship Training Camp, Lake Michider, babysbreath,anemone, and
24
Uyl all of Grand Rapids were
mtly
A oonvanlantly
A wheat protectant can be pur- gan, north of Muskegon.
oriental poppy. This
The sacramentof infant baptism other crew members.
Ing plaoo with traditional
chased at
chemical supply 22-28
HOUR
National
Farm
Safety
should be done in late August or
at home and
was administered to Irene A. Ny- Crewing on the Revenge were
Dutch otmotphoro. Open
house or can be obtained through Week.
SERVICE
September. Lift the plant you
noon to midnight
some elevators.
25-28
Upper
Peninsula
4-H kamp, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Domelen, Jr. and Bill
wish to propagate and select roots
The chemical can be mixed with Club Week, Camp Shaw, Catham. Jay Nykamp in the Sunday morn- Ixwry, Jr. of Holland. Some of the
Phone
the size of a lead pencil. Cut these
other crewmen were Dave Kelly of
the grain at the most convenient
25 — Livestock Judging School ing service of the Reformed
Into three-inchpieces and lay horDetroit and Jim Spencer and Bob
Church.
time during harvest, but the for Adults, M.S.U.
izontally in rows in the cold frame,
The Rev. Harold Tenters will be Ethridge of Grand Rapids.
amount applied has to be mea27
37th
Annual
Farmers’
RUBBKR
spacing them about three inches sured carefullyfollowingthe direcin Camp Geneva this week. Guest
Round-Up, Upper Peninsula ExSTAMPS
apart. Firm over with one to two
pastor
for
next
Sunday
will
be
Artions on the label because too much
inches of sand and peat moss can make the grain unsalable for periment Station, Chatham.
thur De Hoogh of Holland.
370 Rooit
Holland
29-Aug
Third Session, Michi-
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Rubber Stamp Co.

Coldframes Have

Plant Beauty
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YOUR HOSTS/
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE

ZEELAND
CLOSED SUNDAYS

TAVERN

BEN'S

RESTAURANT

mixed. Leave frame open

WARM FRIEND

3

-

Mrs.

Randall

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Knoper
Effie
gan Future Homemakers' Leaderafter freezing weather; after frost,
protectant will help ship Training Camp, Lake Michi- announcethe birth of a son, Randy
close frame and keep closed until
B., in Holland Hospital on Monday
do a sure insect control job if the
warm weather occurs in parts of wheat is stored in tight, clean gfan, north of Muskegon.
June 25.
30-Aug 3 — Vocational Agriculture
[
February. As spring advances, venWilliam Barnes was released
bins, and if the grain has less than
Scrappy toys:
Teachers Conference, Kellogg Cen- from Zeeland Community Hospital
tilate progressively.
14 per cent moisture. Fumigation ter.
Every ton of "pwhoMd" scrap conIn late summer you can also to keep the grain insect free then
on Thursday. He is convalescing SAUGATUCK (Special) - Mrs.
31 — Muck Farmers’ Field Day, at his home here.
start pansies, daisies, forget-meEffie E. Randall, 90, wife of Henry
may not be necessary.
sumed
saves 4 tons of coke, iron art,
M S.U. ExperimentalFarm, Bath.
nots; but right now you can coldMrs. Fred Berens suffereda Randall, died at her home at 519
Since the sanitation requirements
August
and
other
raw materials.
heart attack last week. Her con- Lake St., here Friday following an
frame Canterbury bells, foxglove, on market wheat became more
5 — Michigan Shropshire Breed- dition is improved.
hollyhocks, sweet William, columextended illness.She was bom
rigid on July 1, safe storage of
ers’ Association Picnic, Roy BuckRobert Posma, son of Mr. and in the Netherlands in 1865, daughbine, Delphinium,pyrethrum and
wheat is more important than ham & Sons Farm, Kalamazoo.
Mrs. Stan Posma, underwent sur- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
the rock - garden arabis, aubrieta,
ever.
always buying
materials
8-9 — Eastern Upper Peninsula gery at Mayo Clinic recently.This Crock. She came to Saugatuck at
alyssum, snow-in-summer,various
Other tips on how to prevent
dianthus,thyme, tunica, and damage to stored wheat are con- Junior Fat Stock Show, Rudyard. is the first of two operations.His the age of 5.
9 — Michigan Flower Growers’ address is: St. Mary's Hospital, In 1887 she was married to Henry
silene.
tained in a new free folder at the
Room 600, Rochester, Minn.
Conference, M.S.U.
Randall, a resident of Singapore.
county extension office. It's called
16 — State Farm Management Garret Hoffman underwent sur120 Rhror Avo.
Holland, Mich.
They celebrated their 68th wedExtension
Folder
F-134.
Mrs. Bert Kunnen Dies
gery at the Ann Arbor Veterans ding anniversarylast year. She
Tour, Montcalm county.
21 — Michigan Lamb Feeders' Hospital last week. His address is was a member of the CongregaAt Home in Jamestown
Peach leaf curl, a disease reportLuncheon and Outlook Meeting, American Veterans Hospital,Room tional Church, the Ladies Aid and
ed by many home gardners in
470A, Ann Arbor, Mich.
the Woman’s Club of Saugatuck.
Mrs. Bert (Gertie) Kunnen, 79, many parts of Michigan this M.S.U.
SPECIALIZE IN
The Christian Endeavor met Surviving besides the husband
21-25
—
Upper
Peninsula
State
of Jamestown, died at her home spring,can be controlledby spraySunday afternoon in the chapel. A are three daughters, Mrs. MelFair,
Escanaba.
Friday afternoon.
ing either in the fall or spring.
film entitled "A Gallery of Wit27 - Swine Day. M.S.U.
Surviving are the husband; four
The disease is important in 27-28 — State Plowing Matches, nesses” was shown. Devotions bourne (Mary) Powers of Douglas,
Mrs. Lemuel R. (Winnie)Brady
daughters, Mrs. Jennie Flagter of Michigan about three out of every
were led by Miss Alma Vereeke. of Saugatuck, and Mrs. Willard
Grandville, Mrs. Josie Meyer of five years. Cold and slow growing Constantine.
Mrs.
David
Vereeke
is
still con28-31 — State 4-H Club Show,
(Effie) Gaver of Zeeland; five
Watervliet, Mrs. Bertha De Went conditions plus some wet periods
fined to her home in Zeeland. She
grandchildren and 15 great grandof Hudsonville and Mrs. Hermina encourageleaf curl infection. And M.S.U.
is a former resident here.
31-Sept. 8 — Michigan State Fair,
children and a sister, Miss Mary
Van Bronkhorstof Jamestown; a severe infectioncannot be predictMiss Nancy Kamminga of HudDetroit.
Crock of Saugatuck.
son, Bertus of Jenison; 20 grand- ed.
sonvillesupplied the special music
Septembei
children; 21 great grandchildren;
A spray of ferbam may be apSunday
evening. She played
two sisters, Mrs. A rend Arendsen plied for control.One and one-half 1-2 — Michigan Dahlia Show, “Whispering Hope” and “God
Mrs. Julia McCarthy Dies
of Oakland and Mrs. Gerrit Brun- to two tablespoons of ferbam per MIT Building. Flint.
Leads His Dear ChildrenAlong’’
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 64660
5 — Crops apd Soils Field Day,
sink of Grandville; a sister-in-law, gallon of water is the proper conon her accordion.
At
Home
of Her Daughter
Mrs. Jane Boersen of Holland; centration.Apply <?nugh spray to M.S.U.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Sharpe
10-13 Kiln Drying Workshop.
three brothers, Jacob Boersen of get a thorough coverage of the
Mrs. Julia McCarthy, 84, died
and daughters of Kalamazoo and
— oooQHOoooQOOoooooooooooooonoooooooOooooonooeooooooooo
— rrmtmu
M.S.U.
Oakland, Lambert Boersen of tree.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ohlman and Thursday afternoon at the home #
13 — State Cattle Feeders Day,
Jamestown and Bert Boersen of Timing is also Important in the
children of Hudsonville were din- of her daughter and son-in-law,
M.S.U.
River Bend.
ner guests with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Glen H. Kloppencontrol measures. In the fall, put
23-27 -- National Home Demon- George Ohlman and Pat on .Sun- stein, 85 west 10th St. She had
on the spray after leaf drop. In
strationCouncil Meeting, San An- day. The Sharps and Mr. and been in ill health since last Novem. . . and you con#tbuyany
the spring, be sure to get it on
Youth Jailed 45 Days
tonio, Tex.
Mrs.
Harold
Dykstra
and
family
ber.
before the buds swell. To be cerbetter than MAPLE GROVE'S
23-29 — 4-H Club Great Lakes of Duke, N. M., were supper
Mrs. McCarthy was bom in
tain of control, apply the spray
For Probation Violation
Recreation Laboratory.Traverse guests With Mr. and Mrs. Chris Braintree, Vt., and had made her
before infectionbegins.
extra-safe, extra-healthy,alDe Jonge.
GRAND HAVEN Special )-Ar- This is a descriptionof leaf curl City.
home in South Bend, Ind., where
29-Oct«6 — 44th National Dairy
Lou Grasman was released from her husband, George H. McCarthy,
lyn Cook, 18, route 3, Zeeland, ap- symptoms : Infected leaves become
ways-cool, TEMPERATURECattle Congress, Waterloo, Iowa.
the hospitallast Sunday afternoon. died in 1932. She lived with her
thick, swollen and brittle. They
peared in Ottawa Circuit Court
His
condition
is
much
improved.
son-in-law and daughter for the
CONTROLLED MILK!"
Friday afternoon for violating his become puckered and curled and
The Rev. Carl Kromminga oc- last 18 years and came to Holland
probation.Cook, who was placed on their color varies from light green Pair Put on Probation
cupied the pulpit in the Christian with them In 1945. She was a memto red. Early in the summer, the
probation Oct. 28, 1955, for two
Reformed Church last Sunday.
ber of SL Francis de Sales Church
swollen, infected leaves soon turn For Not Paying Board
years on a charge of larceny from
and the Altar and Rosary Society.
a motor vehicle, was picked up yellow, wither and fall to the
Thelma Garrison of Lansing and
Surviving are the daughter; two
ground.
Council Committee
by the sheriff’s department June
Marjorie King of St. Johns, were
(and Soda Bar)
sons, George H. and J. Leo of
22 for possession of beer in his
placed on probation for three and Meets at Linigren Home
WORE tH7
South Bend; a daughter-in-law, •71 MICHIGAN AVE.
Right now is a good time to get
car and leaving the scene of an
six months respectivelywhen they
Mrs.
John
Fenton
McCarthy
of
Desoil samples tested. And it could
The committeefor PTA Council
accident.
appeared before Municipal Judge
troit; 12 grandchildren;seven
Judge Raymond L Smith revok- mean lots of money saved on fer- Cornelius vander Meulen recently. organization met Monday evening
great grandchildren;a brother,
tilizer.
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
E.
Lindgreen
ed Cook’s probation Friday afterThey were charged with failing
Many farmers may be able to to pay for room and board at a with Mrs. Richard Parker, Paul James Fenton, and a sister, Mrs.
noon and sentenced him to serve
Sadie F. Atkins, both of Rutland,
45 days in the county jail, giving cut down on the amount of potash local house and with intent to de- Vanderhili,Mrs. A. De Feyter, Mrs.
Vt
him credit for the time he has or phosphorus they customarily ap- fraud the proprietor of the house. J. Kingshottand Mrs. F. Workply
because
there
is
enough
left
ing
attending.
already served since his committal
Hie judge added they must obey
over in the soil.
This committee was elected at
all laws, refrain from use of all
on June 22.
A soil test now is especiallyval- alcoholicbeverages and must not the June 2 meeting of PTA re- Putteri Take Slight
uable for a field that is in sod and visit places where it is served. presentativesfrom nine schools and Uad in G.E. Golf Play
will go into row crops next year. They also must make restitution is sponsored by the education comTRY OUR
These tests will show how much for the board bill, report to the mittee of Holland Branch, AmerHie Putters took over the lead
lime and fertilizer will be needed. court on the first of each month, ican Associationof University Wo- in the G. E. Golf League, nosing
DELICIOUS PIES
And there will be plenty of time pay costs of 36.90 and S3 as super- men.
out the 19th Holers by one-half
FANCY CAKES
to order the lime and fertilizerand vision fee every month.
A file of program materials and point The Putters how have 11%
to apply it
information for all the schools is and the 19th Holers 11
FRESH BAKED BREAD
July, August and September are
being preparedby the committee Other teams Include: Green nithe best times for getting soil Reitaartnt Operator
and will be at the Holland Li- ters, 10; Drivers, 9; Divot Giggers,
And Be Coarinced
samples to the test lab and the Saccmnbs in Zeeland
brary. Mrs. Kingshottis collect- 8%; Duffers, 7; Sorp, 5%, Grave
county
soil
test
laboratory
can
ing
formation
for
the
aouth
side,
Diggers,
5%
Dubs,
4
and
Apes,
3.
.
give quicker service than when it’s
ZEELAND (Special)—Alvin W. Mrs. De Feyter for the north side P. Micholich had the low indiswamped with samples to test. Wahl of 62 East Main St., operator ,and Mrs. Working for Holland city. vidual gross; with 41 while R. ButHie Ottawa County A.S.C Com- of Bosch’s restaurant, died SatPurpose of the organization is er had the low individual net of
mittee is very willing to VlP I* urday at Zeeland Community to better understand the issues af- 28. The Green 'ijUers had the low
I you hive »oil to be tested., They Hospital.He was 54 years old. Mr. fecting the welfare, education and team gross of <94 and the Divot
...... I1 offer a fine service in collecting Wahl had been ill several months, protection of the chUdren.
Diggers, the low team
until

human food.
The wheat
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Automatic Transmission
Service

AUTO INSURANCE

TWO SMALL

IN

INSTALLMENTS
Not one big yoorly

bill!

Imagine! Small, eaiy-to-mect
premiumi paid every lix monthi.
Thii is a feature pioneered by
my company to make your auto
insurance easier to handle.

My

company’s rates in most suites
are made up on the basis of its
own "careful-driver” low expe-

and Repair

ST.

FEN or S

AUTO SERVICE

(

rience.

This also permits quicker

rate reductions whenever they
are possible.Call today and find
out more about this easv-tobudget insurance.
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Ben Van Lente, Agent
177 Coll«e« Are. Phone 7133

and
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L Baumann, Agent
St. Phono 64294
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Scott-Lugers
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Engaged

Vender Leek-De Jonge Vows Spoken

Kalkman-Vari Ham

Rites Read.

-;v

jm
mmm
iii

r
it;

Miss BeatriceMae Steggerda
Mrs. George Steggerda of 298

fe

East 13th, St announces the engagement 'of her daughter,Beatrice Mae, to Robert Dale Overway, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Overway of 180 Highland Ave.
A/3C Overway is in the Air Force
stationed at Selfridge Field.

Watch Your Heart

Horse Show Committee Members

17th Castle Park Junior

w

at the boat yard. Gus Johnson of
In
Gary, Ind., took his 34-foot Chris
(Princephoto) Craft back to Michigan- City for
The Michigan Heart Association
Central Avenue ChrisUan Re- skirts. They had matching dotted the summer. A1 Leasom of Chicago, 111., will be using his 42-foot
issued its annual warm-weather
formed Church, with an altar de- swiss picture hats and carried
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Dale Kolkman
cruiser this summer at a yacht
warning today to persons unaccuscorated with large bouquets of small baskets of white daisiesand
(Prince photo)
club in Chicago.
Plans
for
the
17th
annual
Castle
tomed to violent or sudden exerpeories,larkspur,yellow and white greens.
Carrying a basket of pink rose
Bethel Reformed Church was the
R,R.
Pendleton
of
LaPorte,
Ind.,
cise which might strain the heart.
Organist Mrs. John Tibbe acPark Junior Horse Show are well
daisies, ferns and candelabra, was
petals,Cathy Risselada, the flowtakes his 42-foot commander “SeaDr. E. A. Irvin, president of the scene of a summer wedding FriIhe scene of the wedding of Miss companied Mrs. Kenneth Bauman
underway
with morning and afterer girl, wore a pink flowered nysong”
to
Michigan
City
for
the
association,said too many persons day, June 22, when Miss Avelene
Joyce M. De Jonge and Paul L. who sang "Because” and "The summer racing. Harry Phillipsof noon events followingthe tradilon odgandy gown with lace trim
make
the
mistake
of
embarking
on
Vender Leek Tuesday evening. Tall Lord’s Prayer.’’’
Joy Van Harn became the bride over a pink ruffled taffeta pettirip-roaring vacations after sitting
For her daughter’s marriage La Grange. 111., has taken his 42- tional schedule of other years.
lighted tapers, ferns and ribbons
of Leon Dale Kalkman The double coat. She wore matching headband
foot flybridge "Sympatique” back
The show will be held Saturday,
behind 'desks most of the year.
marked the pews. The Rev. Ed- Mrs. De Jonge selected a Persian to Chicago.
at
ring ceremony was read by the and gloves.
He
advises:
ward Masselinkread the double blue shantung two piece dress with J.B. Kelley of Indianapolis and July 28, at Maplebrook Farm, loThe groom selected his brother.
1. Avoid unusual exercise and Rev. Henry Rozendal. The rites
white accessories,and Mrs. Vanring ceremony at 8 p.m.
John Dor leave for a month’s cruise cated on the Castle Park road.
were performed before a setting Norman Kalkman, as best man and
SAUGATUCK
(Special)
Mrs.
undue
physical
exertion.
This
is
Parents of the couple are Mr. der Leek wore a pink lace sheath in two weeks aboard the 42-foot The morning program will begin
George B. Millar, 95, of 430 Spear especially important after eating of candelabra, ferns and bouquets Glen Bonzelaar as grooms man.
and Mrs. Edward De Jonge of 183 dress with pink and white acces- flybridge.Jim Mannix of Indianat 9 a.m. and continue through the SL, Saugatuck,died Thursday at because the heart is already hard of white peonies and snapdragon:. Glen Arendsen and Keith Horn
sories.
Both
had
corsages
of
ruWest 19th St., and Mr. and Mrs.
apolis took his 32-footCapitan to
Parents of the couple are Mr. acted as
r ij
day with a recess at noon for Douglas Hospital following an ex- at work supplyingWood for the
Peter Vander Leek of 632 South brum lilies.
Michigan City for the Michigan
A
reception
for
100
guests
was
and
Mrs.
Abraham
Van
Harn
of
tended illness.
digestive processes.
lunch.
While backgroundorgan music City-MBYC race.
Shore Dr.
She was born in 1861 in Manteno, 2. See your doctor. Protect your 642 Washington Ave. and Mr. and held in the church parlors. Mrs.
The Junior Horse Show CommitIn the wedding party were Miss was being played by Miss Jean
Bill Miller of Cadillac uses his
J. Bouman and Mrs. J. Van Harn
tee held its first meeting at the 111., and was the daughter of the heart by having your doctor exam- Mrs. Peter Kalkman of 311 East
Jean De Jonge, the bride’s sister, Volkema, 150 guests gathered for 41-foot cabin cruiser on weekends.
were in charge of the gift room
ine you regularly.Never diagnose 32nd St.
late
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
Raymond.
Castle
Park
cottage
of
the
chairas maid of honor; Mrs. Elmer De a reception in Fellowship Hall. A Mishiwaka, Ind., man, Bob MersMiss Sandra Otte, the organist, and Phyllis Vliem and ShirleyPrins
your own ills, real or infagined.If
She
came
to
Saugatuck
in
1910.
man,
Mary
Bosch.
Other
officers
Jonge. sister-in-law of the bride Prof, and Mrs. Walter De Vries of man has a 20-foot express cruiser.
She was the widow of the late you have any unusual,or peculiar accompanied Martin Hardenberg served punch. The groom’s sister,
elected for the year are Judy
and Miss Marcia Van Huis as Grand Rapids were master and James Perkins of Benton Harbor
Hekman,
corresponding
secretary;
Rev.
George B. Millar,former pas- discomfort or pain in the chest, or who sang "Becau§e,”“I Love You Janice Kalkman, was in charge of
bridesmaids;Marcia De Jonge mistress of ceremonies.Mr. and has a 28-foot seabird yawl. A.A.
Lynn
Winter,
post
entry
secretary;
tor of the Methodist church of Sau- find yourself becoming easily Truly” and "The Lord’s Prayer." the guest book. Mr. and Mrs. Sid
and Jimmy Becksfoort, sister and Mrs. Robert Dykstra presided at McNeil of Paw Paw is cruising
The bride, given in marriage by Risselada presided as master and
Charlotte Butler, treasurer; Gail gatuck for 15 years who retired in winded— a doctor should be concousin of the bride, respectively,the. punch bowl and Miss Betty this week up north in his 41-foot
her father, wore a gown of white mistress of ceremonies.The proButler,
assistant
terasurer.
A1 1915. Rev. Millar was responsible sulted immediately.
who lit the candles; Charles Mers- Geenen and Miss Chuckie Kleis cruiser “John All.”
3. Get enough rest. Give your chantilly lace tulle over taffeta gram featured a solo by Mrs. H.
Curtenius and Jane Hansen com- for the erection of the Methodist
man, the groom’s brother-in-law,were in the gift room. Serving the J.H. Rhoades of Clarksvillehas plete the committee.
heart a chance to relax. Get at featuring a neckline formed by a Schaap, a marirhba solo by Jay
church
in
Saugatuck.
He
died
in
as best man, and Elmer De Jonge guests were the Misses Jane Van his 20-foot cruiser at Gun Lake
least eight hours sleep every night, design of lace and long sleeves Bonzelaar and a reading by Kay
Officerspictured above are, seat- 1931.
and Don Vander Leek, brothers Drunen, Joyce Bareman, Shirley for the summer. Baldwin A. Smith ed left to right, Miss Bosch, Miss
more if possible.
pointed at the wrists. The gown Keane.
The
deceased
is
survived
by
one
Vanden Brink, Thelma Beelen, "Valiant Lady” have returned to
of the bride and groom, ushers.
The bride’s mother chose a light
4. Keep your weight down to nor- had a fitted bodice with a full
Winter, Miss Hekman and Miss daughter, Mrs. Frank Wicks of
The bride wore a floor-length Kathy Van Langen and Ruth Bare- Chicago for the summer.
Gail Butler; standing are Miss Saugatuck and one stepdaughter, mal— don’t let those extra pounds skirt, trimmed in lace, which ter- blue dress for the occasionwith
All these boat owners constitute
gown of rosepointlace featuring a man.
make your heart -work harder.
Hansen and Miss Charlotte Butler.
minated in a chapel-length train. white accessories and a pink rose
The couple will be at home in a majority of the boat owners in Committee members decided to Mrs. Ida Schrefflerof South Beloit,
pannier insert of lace at the sides
Her fingertipveil of illusion was corsage. The groom’s mother was
111.; one granddaughter, Mrs. Ward
of the bouffant skirt of nylon net. Holland after July 9. For a north- this vicinity.It often is wise to make no changes in the 14-event
held in place by a matching Juliet also attired in blue with whitt
B.
Martin
of
Saugatuck,
one
grandThe bodice of rosepoint lace had ern wedding trip the bride chose a know the name of the boat, the program; however, the obstacle
cap, fashioned of iridescentse- accessories and a pink rose corson, Mr. Raymond Stillson of Wil*short sleeves and sabrina neck- navy blue dress with white trim, size and the owner’s name and course will be completely changed
quins. The bride wore a single sage.
liamston,
two
great
grandchildre::,
home
address.
Sometimes
lists
line. Her fingertip veil fell from a a white hairpin lace picture hat
After their honeymoon, the new-^
as it is each year.
strand of pearls and small earrings
Nancy
Martin
of
Saugatuck
and
tiny hat of matching lace trim- and white accessories.Sho wore a prove of great value to Coast Guard
Next meeting of the committee David Stillson of Williamston; two
which were a gift of the groom. lyweds will be at home at 21 West
and
other
officials
in
event
of
a
The
Holland
Sentinel
made
the
med with sequins and pearls. She white orchid corsage.
will be on July 5 when Carter P.
She carried a cascade bouquet of 32nd St.
The bride, a graduate of Holland storm or other occurrances where Brown of The Castle has invited sisters, Mrs. Jennie Hazeltbn of Reader's Digest in the new July
carried a white Bible with an orThe bride, a graduate of Holland
pale pink and white carnations cenWillaimtown,III. and Mrs. Nettie edition.
ChristianHigh School, is employed time is of great concern.
chid and streamers.
the group to meet with him at
High School, is employed at Otte’s
tered with roses.
Stoudt of Empress, Alberta, CanUnder "ClassifiedClassics” was
The maid of honor and brides- in the office at De Vries and Dom6:30 p.m. On July 6. the commitAttending the bride as matron of Beauty Shop and the groom is emada.
the local ad: "Wanted— man or
maids wore identical ballerinatee
will
meet
at
7:30
p.m.
to
honor was her twin sister, Mrs. ployed by Elzinga and Volkers.
bos. Co., and the groom, also a Douglas Resident
woman
for
part-time
cleaning.
length gowns of yellow nylon dotselect the beautiful trophies
Glen Bonzelaar,whose princess The bridal party was entertained
Must be able to recognize dirt.”
ted swiss over taffeta. They were Christian High graduate, is em- Dies in California
Moose
Group
awarded at the show.
style gown was of turquoise cry- by the groom’s parents at a eYeah, we remember the ad.
styled with scallopednecklines and ployed as a bricklayerby his
staletteover taffeta.She wore a hearsal dinner In Cumerford’sdinHas Dinner Meeting
SAUGATUCK (Special)
Mrs.
scalloped short sleeves and full father.
matching picture hat and mitts. ing room Wednesday evening. PreWho sez our Holland postmen Miss Carol Venhuizen, her brides- nuptial parties for the bride were
Elizabeth Kraemer died Wednes- Garden Club Meetings
The
Academy
of Friendship comaren't an obliging lot!
day at the home of her daughter, Set for July, August
maid, wore an identical dress of given by Mrs. Glen Bonzelaarand
mittee of the Women of the Moose,
A shine of the halo to Len Van
Mrs. Elsie Weiss, in Pasadena.
coral. The attendants carried col- Miss Carol Venhuizen, Mrs. Peter
Holland Chapter 1010, went to the
Liere,
rural
carrier
for
route
6,
Calif. Mrs. Kraemer was a resiMembers of the Holland Garden
Kalkman and Mrs. A. Van Ham.
onial bouquets.
dent of Douglas for many yea s. Club Board met last Wednesday
wh“’madeka »P«ibal trip^Ze^Her husband, John Kraemer, died morning at the home of Mrs. Carl
regular June meeting.
Rapids newspaperswhich had been and nine-year-olddaughter of Oa- "unstuck” the door and girls prein Douglas in 1951.
Cook. Mrs. J.J. Brower outlined
Attending were the Mesdames
dumped from the train by mistake. dola, Ark., are living at 102 West vailed on them to carry out the
Surviving
are
her
daughter,
four
plans for the coming year.
Marie Botsis, Ruth Smith, Florine
"Bagheera.” a ©-foot schooner at his cottageat Macatawa. George grandchildrenand two great
16th St. Mr. McDaniel is with Du- table too.
The club’s July meeting will be Berkey, Maxine Den Uyl, Sena
owned by Dale C. Weirs of St. Ter Beek has an 18-foot Lyman grandchildren.
It turned out they were the proBill
Olive
is
telling
a
new
fish Saar’s Gift shop.
a
picnic
and
tour
at
Loda
Lake.
Lanning, Ruth Rummler, CatherJoseph is a familiar boat to most outboard runabout.
Incidentally, the entertainers
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Vohlken
Members will be contacted by ine Miller, Clara Dykema and story these days.
J. Vanden Berg of Grand Rapids
sailors at Macatawa. The schooner
This happened June 21 when he and four children are living at 121 billed as "The MusicaJ Wades and
phone and transportation will be Gladys Gordon. Unable to attend
has
a
cottage at Macatawa Park
is stored at Jesieks for the winter
Grand Haven Police
Columbia Ave. Mr. Vohlken is with Jackie Burtell’ had to perform and
arranged.
where he keeps his 31-foot Chris
were Mrs. Laura Hettinga and was fishing at the piers. He had Swift and Co.
and then leaves for a solid summer
run. They had a 9 p.m. engagecaught a large perch but lost the
The Aug. 2 meeting, a workshop Mrs. Jennie Hellenthal.
Craft "Christy.” John Vredevoogd Win Trophy at Shoot
of cruising.
Mr. and Mrs. Garry R. Keessen ment in Lansing the same evenon table arrangements, will be
fish
and
also
the
hook.
has taken his 20-foot sailboat"JewOn July 25, Mrs. Ruth Smith will
Other out-of-town boatmen and
They didn't quite make it on
el” to Silver Lake. Dr. Van ZwalenGRAND HAVEN (Speciai)-Theheld at the home of Mrs. Henry entertain the Academy of Friend- An hour later W caught the same and three daughters of Chicago ing.
their boats include: Phil Wanrooy,
have purchased a home at 848 time.
burg
has
recently taken delivery Grand Haven police department Carley. This will be an all - day ship committee with Mrs. Marie fish and got his hook back.
Kalamazoo, 24-foor express cruisSouth Shore Dr. Mr. Keessen is
meeting with Mrs. W.H. Barton of Botsis,chairman,in charge of the
er; Bob Wait, Hastings, 48-foot on a new 35-foot controversy class came home with the class A troLaff for the day:
Lansing present to offer sugges- business meeting.
cutter "Jacel."
Some
time
ago
Mr.
and
Mrs. manufacturingrepresentativefor
Mathews cruiser, "Nancy Lea;”
Psychiatrist:"Now tell me about
Madison Manufacturers.
Dwight
Hubbard
of Grand Rap- phy Friday won at the Grand Ra- tions and constructive criticism.
Maurice
Lambert
and
son
James
Smith A. Weeks, Kalamazoo, 35Mr. and Mrs. R.P. Schmelzerof this dream you had.”
ids has a 40-foot schooner"Hea- pids Police Shoot, sponsored by the
maintained
rabbit
maternity
foot express cruiser; Ken WedgLady patient: "Well, I dreamed
Holland Woman, 84,
ther” he enjoys sailing. Carl Hutwahl/in their back yard at 1530 Cleveland, Ohio, have purchaseda
Grand Rapids Police Department. Fahocha Class Has
wood, Grandville, 30-foot cruiser;
I was walking down the street with
home
at
803
West
24th
St.
Mr.
chins of Fennville has taken his
Jerome St. in Virginia park.
Phil Welber, South Bend, Ind., new
Dies After Illness
There were two teams from
nothing on but a hat.”
40-footschooner to Saugatuck for
Monthly Meeting
The Lamberts were eating din- Schmelzer is with Conrad, Inc.
40-foot constellationtaken to St.
Psychiatrist:"And were you emMrs. John H. Van Welt, 84, for- ner about 6 p.m. one night when
Grand Rapids competing, one from
the summer.
Joseph for the summer; Bob
barrassed?"
John Arbaugh of Lansing keeps the Rockfordstate police post, one
The Fahocha Sunday School class merly of 130 West 18th St., died a mother-to-be rabbit wandered inThere's
a
nice
story
about
HolWilliamson, Kalamazoo, 34- f o o t
Lady patient: “I certainly was.
his 33-foot cruiser at Jesieks. Jam from the Kent County sheriff's de- of the First Methodist Church held Friday evening at the Park View to the yard. And not 30 feet from land, Mich., and Tulip Time in the
cruiser, "Connie Anne,” cruisingup
W. Bennett of Kalamazoo has a partment, two from Grand Haven its monthly meeting last Monday Convalescent Home in Zeeland af- the window, she dug a hole for a May issue of popular Gardening. It was last year’s hat.”
North.
ter an extended illness. Mrs Van
44-footcruiser.Willard De Jongh and two from Muskegon Heights. evening.
nest and gave birth to seven bab- Opposite it is a story about tulips
Thomas Wright of Chicago, HI.,
of Zeeland has a 30-foot cruiser Winning for Grand Haven were
Mrs. Joe Kolean, president,con- Welt’s husband died 21 years ago. ies.
by Felix R. Tyroler of New Yorjc,
has taken his Richardsoncruiser
in a slip.
Delbie DeGram, 345; Robert De ducted the business meeting. The She was the daughter of the late
A
bit later, three half-grown head of the National Tulip society
“Kate” back to Chicago for the
George iDobben of Muskegon is
devotions were led by Mrs. Har- Mr. and Mrs. Gelmer Van Noord.
rabbits arrived in the yard and who has been in Holland on many
summer. Dr. David Alexrod has the owner of a 40-foot Roamer Weese, 340 and Aubrey Goldman,
ley Hill. The program was in She was a member of the Central
323.
seemed to take it upon themselves occasions in connection with flowreturned to his Chicago home with
cruiser. Gordon Culloden of Indiancharge of Mrs. Fred Rasmussen, Avenue Christian Reformed Church
to serve as guards for the new er shows and Tulip Time.
his 40-foot cutter, "Barb.” Other
and
the
Monica
Society.
apolis has a 17-foot speedboat and
and the group enjoyed playing
Chicago people and their boats inMan
Found
Guilty
Surviving are two daughters, family.
an International110. Another IndBiblicalgames.
The
Speaking of magazine articles, FENNVILLE (Special)
clude N.M. Adams, 35-foot Rea- ianapolis man, O.A. Chillson has
GRAND
(Special)
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Martin P. Wyngarden of
mer; Ross W. Beatty, 35-foot RichBill De Long who was appointed School Supt. Walter W. Scott has wedding of Miss Virginia Lee GalFrancis
Wolovlek,
Grand
Vriesland
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Streur
a 40-footRoamer “Maybe Chily."
the hostess, Mrs. Leon Van Huis.
written a feal humdinger for the breath and Jerry Erie Stone took
ardson; Charles King, 28-foot cutLouis E. Capek of Bangor has Haven, was found guilty at trial On her committee were the Mes- of Holland; one son, Herbert J. to the Board of Public works to
ter “Rex;” R.C. Richheimer,42succeed Jim Klomparens is really May issue of the Michigan School place Sunday, June 24, at 4 p.m.
taken his 28-foot cruiser to South Thursday afternoon before Munici- dames Marinus Slayer, George Van Welt of Pontiac; five grandBoard Journal. It’s entitled"How
foot Owens cutter "Maiden;” and
Haven for the summer. Jim Dwy- pal Judge Jacob Ponstein of a Baker, Alvin Brandt, Keith Dodd, children;three great-grandchild- playing the role of successorto
at the Methodist Church. The Rev.
Herbert Schwartz, 42-footcruiser.
and Why Holland Built Better” and
er has taken his boat, a 30-foot charge of failing to stop for a stop Victor Van Oosterhoutand Roy dren; two sisters, Mrs. Maggie the hilt.
Willis B. Hunting performed the
Many Grand Rapids people take cutter to MichiganCity where he street and paid 520 fine and costs.
tells
the
story
of
Holland’s
new
Brower of Drenthe and Mrs. Her- He has purchased the KlomparMoeller.
advantage of the facilitieson Lake
ceqemony in the presence of 200
Thomas
Jefferson
elementary
ens
home
at
26th
and
State
and
will sail. Verne Enders of Benton The alleged offense occurred June
The table decorationscarried out man Goodyke of Fremont; two
Macatawa and keep their boats at Harbor and his 40-foot cruiser
guests.
23 and the arrest was by city the June bridal theme. Mrs. Roger brothers, John and Robert of the DeLong family is now living school.
Jesieks. they include: A.D. BradThe article gives considerable Parents of the couple are Mr.
there.
“Beco” have returned to SL Jo- police.
Knoll and Mrs. Harley Hill poured. Grand Rapids.
ish, 18-foot
Berg seph.
credit to the work of the Planning and Mrs. Lee Galbreath, Hutchins
sma Brothers, 31-footcruiser; J. C. Groot of Berwyn, HI., has a
Jit’s time to review our new- Commissionand emphasizes the Lake Rd., and Mr. and Mrs. Erie
B. Brown, runabout and son, Paul,
comers again. During the month value of a school building con- Stone of Allegan.Music was providspeedboatfor use at his summer
20-foot sailboat; Paul Brumger, 42of May, City Hostess Huldah De- sultant, pointingout that the latter ed by Mrs. Ivan Taylor of Allegan,
home on Lake Macatawa on South
foot Owens cruiser “Pat;” Bob Shore Dr. A St Louis man, Hamm
made several changes which re- accompanied by Miss Jacqueline
queue visited 10 new families.
Bytenga, 34-foot cruiser; L.F. CalJMr. and Mrs. Robert B. Pluister duced the cost of, the building by Crane at the organ.
Grigg also keeps his 22-foot sportsahan, 20-foot sailboat; Dr. Howard
man at his summer home on South
and year-old daughter of Grand 335,000 without detracting from its The bride wore a white floorCaukins, 18-foot Century runabout
Shore Dr.
Rapids are living in their newly fessional entertainers from Chi- length gown of petit point lace
. Also R.J. Crego, 35-foot yawl;
and .nylon tulle. The fitted bodice
Bill Hover and his 40-foot cutter
purchased home at 55 East 17th cago.
WJ. Drieborg, 22-foot speedboat; “Winquest”are back in South HavSt. Mr. Pluister is with Lear, Inc. size, functional use or attractive- had a portrait neckline and short
L. H. Frost, 18-foot speedboat; en for the summer. Bob Harding
sleeves, the full skirt featuring
Mr. and Mrs. William Kurth and ness.
&«/•
Francis Grimes. 20-footspeedboat of Winter Park, Fla., has a 26two children of Chicago have pur- Bids were suffichntly low that tulle ruffles over satin. Her
mm.
delivered to Silver Lake; Don foot express cruiser. Emmett Roche
chased a home at 342 Third Ave. the board was able to accept two shoulder-lengthveil fell from a
Hart, 32-foot cruiser; Verne Hew- of Hart will take his 28-foot RobinMr. Kurth is a partner with Elec- additional alternativesof two ex- bandeau of lace and pearls. She
er, 26-foot express cruiser; C. A. son cruiser "Seagull” back there
tra classrooms as well as some carried a white Bible with a white
tronic Door Co.
Jaqua, boat delivered to Silver next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Weaver lesser items. Other economies on orchid.
I';',
Lake; R.B. Kalmbach, 20-foot sail- R. W. Sager of Jackson is here
and 15-year-old daughter of St independent contracts,architectur- Mrs. Roderick Galbreath, matron
boat
for the summer living aboard his
Joseph are living in an apartment al fees and commissions resulted of honor and sister-in-lawof the
Tom Lunan of Grand Rapids has 34-foot cabin cruiser.Dave SUberat 142 West 14th St. Mr. Weaver in savings of 515,000 for a total bride, wore a waltz-lengthgown of
taken his 32-foot cutter “Winddriff man and Pete Steams took the
is with West Michigan Furniture saving of 550,000on the building. white embroiderednylon over nile
back to Saugatuck for the sum- 38-footcutter "Rangoon” back to
green. The bridesmaids, Mrs. Don
mer. Hugh Meeter keeps his Light- Chicago, where it will participate
!H
Stone and Miss Sally Jo Galbreath,
Biggest
laugh
of
the
Chamber
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
R.
Borst
ning at Jesieks for the summer in many races.
were dressed in maize 'colored
of
Commerce
get-together
at
Legand
three
children
of
Grand
Rapsiof racing. E. G. Moore has a NipThe Spanger brothers,Hank,
ids have purchased a , home at ion Memorial.Park Wednesday oc- gowns.
par for the children. Bob Mum- Clarence and Roy of Chicago call31
East 26th Street Mr. Borst curred when Donn Lendeman went Don Stone performed the duties
ford will be cruising in two or ed their 42-foot cutter “Esbrow” to
up for his prize. The prize was a of best man. Ushers were Walter
is
with
Vans Food Market,
three weeks in his 38-foot cruiser, Chicago for the season’s races. K.
Bednarz and Edmond Morilli. Carl
flo-ball pin which he had donated
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
N.
Savidge
George Payne will cruise next E. Tassell recently bought a 34TV.
Stone was ring bearer and Kay
•
of
Berwick,
Pa:,
are
living
at
569
aboard his 42-foot Chris Craft foot cabin cruiser.
Stone was flower girl.
i
Another
humorous
incident
ocWest 21st St Mr. Savidge is with
“Shar-O-Lin.
•
Carl Thomsen of Allegan bought
Karr Spring.
curred when the Chamber recep- Following a northern wedding \
Bill Perfield of Grand Rapids is a 40-foot cutter In Racine, Wis.,
trip the couple will reside at 309
tionists were attempting to move
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
W.
Owens
NEWLY-INSTALLED~ OFFICERS of Holland Standing are Mrs. Doris McCallum, assistant
living aboard his 38-foot cabin and brought it to Macatawa for
De Lano St, Allegan.
of Beloit,Wls., have purchased a a heavy table outdoors for tag
in a slip at Jesieks.Robert the summer. G. D. Hartwig of
guide; Mrs. Jeanette Vanden Heuvel, ^treasurer;
Women of the Moose are pictured above, seated
distributions,
etc.
They
found
that
home
at
380
West
17th
St
Mr.
has a 22-foot outboard Benton Harbor has taken his 33Mrs. Marion Strong, sentinel;Mrs. Onalee
left to right. Bin. Nett Ver Hoef, chaplain; Mrs.
Owens Is with United Shoe Mach- a French door stuck and enlisted Marriage Licenses
John Poelman has
regent; Mrs. Gladys Gordon,
Boraas, guide. Not pictured are Mrs. Ellen
back for the summer.
ine «Co. Their children are grown. the aid of two men who approachW. H. Shield
R.G Melhom, 22, and
Mrs. Blanche Solomon, junior
Chrispell,Argus, and Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl, In'• Jacklin of Lansing keeps
Mr. and Mr,. Umar McDaniel ed the clubhouse. The men
of
Mrs. Florine Berkey, recorder.
stalling guide.
19,
cabin cruiser in a slip

Mr. ond Mrs. Paul
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Tornado Warnings
Posted

in

For Sixth

Twin

Married in Double Ceremony; Father Performs Rites

Sisters

mm

HoBand

Hukt

h

Time

1

2nd

Softball Play;

Hulst Brothers gained undisputed

second place in City League softball action Friday night with a
5-0 shutout win over Bareman’s
Service and Barber Fords took
fourth place with a 6 - 2 decision
over Raphael’s.

Cleared After Giant

Wave Hits Ludington
For the

Nails

Barbers Wins

Lake Michigan Beaches

sixth time since April

3 when the

5, 1956

disastrous twister

Hulst now has an 8-4 record
while the Service nine has a 7-5

struck Hudsonville,the Holland
area was tn a potentionaltornado
area Sunday.
The alert was first sounded early in the afternoon and within

mark.
Fords are even at 6-6 and
Raphael's are tied for sixth with

Mobilgas, both with 4-8 records.
Leroy Brower threw a two-hitter
minutes city and county authoriat Bareman’s Service and faced
ties were notified and placed on
only 20 batters in setting them
an emergency status.
down.
Ottawa County deputies immediLou Altena singled in the first
ately manned the former ' Coast
and moved to third on an error but
Guard tower at the entrance to
was left stranded and Ted Schreur
Lake Macatawa as an observation
singled in the fourth but was repost.
tired trying to steal second.
At the same time Allegan County
Jun Bhursma walked in the sixth
deputies along with Holland police
to be the other baserunner,but
and auxiliary officers manned a
was picked off second base on a
lookout post midway between Holnice throw from center field by
land and Saugatuck'overlooking
Lee Gebben to snuff out the other
Mrs. Lowrence Eugene Veenstra
Lake Michigan.
Bareman chance.
(Tourcott#photo)
A second warning was sounded
Hulst exploded for all of its runs
late in the afternoon when a seiche
in the sixth inning on just one hit.
or giant wave struck the Lake
Errors, passed balls and wild
Michigan shore line from Ludingpitches brought in all of the runs
Mrs. Harvey Edward Doorenbos
Mrs. John Edward De Pree
ton as far north as Grand Traverse
as Jud Gebben, Ron Wetherbee,
In a double ceremony solemnized DePree, sang "The Lord’s Prayer.’ gathered skirts were floor-length. enbos, whose ushers were Harold
Bay.
Kearney Zoerhof,Bob Vork and
in
the
Reformed
Church
of
The
Mrs.
I. Gilbert Willix played organ They wore fingertipveils of silk Doorenbos,brother of the groom,
Coast guardsmen said the seiche
Glenn
Nykamp scored. Vork had
selections before the ceremony and tulle attached to caps of tucked from Chambersburg, Pa., and the
sent water rushing 100 feet past Thousand Islands,Alexandria Bay, selec
the lone hit of the Inning.
N.Y.,
Thursday
afternoon,
June
Mrs.
Worthington
W.
tulle
and
chantilly
lace
embroidRev.
Fay
Demarest
of
Cedar
Miss Jean Anne Wierenga and
the normal shorelinealong LudingHulst made four hits off Norm
ton. Beaches had been cleared of 21, the twin daughters of the Rev. played traditionalwedding march- ered with seed pearls. They car- Springs. Richard Orquist of MusLawrence Eugene Veenstra, Hope
Bos.
Gebben,
Wetherbee
and
Gord
swimmers barely 30 minutes be- and Mrs. Henry Overkamp Hos- es. Mrs. George Hutchinsonacted ried cascade bouquets of pale pink kegon served as best man for Mr. Grevengoed got the other safeties. College graduates, were married
pers of that villlage were married. as mistress of ceremonies.
carnations,stephanotis and ivy.
De Pree. Ushers were Dwight
fore.
Brower struck out 10 and Bos Thursday evening in Western TheoThe beaches at Holland and Miss Margaret' Gracf Hospers be- A reception in the church par- Mrs. Bruce Ketcham of Warren, Riemersma of St. Joseph and Mil- fanned thive.
came
the
bride
of
Harvey
Edward
Ariz.,
attended
Miss
ton
Lubbers
of
Grand
Rapids.
logical Seminary Chapel. The bride
Grand Haven state parks and
lors, sponsoredby the women of
After an eastern trip, Mr. and
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
at Tunnel Park were immediately Doorenbos and Miss Mary Jose- the church, immediately followed Hospers and Anne De Pree, sister
Barber Fords tallied three runs Alonzo Wierenga of South Haven.
of the groom, was Miss Mary Hos- Mrs. Doorenbos will make theif
cleared by deputies and part au- phine Hospers became the bride of
John Edward De Free. The grooms the rites.
pers’ attendant.They wore match- home in Evanston, 111., where Mr. in the first inning and that was The groom, now a senior at Westthorities.
The brides walked unescorted to ing dresses of white embroidered Doorenbos attends Northwesternenough to win the first game.
ern Seminary, is the son of Mr.
Holland Coast Guardsmen posted are the sons of Mr. and Mrs.
The Fords added two runs in the and Mrs. Henry Veenstra of Muswarning signals and ordered all Jacob Doorenbos of Morrison, 111., the altar, where they were given batiste over nile green taffeta and Medical School. Mr. and Mrs. De
boats back, into Holland Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. W. Stanley De in marriage by their father.They wore green leaf crowns embroid- Pree will be at home after Sept. fifth and a final tally in the sixth. kegon.
Raphael’s made one each in the
were attired in identicalgowns of ered with seed pearls. Thir cas- 1 in Ann Arbor, where Mr. De Pree
Free of Zeeland.
from Lake Michigan.
The Rev. Harold Ringenoldus
white nylon chiffon over silk net cade bouquets were of pink carna- is a graduate student at University first and third innings.
performed the double ring cere- John Sturlng, 74, president of
At the Saugatuck- Douglas oval
The father of the brides perSingles by Warren Plaggemars mony. Bouquets of pink majestic Lokker - Rutgers Clothing Co.t
and taffeta, designed with shirred tions and dwarf ivy.
of Michigan.
Allegan deputies were notified by
formed the double ceremony and fitted bodices, portrait necklines
James Neevel of Tarrytown, N.Y.,
All four young people are former and Jay Fredricks, plus a couple daisies and white gladioli,palms died Sunday afternoon at Holland
Holland police and the beach there
W. Stanley De Free, father of John and short shirred sleeves.The full was best man for Mr. Door- Hope College students.
errors and a passed ball gave and ferns were used as decorations.
was cleared.
Hospital. Mr. S luring had worked
Fords the first three runs.
Lawrence De Witt was organist with the company for 48 years.
At Grand Haven Lake Michigan
Doubles
by
Vem
Bloemers
and
waters swept up onto the beach
and Jack Boeskool, soloist.
Fredricks drove in the fifth inning
periodically as much as 50 feet.
Miss Jane Vander Velde of Zee- He was a member of the consistallies
and
Frank
Kraai’s
single
land attendedthe bride as maid tory of Ninth Street Christian R»
Authorities from Grand Haven
drove in How Bosch, who had of honor and Miss Connie Veenstra formed Church tor 30 years. He
to Saugatuck expressedappreciadoubled, for the other run.
tion for the fine cooperation gi\^n
of Muskegon and Mhs. Horace had also been a Sunday school
Mel Koenes' single scored Herb Webb of Plalnwell were brides- teacher for many years.
them by the public.
In
at
Maatman with the first Raphael's maids. The groom asked Robert Mr. Sturing, who resided at 74
All alerts were lifted at 6:15
run in the first and Rich Wolters, Bolema of Muskegon to serve as East 17th St., was the son of the
p.m. Thunderstormsmoved in over
A series of union prayer meetFive members of a Kalamazoo ings has been announced by the
who was safe on a fielder’s choice, best man. Ushers were Victor late Mr. and Mrs. Jannes Sturing
GRAND
(Special)
Holland late in the evening and
the area received some long await- family and a sixth passenger in Reformed Churches of Holland to
Three near - drownings occurred scored on an error by the left Kleinheksel of Holland and Joseph of Zeeland.
the car were injured shortly beed rain.
at Grand Haven State Park during fielder in the third inning.
be held during July and August.
Fowler of Walden, N.Y.
Surviving are the wife, Nancy;
Elsewhere in the state winds of fore midnight Sunday when the Services are held each Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nibbelink the weekend. All three victims The winners made eight hits with
The bride chose a gown of Schlf- two daughters, Miss Grace Stun
auto missed a curve on M-40 south
hurricane force, 75 to 78 miles an
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Western of Pella, Iowa were recent visitors were administered oxygen on the Fredricks getting two. Syl Dissel- fll embroidered lace and nylon ing at home and Mrs. John H.
of Holland and slid into a ditch.
hour, slammed into TraverseCity
Theological Seminary Chapel and of the Rev. Norman Van Heukelom beach and then taken to Municipal koen, Wayne Hop, Plaggemars, tulle over satin. The fitted lace Jansen of Holland; one grandchild;
Injured were the driver, Jerome
Bloemers,Bosch and Kraal made bodice featured a scalloped por- two brothers, Bert and James J,
unroofing barns and damaging sevare open to the public
family at the Reformed Church Hospital for checkups. All were
Willis, 36, Kalamazoo; cuts and
the other hits.
eral homes between Traverse City
School teachers’ meetings follow parsonage to make acquaintance discharged.
trait neckline and short scalloped Sturing, both of Zeeland; and one
bruises; his wife, Audrey, 30, cuts
Koenes hit two of the four sleeves. The bouffant skirt featur- sister, Mrs. Gerrit Nagelhout ol
and Elk Rapids.
the prayer services.
At
2
p.m.
Saturday,
two
12-yearwith
their
new
granddaughter
The 325 - foot antenna of station and bruises, chest injuries; their
The program for the summer Judith Gayle. The former couple old cousins, Sandra Mead, daugh- Raphael hits. Bill Norlin and Rog ed an overskirt4 with a scalloped Holland.
WCTM went down knocking the three children, Susan and Jan, both months has been arranged as fol- are the parents of Mrs. Van ter of State Trooper and Mrs. Azel Vander Meulen made the other two front panel of Schlffll embroidered
7, cuts and bruises and
stationoff the air for a time. Also
Mead, and Joyce Mead of Belle- safeties.
lows: July 5, "Thanksgivingfor Heukelom.
lace with a front Insertionof nyMarie, 9, bruises.
view, Mich., became frightened Line scores:
hard hit by the winds were Alden,
Blessing to the Whole Church” by
lon tulle permanent pleating. Short
The
June
meeting
of
the
HamilVictor Jablonski, 35, Muskegon,
H white mitts and a circular fingerReed City and Everett where housDr. Raymond Van Heukelom with ton Farm Discussiongroup was when their rubber mattresses were
received a fractured right hip and
es, house trailers, and farm buildthe Rev. A. Rynbrandt as chair- held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. carried by currentsto the third Raphael’s .......101 000 0 - 2 4 tip veil of UliLsion, attached to a
is in fairly good conditionMonday
ings were damaged.
man. Miss Marcia Dykhuis will Ben Eding with John Tien pre- city water collectorabout 75 feet Fords ...........300 021 x - 6 8 pillbox of hand Alencon lace emat Holland Hospital.The others
Batteries
B o u w m a
and broidered with seed pearls, comsing, July 12, "Thanksgving for- siding and Mrs. Eding reporting from shore where the water is beFallen trees blocked so many
Wlodarczyk; Ebels, Ellzlnga (4) pleted her costume. She carried a In
roads that an emergency call for were all treated and then dis- SpiritualState of Believers.” the on the activities of the Women’s tween 4% and 5 feet deep.
charged.
help in clearing the highways went
Two Grand Rapids youths, and Kraai.
Rev. R. Denekas with the Rev. E. Committee in Allegan" County. A
bousuet of pink roses with white
Allegan County deputy Earl TellR H stephanotis.
out to residents with power saws.
Van Pernis, as chairman, and Mrs. question hour on the topic "‘Citi- George Brown, 15, and Charles
Paying fines in the Municipal
man said the Willis car missed
Report of tornado funnels which
Chester Hulst and Miss Beverly zenship Barometer” featured the Clovin, 16, brought one of the girls Bareman’s ............000 000 0 — 2 4
Her attendants chose princess Court in the past few days were:
the second curve south of Holland
did not touch the ground came
Hulst, special music; July 19, "Our program for the evening. The July to shore and Life Guard Bill Hulst ............000 005 x - 5 4 style ballerina-length
frocks of Ice Donald Ter Haar, 377 West 22nd
Batteries: Bos and E. Altena, blue crystaletteover taffeta. The St., speeding, 517; Richard J. Nyfrom four miles southwest of Davi- and struck several guard rails be- Change from Nature to Grace" by meeting is scheduledas a basket Boonstra rescued the other. The
fore it went into the ditch.
son and 10 miles east of Flint.
the Rev. H. Mouw with Bert Boes picnic at Kollen Park on July 20. near drowning occurred as the Vanden Berg (6) Brower and Vork. fitted bodices were designed with kamp, 140 East 14th St., speeding,
Willis was issued a ticket for
League standings through wide cuffs forming boat necklines 516; John J. Arden, 4 Hayes Dr.,
One twister swept over Camp
as chairman and special music by
A wedding reception at the local girl’s mothers were watching from
failureto have his car under conJune 29:
Lake and unroofed a cottage.
Mrs. Kenneth Van Harn and Mrs. Hamilton Auditorium followed the shore.
terminating in Vs in back and ac- speeding,520; Robert Oms, 452
L cented with bafck bows and stream- West 22nd St., speeding, 415; RogAt Beaverton a tornado blew trol. Tellman said damage to the Kenneth Strengholt;July 26, "Our marriage of Miss Doris Coffey At almost the same spot at 10
1955 model car was estimatedat
down three barns, unroofed others,
Condition by Grace” by the Rev. of Diamond Springs and Menno a.m. Sunday, Donald Steleakes of Vets .......................ll 1 ers. They wore matching disc hats er Dale Howard, 77 River Hills Dr.,
5700.
8 4 with rosebuds and nose veils. They speeding$22; J. H. Wilson, 333
damaged some homes and sent
H. Rozendaal with Gerrit Bax as Hunderman of Byron Center at Grand Rapids got into trouble Hulst ........................
trees, antennas and wires crashing
chairman and music by Sixth Re- the Diamond Springs Wesleyan when he could no longer controlhis Bareman's ................. 7 5 carried baskets made of pink roses'Howard Ave., disobeying stop sign,
raft. Two bathers rescued him but Fords .......................
6 6 and white carnations and stephan- 53; Thomas Allen Stoel, 657 Graafdown.
formed church male quartet.
Methodist Church. The Rev. H.D.
At Midland, a 175 by 30 foot
Aug. 2, "UnsearchableRiches of Wingar performed the ceremony. were unable to bring him to shore Co. D ..................... 5 7 otis.
schap Road, disobeying stop sign,
because of currents.They then took Raphael's ...................4 8
sheet metal airplane hanger at the
Christ in the Church" by the Rev.
The bride'smother wore a dusty 53; David W. Trompen. 3161 Knapp
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Tenpas and
a
sand
bar
where
all three were Mobilgas................... 4 8
municipal airportwas lifted off its
C. Walvoord with Louis Dalman as children Joanne and Billy spent
pink lace dress with matching ac- St., Grand Rapids, disobeyed traf3 9 cessories and the groom’s mother fic signal, 57; Antonio Guerrero, 58
foundation.Three of the planes inchairman and Mrs. Marion de a few days at Clymer, N.Y., to him farther out into the lake to Moose ..........
picked up by life guards in a boat.
side the hanger suffered damage
Velder, soloist; Aug. 9, "The Unity visit the former's parents and
chose a light blue lace dress with West First St., right of way, 57.
estimated at 5400 and the hanger
of the Church” by Dr. M. Stegenga other relatives.
white
accessories.
Herman Rusticus, 24% East 3rd
Dutch Novelty is still out In front
received damage figured at 53,000.
with Gerrit Van Doornik as chairA reception for 225 guests was St., spillinggravel from tailgate,
Miss Florence Lugten, clerk at Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen,
in the IndustrialGolf League with
MichiganBell Telephone Co. late
man and Mrs. Jack Leenhouts, the local post office had a twoheld in the seminary Commons 512; Richard Rhoda, 563 College
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Sunday night reported telephone 14V& points. Transplanter is right soloist; Aug. 16, "Ethical Elements week vacation, while Mrs. Allan 89, Dies at
Room. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ave., speeding, 525; Norma Brink
behind with 12% points and Chris
Friday were John Brower, route 3;
service still out to 2,000 subscribers
of the Christian Life" by the Rev. Calahan, a substitute clerk, took
Klomparens were master and mis- Low, route 2, lailure to apply hand
Craft and Donnelly - Kelly are
Mrs.
Fred
Olsen,
128
Spruce
Ave
Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen, 89, of
and the entire communitiesof EmJ. Nieuwsma with Milton Hinga. over her duties.
tress of ceremonies,assisted by brake and the car rolled out of the
next with 11 points each.
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
400 East 24th St., died early Sunpire, Beulah and Glen Arbor.
chairman and special music by the
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Klomparens. drive, 57; Eugene Dale SchrotenLocal girls attending the Girls
J. Ver Hulst had a SO- for he
Joseph
Bares
and
baby,
r
o
u
t
e
4;
male quartet of Calvary Reformed Bible Conference at Camp Geneva day morning at her home after
Misses Marilyn Broersma. Carolyn boer, 186 East 32nd St., speeding,
low individualnet during the past
Church; Aug. 23, "Christian Re- on Lake Michigan from June 26- a few weeks' illness. She was a Mrs. Roger Tubergen and baby, Ringenoldu, Martha Diephuls and 524; Russell Lubbers, route 2,
week's shoot and J. Meureur fired
261 West 15th St.; Mrs. Carl De
lationshipsin the Family” by the July 2 were Nancy Lugten, Carla member of the Niekerk Christian
Barbara Braschlerarranged the Hamilton,speeding, $15.
a low gross of 37.
Koeyer and baby, route 4; J a c o b
Rev. R. Menning with Harry Wies- Haakma, ElizabethLugten, San- Reformed Church. Her husband
gifts and Mrs. Kenneth Davis was
Dewey W. Gibson, Jr., 216% West
Chris Craft had the low team
Bosma, route 4; Joe Brown, 85
kamp, chairman,and Mrs. George dra Mitchell,Linda Lou Beyer, died in 1933.
in charge of the guest book. Others
14th St., speeding, 512; Ernest K.
gross of 160 and also the low team
She
is survived by one daughter Spruce Ave.; John Helmus, 242
Moes, soloist, and Aug. 30, "Per- Carol Nyhoff and Lynda Langeassisting were Mrs. Howard Van Wallien. 137 Fitzhugh Ave., speednet, 135.
and three sons, Mrs. John (Nellie) West 17th St.
sonal SpiritualWarfare” by the land.
Dahm, Mrs. Norman Gysbers, Mrs. ing, 512; Edward Voss, 139 West
League standings through June
Veldheer, Theodore,Bernard and
Admitted Saturday were Marie
Rev. E. Van Pernis with Hen j
Glenn Brower, son of Mr. and George, all of Holland; nine grand- Coffman, 227 North Division;Mark Robert Bolema, Mrs. Joseph Fow- 20th St., no operator’s license for
28.
Mass chairman and Mrs.
Mrs. George Brower and Miss children and 15 great grandchil- Keen, 128 West 31st St.; Mrs. ler, Miss Lois Veenstra and Mrs. a motor bike, 517; Dalia Disselkoen,
Two Chicago men aboard their Dutch Novelty .............. 14% Voogd, soloist.
James Meeusen.
Nellie Bleeker of Diamond Springs dren; one brother, Peter Westing
12%
247 Colonial Ave., Zeeland, parking
27-foot cruiser were rescued Satur- Transplanter .................
Theodore Nielson, Saugatuck;
Mrs. Earl Tellman will be organ- were united in marriage June 20,
For their northern Michigan on wrong side of the street, $1.
Chris
Craft
....................
11
of
New
Era,
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Tyde
day afternoon when their boat ran
Craig Billings, 646 Michigan Ave.;
ist for the first three weeks. Miss evening at the Hamilton Reformed
D. Warner of Holland and Miss Mrs. Ken Boeve, 813 South Lincoln wedding trip, the bride wore a Ilia Mae Jennings, Box 153
out of gas 25 miles southwest of Donelly - Kelly ............11
beige print sheath dress, cocoa Douglas, disobeying stop sign, $5.
Mildred Schuppert the second three Church, the Rev. N. Van Heuke- Ida Westing of Grand Rapids; Ave.
South Haven in Lake Michigan. Baker Furniture.............. 10
brown duster, yellow and beige John Sebasta, 74 Scotts Dr.,
weeks,
and
Merlin
Van
Doornik,
I lorn, assisted by the Rev. H.
three
sisters
in
law,
Mrs.
EdCoast Guard rescue boats from G. E. No. 2 .................. 9%
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
the last three weeks. Dr. Henry Wingar, performing the double ward Westing of Holland, Mrs. Otaccessories and a yellow corsage.
Holland, St. Joseph and South Hart and Cooley No* 3 ......... 9%
unnecessary noise, $10; Donna
Jack Haan and baby, 224 Michigan
Haven and a plane from Traverse Holland - Racine .............. 8% Voogd will conduct the Sunday ring ceremony. Mr. Brower was to Westing and Mrs. John Westing, St., Zeeland; Mrs. Donald Northuis After July 9, the newlyweds will Westerhof, route 1, speeding, $14.
School teachersmeeting on July quite recently dischargedfrom a both of Grand Rapids.
be at home in South Haven for
City were ordered out when a near- Lievense Agency ........
8
and baby, 181% West 16th St.;
Lloyd Ter Beek, Hamilton,ex5 and 12; the Rev. Lambert Pon- four year training course at U.S.
the summer.
by vessel radioed the universal dis- Holland Hitch .................. 7%
Mrs. Herman Kortman and baby,
pired operator’s license, referred
The groom's parents entertained
tress call of "Mayday.”
G. E. No. 1 ................... 7% stein on July 19 and 26, Dr. Air Bases, mostly in Tetfas.They
246% West 19th St.; Mark Keen,
to traffic school.
at a rehearsal dinner Wednesday
The plane finallyused its radio Parke -Davis ............. ,...6% Richard OudersluysAug. 2 and 9, ! expect to take up residence near Sheriff’s Officers Patrol
128 West 31st St.; Andries Steketee,
Three violators had completed
Dr.
John
Van
Peursem
Aug.
16
evening
at
Cumerford’s.
Hamilton,south east of town.
directionalfinder to locate the dis- Hart and Cooley No. 1 ..... 6%
114 West 11th St.
their courses at the traffic school,
Glenn
Pancake
Festival
The annual church picnic of the
abled cruiser, and stayed overhead Hart and Cooley No. 2 ......... 3% and 23 and the Rev. Jacob
Admitted Sunday was Mrs. Bert
and fines were suspended.They
Brouwer Aug. 30.
Hamilton Reformed Church, sponuntil the 40-foot cruiser from St.
GLENN. (Special)
Sheriff's Wieringa, 106 East 13th St.
Adrian Nagelkerk Dies
were
Donna Mae Boorman, 257
Rev. Rynbrandt, the Rev. E. Van sored by the Sunday School, was
Joseph arrived.
officers patrolled at Glenn PanDischarged Sunday were Mrs.
West 24th St., speeding, 514; BenPernis and Bert Boes are members held June 2 at Allegan - County
The Chicago men, Fred Wirtz Adult Swimming Classes
In
Zeeland
at
Age
84
cake festival Saturdayand Sunday Gerrit Vander Hulst and baby, 620
jamin Moore, 248 West Ninth St.,
of the Evangelism Committee of Park, featuring a basket picnic to prevent reoccurence of bad
and M. Spivak, and their boat Plan to Start July 9
Riley; Mrs. Lloyd Lubbers and
ZEELAND (Special) — Adrian no operator's license, 515; Homer
the Holland Classis which arranged supper followed by games and
were towed into Holland Harbor.
feeling between concessionaires baby, 187 East 40th St.; Craig
Nagelkerk,
84, of East Main Ave., McFarland, route 3, Fennville.
the
summer
program.
They were enroute to Saugatuck Adult swiming classes begin
sports. Committee appointed in and area youths which resulted
Billings, 646 Michigan Ave.; Mrs.
Zeeland,
died
Saturdayevening at speeding, 413.
,1 from Chicago.
charge of the event were Mr. and late Friday night, sending an 18July 9 at 4:15 at the water
Grace Jonker, 187 West 16th St.;
his home followinga short Illness.
Shortly after the rescue craft
Mrs.
Bert
Brink
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
safety instruction area on Lake
year-oldCasco township boy to Mrs. Claude Boers and baby, route
He was born in the Netherlands Mrs. Van Hoeven, 66,
put out, the South Haven Coast Macatawa, across from the old
Jerry Lohman.
the hospital.
2; Mrs. Jack Spaulding and baby,
Guard boat broke down 14 miles Ottawa Golf Course.
Mr. and Mrs. Laveme Van Dyke Luther O. Lime, 59, of East 47 West 35th St.; Mrs. David and came here at the age of 18. He
out of port They were towed back
have moved into their newly con- Peoria, 111., was to be arranged Resseguie and baby, 259 East was a retired farmer and a mem- Dies in Grand Haven
The Red Cross and City Reby the Holland boat
structed
home in the Koops addi- before Justice Winfield Adams of Ninth St.; Mrs. John Lawson, 91 ber of First Reformed Church. His
creation departmentco-sponsor the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mi
wife, Betsy, died about four years
tion.
classes.
at
Douglas Monday
assault Coolidge Ave.; LaVerne Regnerus,
Gerrit Van Hoeven, 66, di^l at h
ago.
At a recent business meeting of and battery charges. Lime was 159. Reed St.
The course will be three weeks,
Aged Resident Succumbs
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. home at 913 WashingtonSt. ea:
Monday through Friday, and trans- Mrs. George Smith, Jr., 30, the the Junior High C.E. Society new arrested for allegedly striking Hospital births include a son,
Saturday morning. She had suffer
Arie
H. Van Dyke of Zeeland, four
At Convalescent
portation will be provided. Re- former Lela Vandenberg,died un- officers were elected to plan the Tom Novak, 18, of route 2, South Glenn Alan, bom Saturdayto Mr.
from
an extended illness.
grandchildren;one great grandgistrationshould be made at Lin- expectedly Monday at Holland program for the coming fall after Haven with a hammer at 12:10 and Mrs. itythur Herman, route 6;
She was born in the Netheriar
Mrs. Jennie Decker, 93, of 147
child; one sister, Mrs. Peter Roels
a
summer
recess.
Chosen
to
serve
Hospital.
She
had
been
in
ill
health
coln School.
a.m.
a son, David, Jr., bom Saturday
on February 21, 1890. She was mi
West 15th St, led Monday mornJunior and Senior life saving for several years. Her home ad- were president Necla Veldhoff; Saturday morning Lime told of- 'to Mr. and Mrs. David Resseguie, of Zeeland; two sisters-in-law, ried in 1912 and came to this coi
ing at Mulder’s Home for the Aged.
Mrs.
Gerrit
Nagelkerk
of
Allenvice
president,
Sally
Haakema,
dress
was
631
Harrington
Ave.
classes begin at 3:30 p.m. and the
ficers that he was trying to pro- 259 East Ninth St.; a son, James
try with her husband and th<
She was born in 1863 in GraafMrs. Smith, daughter of Mrs. secretary, Gloria Top; treasurer, tect his property from a gang of /.lien, bom Saturday to Mr. and dale and Mrs. Sam Nagelkerk of three children in 1921. Mr. a
bus leaves at 3 p.m.
s chap and had Uved in that vicinity
Also planned are classes of all John (Vaudie) Vanderbergand the Larry Kempkers, assistant secre- boys who had bothered him most Mrs. Bernard Wiersema, 171 East Zeeland.
Mrs. Van Hoeven operated a ft
all her life. Her husband, Dick
types, beginners through advanced late Mr. Vandenberg,was born in tary and treasurer, Steven Orr.
of Friday night Novak was taken 14th St.
1st shop in their home. She w
Decker, died in 1946. She lived with
Holland, Aug. 30, 1925 and was
Mr. and Mrs. H.D. Strabbing at- to South Haven Hospital and was
at 4:15 p.m.
A daughter, Diana Lynn, bom Marriage Licenses
a member of the First Christi
her son, Harold, for a year and a
graduated
from
Holland
High
tended
the
wedding
of
their
grandThe first course runs from July
released Sunday morning.
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arnold Leroy Disselkoen,24, Reformed Church, the Ladies S<
half. Eight and one half years ago
9 through July 27 and the second School and the University of Michi- niece, Glennyce Weis and Allan
Howard, 382 Roost Rd.; a son, Zeeland, and Norma Jean Schout, iety and the Eunice Circle of t
she broke her hip and since then
gan. For several years she was Russcher at Third Reformed
from July 30 to Aug. 17.
Larry Jay, bora Sunday to Mr. and 17, route 2, Zeeland; James Christian School.
had been confined to the convales*
employed by the Duffy Latex Co. church in Holland recentiy. Rev. Gets Divorce
Mrs. Ernest. Vander Hulst, 251 Edward Zattlin, 19, and J a n i c e
Survivingbesides her husba
cent home. She was a member of
She was a member of Hope Re- Christian Walvoord, pastor of
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A Maerose Ave.; a daughter, Dawn Kay Gsmun, 17, both of route 1, are five children, Marinas,
' First MelodistChurch.
Taking Vacation Trip
formed Church and the Junior Wel- Third church performed the double divorce decree was granted in Marie, bom Sunday to Mr. and
Grand Raven.
home, Jacob, Mrs. August (Minnl
Survivingare two sons, Harold GRAND
(Special)
fare League.
ring rites.
Ottawa Circuit Court Friday to Mrs. Herbert Alderink, route 4.
Wernstron, Mrs. Ernest (Nelli
Decker of Holland and Milo De Municipal Judge Jacob Ponstein
Survivingbesides her husband A number of local relativesat- Vivian Borst from Charles Borst,
____ (TheThe U.S. Army in the Frank- Schroeder and Mrs. Herman
Vries of New Port Richey, Fla. and his family, accompanied by and mother are two brothers,Vau- tended the funeral of Mrs. Jennie both of Nunica. There are no
cut froste cake without furt, Germany, area employs 45 da) Nuismer, all of Grand
Her only grandson,Donald De- Charles E. Misner II, left Satur- die V. Vandenberg of Miami, Fla., Boerman, 89, at Drenthe Christian
children and Mrs. Borst will use crumblingthe IcUk, dip the knife German dentists
sts and 148 Gfpnan There is also
Vries, was accidentally{killed in day for a month's trip to the west and Robert L. Vandenberg of ‘Ben- Reformed Church last Monday
her former name of Vivian M. in hot water andl Wipe dry before dental
nts^and X-ray echApril of this year.
ton Harbor.
Weaver.
using.
nlciana in Its
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Local Fishermen To Investigate God's Lake;
THESE MAPS show

the trip to be mode by four men, three of them from Midlond, one from Holland, M,ch. The

solid line in the top drowing shows the outo trip of

The second mop ^detail of the God's

lake

ond

950 miles to Kenoro ond the broken line the 500 md. plan.

river country which snuggles up fairly close to

trip.

Hudsons boy. See stones

Near Hudsons Bay

Rich, Arbury,

Towsley Going
Bj PHIL HIGH

and pictures on this page

•Itere U a God’s Country I And
what’s more there is a God’s lake
and a God’s river and three Midlanders and one person from
Holland (Mich.) are on their way
to what fishermen call "that heavenly spot" right now.

QUEBEC

For some years I’ve been hearing about the God’s lake area up
in Manitoba — 800 miles north of
Duluth or 600 miles north of Kenora. OnUrio. Today we are on
the first leg -of the Journey which
we hope will brli« us to the finest
fishingof our lives. A couple of
days to motor to Kenora and then
with the dawn June 30th we
shouM be flying over that lakepacked paradise lying
up

way

close to Hudson’s Bay.
Those on this trip win be: Dr.
W. D. Towsley, Midland physician
and life-long resident here; How-

ard H. Arbury, insurance man
and who has also spent most of
his life in Midland; W. A Butler,
Holland (Mich.) Evening Sentinel
publisher, with whom I made part
of the trip to the Pacific Northwest last summer, and myself. To
get a head-start we took off today
(Wednesday afternoon) so that it
would not be such a mad rush.
I first heard a graphic descrip-

from
Jack Parry, South Bend outdoor
writer. If I’d not known Jack’s
veracity, his story would have
been put down as another good
"fish story" it was so fantastic.
But he backed it up with phototion of the God’s lake fishing

MANITOBA

ONTARIO

graphs. And later
who told the same

Kenora

I met

others

tale.

Wlb Towsley and I.

who

had

taken what we thought were large
trout in Ontario and done some
other fishing, were intrigued by

the "yarn" that speckled trout
were commonly caught which
would weigh six pounds. Also that

some of them had gone better
than EIGHT pounds. These were

Duluihi
• •

••••••

SOME OF

the fish they hope to get; 36 pound and

29

Vi pot^pd lake trout caught in

reports last year. On lake trout, Cod's lake by fishermen last year. This stimulated interest on the part of the Midlandpictures were shown in which
Holland party when they heard such catches were not rare but could be expected durtrout weighed over 45 pounds.
ing a short trip.
Walleyes and northern pike of giant size also. So we started making plans. ’Ere long we interested
Arbury and Butler to make this
"trip ot a lifetime".
. .and

.

-4

hrre we go.

—

i

by automobile

950

God’s lake is a big one
70
miles long. There are hundreds of
other lakes; dozens of rivers and
streams flowing northwest into
Hudson’s Bay. We win not be too
far from the big bay when we
get up to God’s river and our latitude will be far north of James
Bay to the east and south.

miles

I

There are several camps scattered about this vast wilderness
in an area of more than 25,000
square miles. The one we have
chosen is run by one of the first
operators — Barney Lamm, who
has a string of camps running
from Ball lake, 50 miles from
Kenora to God’s river 500 miles
away.
Barney runs the airlines up
there and has 22 planes and a
small army of guides. We’ll ride
the big waters in 20 foot freighter
square-tall canoes run by a couple
of Crce Indians and powered by
outboards of good size to b u c k
swiit currents and with a bowman to keep us off the huge
rocks. It’s a package deal— and
expensive— but includes 1000 miles
of air transport; canoes, gas,
sleeping and eating quarters—in
fact everythingexcept personal effects and fishing equipmentwith
fish iced and delivered back to
Kenora.

C. D.

SCHLESSELMAN, Iowa

fisherman at God's

river,

took out a couple of speckled

These giant size brook trout often run from 6 to 8 pounds say those who have
been up there. Such fish give the huge area, extending up to the Hudson Bay region a

trout.

reputation among fresh water fishermen everywhere.

GOD S LAKE AND
ADJACENT LAKES
to Ktnora -

500 hiIIm

LEFT TO right: Howard Arbury, Wib Towsley and Phil Rich check maps and
In Manitoba. June 30th they f(y from Kenora, Ontario, 500 miles north, after
‘ind.

The men with

Bill Butler,

Holland (upper

final plans for takeoff to God's lake
driving there in two; days

left), will be in the wilds for 10 days

from Mid-

